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Abstract 

 This thesis explores the effectiveness of the anti-slavery framework of the UK, asking how it 
implements the international norms around slavery in such a way as to give them full effect. It considers this 
idea in light of several aspects of the concepts concerning slavery while also evaluating some of the key 
theories relating to the implementation of international law in a national context. 
 In order to do this the thesis starts by evaluating the international norms that have been implemented 
in the UK in order to understand what the norms around slavery are at this level while also examining how 
these various treaties have been implemented in the UK. This includes treaties from the UN as well as the 
European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 1950. This is followed by an analysis of 
national law, in particular the Modern Slavery Act 2015. In order to measure both effective implementation of 
norms and the actual operation of the Act in regards to slavery, consideration is first given to some of the 
smaller elements of the Act in one chapter such as the new control orders and methods of victim care that 
are relevant to the framework as a whole rather than as a single part. This is followed by three individual 
chapters on the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner, criminal responses and supply chain slavery. Due 
to these being relevant to issues inherent in the existing UK legal framework or emerging forms of 
exploitation, it is worth considering how the UK has made an attempt to actually resolve these issues as well 
as how they reflect on the norms of slavery upheld at the international level. 
 This thesis concludes that while good efforts have been made, the framework lacks effectiveness in 
several critical areas. There is a significant amount of relative “distance” between the norms in the 
international context and their actualisation in the national context that has not been overcome, or is being 
damaged by actions in said national context. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1: Preamble 
 Modern slavery is considered a threat to human welfare worldwide, with much national and 
international legislation recognising a need to combat slavery, trafficking and forced labour, such as the 
treaty known as the Palermo Protocol, which affirms the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; 

 “no one shall be held in slavery or servitude and that slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited 
in all their forms…”  1

 The unusual forms modern slavery can take are one complexity in this field. Changes in functionality 
and legal terminology have shifted slavery from its traditional understanding. There have been relatively few 
cases on the topic to give the area definition and guidance. In light of the Modern Slavery Act 2015  this 2

poses the question of how effective in operation the UK and relevant international anti-slavery legal 
instruments are when considering their legislative, enforcement and judicial aspects. 

1.2: Context: 
 Slavery is a dynamic topic that has changed significantly over time. This is something that will be 
outlined more in the next chapter in its entirety which looks at how the norms around slavery have historically 
changed and considering how this forms a modern definition of slavery in section 2.2. As a basic explanation 
however, modern slavery is essentially the exploitation of another human being for some purpose. There are 
several different kinds of exploitation that share a lot of the agreed conceptual norms around slavery or fall 
under the umbrella of exploitation. In particular this includes the concept of trafficking, a form of exploitation 
tied very closely historically to actual slave labour as this involves the transportation of victims to a place 
where they are exploited. Trafficking however is something that has become more dynamic as time has 
moved on. While there are still cases of victims being abducted and then forcibly coerced into physical work, 
the modern trend is to convince the victim to travel under their own consent and then entrap them in 
domestic or intensive, highly controlled working environments. Forced labour is also something that falls 
under this umbrella, relating again to physical work in low visibility, low pay environments such as migrant 
farm labour or criminal enterprises requiring hands-on work. The ultimate issue with slavery is the 
exploitation of the victim for some sort of material gain in a way that reduces their status as a human being. 
This is the reason why the Modern Slavery Act (or MSA) considers forced organ removal to be a form of 
slavery.  The forms that entrapment can take are also variable. In cases of labour, this can involve 3

exploitative contracting or taking advantage of the fact that the victim is potentially an illegal worker so as to 
prevent them from reporting themselves to the authorities. However, a more common method across all 
forms of slavery is through removal of options and power. This can include confiscating documentation that 
would allow the victim to easily escape, playing up the dangers that the police present to those placed in 
their situation or simply using a coercive contract that the victim may not be able to understand or contest to 
hold them in place. Again, this is due to the victim of slavery being degraded away from the level of common 
humanity they should be treated with as per their fundamental human rights. 

 Preamble, Forced Labour Convention 1930 No. 29 (Entered into force 01/05/1932)1

 2015 c.30 <legislation.gov.uk> [Accessed 2/11/2018]2

 Ibid s3(4)3
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 Human rights are unusual as a legal field as they involve the realisation of these conceptual norms 
mentioned above. This means, ideally, that these rights are fundamentally attached to the experience of 
being human and cannot be divorced from an individual. On a practical level this is complex as there can be 
pressing needs to regulate some of the freedoms offered (such as freedom of expression versus hate 
speech). Slavery, however, contends with several issues that are seen as fundamental to the human 
experience, the exploitation being seen as fundamentally degrading and thus there is an accepted obligation 
to combat the trade wherever it should arise. The issue, however, is with how those obligations are to be 
implemented. While a lot of the concepts and some of the regulation is global with bodies such as the 
Council of Europe or United Nations offering guidance or even courts for hearing, the implementation of 
policies, laws and actual combatting of slavery is reliant on individual sovereign nations. These nations, 
including the UK, have several different competing issues they need to balance in regards to this 
implementation, such as border control or resource availability which means that implementing such policies 
as they were fully intended can be difficult. This thesis suggests there are two primary issues to contend 
with, the first being the dynamic and changing nature of the slave trade meaning that policies and the law 
requires semi-constant updating so as to ensure they can keep pace with developments. The other is the 
“translation” of these norms into reality which, due to the aforementioned issues, as well as potential cultural 
differences can create a “governance gap”, a conceptual divide between the intentions of the norm and the 
reality of the implementation. 
 This thesis will examine the wider framework used by the UK, taking into account international and 
regional norms and regulation alongside national instruments to determine whether the norms around 
slavery have been both considered, and effectively realised. By first laying out what the global expectations 
are in relation to slavery, it will be easier to shift to the national perspective to make a comparative 
evaluation. Essentially, the issue is to make sure the governance gap between the world and the UK has 
been bridged while also keeping up to speed with changes in slavery over time. The thesis will do so by 
considering several variables in regards to this central issue of translation to measure, through secondary 
analysis, to consider how well global norms have been realised in the UK. 

1.3: Theory 
 This thesis will explore the effectiveness of the implementation of international law on modern 
slavery in the light of the concept of a ‘governance gap’, the importance of the international nature of modern 
slavery practices, and by applying the concept of an inverse pyramid of regulation . 

1.3.1: Governance gaps and traditional approaches 
 Ireland’s theory on governance gaps notes the inherent issue of legislative “distance” between the 
international norms and concepts from the actual national application. She explains this with reference to the 
issues around supply chain slavery; 

 “As the supply chains of MNCs [Multi-National Corporations] have become more extensive, they 
have also become more complex and opaque… they can affect virtually all human rights anywhere in the 
world. Moreover, while MNC activity has rapidly evolved, the legal framework governing MNCs has trailed 
behind, creating a ‘governance gap' in which global supply chains operate.”  4

 Rose Ireland “Rights and modern slavery: the obligations of states and corporations in relation to forced 4

labour in global supply chains” 2017 UCL J.L. and J. 6(2) 100, 101-2
9



 This gap is created by more than just legislative relativity. Due to the covert nature of modern 
slavery, trying to keep victims isolated and secret, there are difficulties in ensuring a case against 
perpetrators (both individuals and organisations) is successfully prosecuted at the national level. This is 
borne out by an investigation from the National Audit Office, citing issues such as; 

 “…identifying the perpetrator, acquiring sufficient evidence in the investigation, and victims agreeing 
to act as witnesses and then being available for the trial.”  5

 Whilst the NAO report notes attempts are being made to close that gap, it identifies a second 
governance gap at the national level. It is important therefore that the framework is capable of implementing 
international law at a national level in a dynamic response to changes in slavery practices. New cases help 
develop the interpretation of domestic legislation and Barclay and Foster write that the MSA’s provisions on 
MNCs are already starting to have effects, though development is slow; 

 “Overall, it is likely that universal corporate awareness of modern slavery will take time to develop. 
The provisions of the Act do, however, bring attention to the issue in the vast majority of companies and 
internal dialogue is certainly beginning to take place.”  6

 Governance gaps have been a persistent problem in regards to effectively implementing the norms 
around slavery. Positive changes have occurred in coupling of slavery-related concepts, such as trafficking of 
persons, for a broader interpretation of slavery, which allows greater flexibility in closing lacunas. Clifford and 
Reurts present another issue, expanding on Ireland’s argument, arguing that the focus regarding protection 
is more on state responsibility, rather than non-governmental organisations. Theories such as corporate 
responsibility have only recently been created and have had limited impact on business practices in relation 
to modern slavery; 

 ”There is an expectation that the State will protect the fundamental freedoms of its people and 
history demonstrates that some of the most egregious breaches are committed by State actors. The notion 
of corporations bearing responsibility for ensuring or promoting human rights is a recent development…”  7

 This becomes problematic when new legislation is based upon older ideas of human rights violations 
committed by, and the responsibility of, the state. Egan, writing on the European Court of Human Rights case 
of Siliadin,  and the breach of Article 4 of the European Convention of Human Rights, noting that while 8

important, the case: 

 Sir Amyas Morse KCB Reducing modern slavery (2017 Comptroller and Auditor General, National Audit 5

Office/House of Commons) <https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Reducing-Modern-
Slavery.pdf> [Accessed 6/11/2018], 45

 Charles Barclay and Steve Foster “The Modern Slavery Act 2015: good intentions and sending out the right 6

message” 2017 Cov. L.J. 22(2) 1, 8

 Anita Clifford and Natasha Reurts, “Corporate criminal liability in the supply chain: a coherent divergence?” 7

2018 Crim. L.R. 8 633, 643

 Siliadin v France (2006) 43 E.H.R.R. 168
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 “…it has been obliquely criticised for failing to stretch the positive obligations in Art.4 beyond the duty 
to provide an adequate criminal law response and further in the direction of victim protection.  The text of 
Art.4, however, is limited to a straight-forward prohibition on "slavery" and "forced or compulsory labour”.”  9

 Beyond the focus on state intervention, slavery has developed away from a property-based 
understanding operating on more of a relationship-based understanding. When dealing with slowly 
developing normative environments, gaps can be formed where there is no appropriate existing response to 
changes in the evolving nature of slavery. These lacunas require effective responses, and evaluating 
whether are existing norms are effective in practice will be important to seeing how problematic these gaps 
are. Ireland argues that purposive interpretation requires constant attention. Policy-makers must be aware of 
the issues in the field of modern slavery so as to actually reflect the agreed on issues. 
 There is some evidence of national legislation catching up to changing norms and the alteration of 
slavery as was traditionally understood. Selimi highlights that; 

 “When examining article 4, it is evident that there is no mention of "trafficking,' but the very nature of 
trafficking is based on exploitation and attaches rights of ownership of the victim… due to its obligation to 
interpret the Convention in light of present-day conditions, the Court considers it unnecessary to specifically 
identify human trafficking.”  10

 Older definitions are being expanded and jurisprudence is developing at national and international 
level to reflect the modern picture of slavery. Although this raises issues around judicial lawmaking, there are 
ways to overcome governance gaps through creative interpretation, allowing for evolving application of legal 
principles to occur gradually over time. The central question to this thesis is how the norms around slavery 
are enabled at the national level and it will be argued that these responses to potential developing 
governance gaps help to keep anti-slavery frameworks effective. 

1.3.2: Internationality 
 The other issue with modern slavery is that it is now a business that crosses many international 
borders. Okoye brings up the case of Barcelona Traction in regards to the principles around the limits of 
territorial jurisdiction; 

 “…international law has had to recognise the corporate entity as an institution created by States in a 
domain essentially within their domestic jurisdiction.”  11

 The Barcelona Traction principle is fundamental to international law in that it defines boundaries of 
jurisdiction, and expectations relating to them. However, modern slavery norms have been consistently 

 Suzanne Egan “Protecting the victims of trafficking: problems and prospects” 2008 E.H.R.L.R. 1 106, 1169

 Enela Selimi “Limiting the abuses of trafficking: the European Court of Human Rights and article 4 of the 10

European Convention of Human Rights” 2016 Cov. L.J. 21(1) 7, 9

 Case concerning the Barcelona Traction, Light & Power Co Ltd (5 February 1970) ICJ 1, Para 38 / <http://11

www.worldlii.org/cgi-bin/download.cgi/cgi-bin/download.cgi/download/int/cases/ICJ/1970/1.pdf> [Accessed 
27/11/18], Judgement page 34
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moving against these expectations. Okoye notes this in regards to the MSA which seeks to stretch powers 
beyond the UK’s borders; 

 “This will have extraterritorial effect by implication. It covers action taken in any part of its supply 
chain but domestic and foreign… Section 54(12)(a) specifically defines "commercial organisation" as 
including "a body corporate (wherever incorporated) which carries on a business or part of a business, in any 
part of the United Kingdom”."  12

 This fundamentally speaks to need to balance the sovereign rights of nations with the needs to work 
together across borders in order to control slavery. This presents issues in regards to the transposition of 
norms in that, as has been mentioned, the needs and desires of individual states can sometimes run against 
the ideals international norms represent. While regional bodies such as the Council of Europe can act as 
international regulators, there can be concern expressed about the infringement of national sovereignty. 
Regional monitoring systems are also not global in scope. Mutual control of slavery between states can 
sometimes be difficult to achieve. 
Measures such as national-level self-regulation have not necessarily proven strong in regards to newer 
concepts like MNCs, as Okoye notes these companies have control over how they choose to report; 

 “The basic assumption is that disclosure leads to greater transparency. This is not always the case 
as companies often tend to disclose positive information more than and rather than negative information.”  13

 This is problematic as the norms around slavery require it to be controlled wherever it arises. It 
needs to be understood how the state has reconciled the need to respect sovereignty alongside giving effect 
to slavery norms, as well as how these elements deal with modern developments that may not fit in with 
existing legal structures. 

1.3.3: The inverse pyramid 
 Human rights law does not exist in a vacuum, and that is particularly the case for modern slavery law 
which usually crosses borders and cultures. When discussing the behaviour of MNCs and how to regulate 
them, Ayres and Braithwaite suggest that regulation is a pyramid, with the more punishing, commanding 
regulations at the peak, and thus rarer, while unenforced self-regulation of general norms is at the broader 
bottom of the pyramid. These elements interact; 

 “Lop the tops off the enforcement pyramids and there is less prospect of selfregulation [sic], less 
prospect of persuasion as an alternative to punishment.”  14

 Adaeze Okoye “Corporate enterprise principles and UK regulation of modern slavery in supply chains” 12

2017 I.C.C.L.R. 28(5) 196, 201

 Ibid 20313

  Ian Ayres and John Braithwaite Responsive Regulation: Transcending the Deregulation Debate (OUP, 200 14

Madison Avenue 1992) / <http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/manchester/detail.action?docID=272606> 
[Accessed 03/07/2020], page 39
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 The quote here is suggesting that common, broader unenforceable measures lie at the bottom of this 
model, while specific, targeted and impactful responses are rarer. While there are concepts of international 
law that reach out over the entire topic of slavery, they can only do so in vague and broad terms. It will be 
suggested that this lighter touch is necessary at the higher level of regulation due to the breadth of territory, 
and the legislative bodies within that territory, that need to be covered. This end of the inverse pyramid is 
more reflective of the norms against slavery, the unifying ideas that should underpin the laws seeking to 
combat slavery at the national level. 
 At the national, and even local authority level in the UK, the inverse pyramid is much more narrow 
but the legal expectations are clearly defined. There is clear legislation, legal responses for enforcement that 
are tailored to the individual state or even local authorities. This will be demonstrated in chapter 4 with the 
discussion of the concept of the margin of appreciation, and chapters 5 and 6 with discussion of local 
authorities and third parties within the UK. Ayres and Braithwaite suggest that the top of the inverse pyramid 
is the most important part, as that is the level of multi-regional international treaties, such as those made by 
the UN, that identify the underpinning norms against slavery. Likewise, the inverse is true. Without legislation 
and policy at the narrow, regional and national level respecting the underpinning global norms, the anti-
slavery framework as a whole suffers due to a failure to carry through the fundamental norms at the national 
level. 
 This can be illustrated as follows: 

13



 The thesis structure, will examine the pyramid by outlining the broader norms against modern 
slavery, those at the international level first. It will then move down through the regional level to show how 
those ideas are refined and enforced in the European Court of Human Rights, and then examine how the UK 
responds to these norms and rules against slavery at the national level. It will consider whether 
implementation is effective in translating the norms of countering slavery in the UK. Both criminal 
prosecutions and the measures taken to combat the harm slaves face as victims will be considered in 
assessing the effectiveness of the UK framework. UN treaties identify the broad normative concepts, regional 
treaties like the ECHR work to refine those concepts into something workable, and then national UK 
legislative bodies put them into practice. 
 While the inverse pyramid is divided into layers, it is a singular structure as Ayres and Braithwaite 
explain, and weakness in part of the structure can damage the integrity of the whole. This thesis will aim to 
examine these layers in order to demonstrate how anti-slavery theory is put into practice, as well as highlight 
how effectiveness is a holistic issue and not a localised one. 

1.4: The research question 
 To determine effectiveness of UK law on modern slavery this thesis will consider how international 
norms at the broad top of the inverse pyramid been implemented in legislation and interpretation in the UK. 
Given the need to translate the global anti-slavery norms down to the national level lies with the state it is 
important to take an approach that allows consideration as to the methods adopted by the UK in developing 
implemented, tangible responses. In order to do this, this thesis will analyse the origin of norms against 
slavery on the international level. This will then move on to an in-depth analysis of the Modern Slavery Act 
2015,, alongside relevant ECHR case law. This will enable greater understanding of the more legally “distant” 
international norms before slowly paring them down into something more “grounded” with UK law, as 
outlined in the theory at 1.3. 

1.4.1: Legislative definition 
 The first issue to assess in the implementation of norms at the national level is how anti-slavery 
legislation has been drafted to allow for the conceptual norms at the international level to be translated into 
the national framework. A key point in doing this is flexibility, allowing for judges and enforcers to interpret the 
law in conformity to the original norms. This is a difficult balancing act as legislation addressing human rights 
issues need dynamism to deal with the changing nature of slavery over time, yet needs to bear out the 
original intent of the UK Parliament’s draftsmen at the national level. This can be problematic because, as 
Stoyanova writes; 

   “Criminal law has to remain faithful to the principle of legal certainty and to the rights of the accused 
which ban expansive interpretations. It is human rights law which celebrates liberal interpretations of 
concepts for the purpose of holding states internationally responsible for their failures to protect. Despite the 
difference in their interpretative standpoints, there is a clear interaction between these two fields of law.”  15

 Vladislava Stoyanova “Article 4 of the ECHR and the obligation of criminalising slavery, servitude, forced 15

labour and human trafficking” 2014 C.J.I.C.L. 3(2) 407, 407
14



   It is therefore important that the relevant instruments are able to retain their breadth and flexibility in 
interpretation as part of a national framework, while also having enough definition to direct cases and 
policies towards their goal. This can be seen in discussion of Siliadin when comparing the national French 
Criminal Code to the international ECHR; 

   “…much more limited than Article 4, as there was no clear prohibition of slavery and servitude as 
such in French criminal law. The provisions were open to many different interpretations. They were neither 
concrete nor effective, although one of the fundamental values of democratic societies was at stake. France 
was, therefore, in breach of the ECHR.”  16

   Legislation needs to be broad enough to challenge  slavery practices as they develop, but it also 
needs concretely defined in terms capable of enforcement by state agencies and in court. It will be important 
to consider not just the definition given in the legislation itself, but to look to elements such as the cases 
employing that legislation to see how strong those translated norms are in practice and how far they can 
reach or be adapted through interpretation. 

1.4.2: Policy responsiveness 
   The next issue is how the state responds to individual incidences of slavery in taking care of victims 
when they are found. Whilst there are certain trends in regards to where victims originate , potential victims 17

and perpetrators cover a wide range of demographics and policy decisions need to reflect how the norms 
around slavery encompass those people. Blanket policies may not fully reflect the difficulties of each case, 
whereas nuanced policies risk having some issues fall outside their remit on technicality.  
There are parts of a framework which might not be directly recognised as such, yet have the potential to 
impact adversely on the anti-slavery policies of the UK. In particular, this thesis will consider the ‘hostile 
environment’ immigration policy adopted by the Conservative government in the 2010s and its impact on 
slavery victims (see Chapter 5 with some discussion in Chapter 4). Finding a balance or, in cases where this 
is impossible, the most appropriate action, is important for victims. For a particular policy to be effective it 
needs to balance not just the norms and concepts of the wider world that have effect on how the UK makes 
decisions, but also how well it reflects the international obligations that it is sourced from. The framework is 
an interconnected set of legal elements, and it is important that they can all function in harmony rather than 
adversely to each other as well as convey the concepts important to slavery down to the national level. It 
should be noted that due to the diversity of the field there are a lot of measures that are only tangentially 
relevant. This thesis will try and remain focused on those produced in response to slavery or closely tied to 
anti-slavery legislation rather than those with a less substantial connection. 

 Virginia Mantouvalou “Servitude and forced labour in the 21st century: the human rights of domestic 16

workers” 2006 I.L.J. 35(4) 395, 404

 National Crime Agency National Referral Mechanism Statistics Quarter 3 2018 - July to September 17

(Vulnerabilities Command/MSHTU, National Crime Agency 2018) <http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/
publications/national-referral-mechanism-statistics/2018-nrmstatistics/973-modern-slavery-and-human-
trafficking-national-referral-mechanism-statistics-julyto-september-2018/file> [Accessed 31/01/19], page 6

15

http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/publications/national-referral-mechanism-statistics/2018-nrm-statistics/973-modern-slavery-and-human-trafficking-national-referral-mechanism-statistics-july-to-september-2018/file


1.4.3: Judicial interpretation 
   It is also necessary to consider how the global and regional norms and concepts are interpreted by 
the judiciary at a regional and national level. The way that courts interpret legislation and apply it to the facts 
of cases may or may not reflect the legislator’s intentions and underpinning global legal norms: 

   “This is a straightforward and unanimous judgment with the Court reaffirming the positive obligations 
of states under art.4 concerning human trafficking… The Court also reiterated that the prohibition of slavery 
constitutes a fundamental value in a democratic society.”  18

   Courts are potentially valuable in developing interpretation of national law to cross governance gaps 
between international treaties and national legislation, clarifying unclear terminology and allowing for original 
intent to come to the fore. This also allows for adaptation to the dynamic practices of modern slavery. 
However, radical new directions in interpretation that may not have been intended by Parliament can create 
decisions that, whilst morally right, may damage the framework by working against the intent of the enabling 
Act. At the same time, a case may follow the policies and legislation as appropriate but fails to regard the 
factual context of a case correctly. There is the potential for the UK’s slavery framework to be improved 
though, the topic being discussed in CR, a right-to-trial case heard in the ECtHR; 

   “…in any system of law, including criminal law, there is an inevitable element of judicial interpretation 
… Article 7 of the Convention cannot be read as outlawing the gradual clarification of the rules of criminal 
liability through judicial interpretation from case to case, provided that the resulting development is consistent 
with the essence of the offence and could reasonably be foreseen.”  19

     
 Effective decision-making in regards to modern slavery therefore needs to consider both how the 
norms around the topic have been enabled through interpretation of the law, as well as how the application 
of the law has responded to any extant issues presented by the case. There are some issues with this 
process, especially when handling cases relevant to the ECHR, as that acts as a nexus to multiple countries 
and therefore multiple interpretations of the norms. This being said, due to the prevalence of globalised legal 
norms for combatting slavery, a consistent set of doctrines for applying the norms around slavery in national 
courts should be possible. 

1.5: Methodology 
 This thesis adopts a desk-based doctrinal research approach, examining legislation, policy and 
jurisprudence at different levels of regulation. It seeks to consider the norms at the top of the inverse pyramid 
and how they operate within the legal sphere further down the hierarchy, looking at national aspects such as 
enforcement. Hervey, et al consider the doctrinal approach to be reflective of a legally positivist approach; 
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 “…related to broader theoretical perspectives of positivism which hold that human knowledge is 
based on that which can be experienced through the senses or through empirical observation. Law is thus 
an observable phenomenon of legislation, custom, adjudication… and other legal institutions”  20

 A doctrinal analysis of modern slavery enables consideration of the hierarchical steps that lead to the 
integration of international norms into the UK’s national law to combat this issue. Hervey et al note the 
importance of the legal plurality in international law; 

 “The first wave of postcolonial law scholars… were positivists, or used ideas traditionally associated 
with positivism - of sovereignty, sovereign equality and non-interference - to bolster the newly independent 
states.”  21

 
 In exploring work both at the international and national level, and how those levels interact through 
legal norms, a positivist, doctrinally analytical approach is appropriate to consider the application in practice 
of the inverse pyramid theory of implementing international norms.  
 The international norms around slavery will be explored in the first half of the thesis to demonstrate 
the interactions between anti-slavery norms at multiple tiers of regulation.. This includes exploring the UK’s 
history with abolition and some of the earliest treaties against slavery in chapter 2. Next is an examination of 
various UN instruments to which the UK is subject, followed by a chapter exploring the ECHR and the 
Council of Europe system in regards to slavery. In the second half of the thesis, national legislation will be 
explored in more detail, examining the MSA as that is the key instrument in regards to the enablement of 
international slavery norms in the UK. The focus will remain on the gaps between how the UK has 
implemented the normative values against slavery, leading to a failure to counter slavery with the appropriate 
normative strength. 

 Tamara Hervey, Robert Cryer, Bal Sokhi-Bulley, Ali Bohm Research Methodologies in EU and International 20
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Chapter 2: The background of modern slavery 

2.1: Introduction 
 Understanding the laws combatting modern slavery requires understanding of their historical and 
normative development, taking many centuries. This extends across history starting from the Roman empire, 
and with considerable focus on pre-Civil War America. The modern anti-slavery regime was borne out of the 
consequences of both World Wars, being first defined in a unified way by the League of Nations in 1926 and 
then refined in 1956 by the United Nations. 
 This chapter will examine the definition of slavery. It will act as a hybrid literature review and 
historical background.  It will consider the advancement in the understanding of slavery from the original, 
property-based model the League of Nations identified, in favour of a factual, relationship-based model that 
requires a more dynamic yet in-depth response from modern national legislatures. This analysis provides the 
basic underlying norm against slavery practices that underpin all subsequent regulation. Due to the 
complications of the field, laying out this definition will be important for the purposes of understanding how 
the concept has been used in law. In doing so, this will allow both a historical understanding of the issue and 
provide the definition this thesis will use for the purposes of examining slavery. The law against slavery and 
slavery-like practices is the fundamental norm underpinning all aspects of modern regulation, whether at the 
international, regional or national level and provides the basis for the forthcoming analysis.  

2.1.1: A historical perspective on modern slavery 
 Slavery has existed as a practice for the extent of recorded human history. The most common form 
known to the world was the industrial slave trade used by Western empires in their African and New World 
colonies. It was not until the 1800s that abolitionist movements started to take hold. Martinez notes that there 
is some conflict as to why this is the case; 

 “Early writers emphasised the idealistic motives of those […] who lead the abolition campaign, 
though it quickly became apparent that this was too simplistic. Later, more sceptical writers suggested that… 
abolitionism served the economic self interest of influential factions of society made wealthy by the rise of 
industrial capitalism. […] More recent scholarship has landed somewhere in the middle, suggesting that a 
fortuitous convergence of both idealistic and self interested motives was involved.”  22

 The period she identifies from 1807 (banning US and UK participation in the African slave trade) 
through to 1900 (the outlawing of slavery in the Western hemisphere) covers the Napoleonic Wars, where 
the interdiction of French slave traders travelling to colonies such as Haiti by the Royal Navy was to the 
benefit of those who opposed Napoleon. Somerset also identifies that there is an issue of “wage slavery” as 
a result of the developing industrial world and that the abolition movement may have served to distract from 
these issues.  At the same time, the rise of a more moral argument against slavery developed. The seminal 23

case on abolitionism in England, Somerset v Stewart contains strong moralistic arguments against slavery; 

 Jenny S Martinez “The Anti-Slavery Movement and the Rise of International Non-Governmental 22

Organisations” / Dinah Shelton (Editor) The Oxford Handbook of International Human Rights Law (OUP, 
Great Clarendon Street 2013), pages 227-8
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 “The state of slavery is of such a nature, that it is incapable of being introduced on any reasons, 
moral or political; but only positive law, which preserves its force long after the reasons, occasion, and time 
itself from whence it was created, is erased from memory: it's so odious, that nothing can be suffered to 
support it, but positive law. Whatever inconveniences, therefore, may follow from a decision, I cannot say this 
case is allowed or approved by the law of England…”  24

 Modern slavery principles reflect some of those outlined in Somerset’s judgment, as Ratner, Abrams 
and Bischoff argue; 

 “The prohibitions against slavery and the slave trade are probably the oldest international norms 
aimed at the preservation of human dignity. […] Slavery, in its most traditional sense - the ownership of one 
person by another - violates international law in all circumstances, its prohibition rising to the level of a jus 
cogens norm.”  25

 Slavery as a fundamental attack on free and dignified humanity is the fundamental basis of anti-
slavery practices. Modern responses place emphasis on the need to care for the victim of slavery and 
restore their dignity. This includes care such as mental health support, given the inherently degrading nature 
of the harm victims of slavery suffer. Somerset’s principles are still reflected in modern decision-making, 
although clear improvements and developments have been made from this foundation. It is the fundamental 
norm underpinning all regulation of slavery globally.  
 Although mostly an ideological victory, Somerset indicated a change in the direction regarding the 
treatment of slavery as a moral issue. A similar perspective to Martinez is argued by Carter Jr in regards to 
the United States, noting; 

 “…rising sentiment in the Northern states, [those who did not approve of slavery] for the full abolition 
of slavery rather than mere limitation of its expansion its gradual demise, the radicalisation of the abolitionist 
movement by (among other things) the Supreme Court’s decision in the Dred Scott case, and the South’s 
high degree of economic dependence on salve labor and resistance to its abolition.”  26

 Notably, in Dred Scott,  the US Supreme Court ruled obiter dicta that black people were never 27

considered as citizens by the founders of the United States. The American Civil War ultimately did serve to 
end slavery in the United States.  There are arguments that this was a more cynical approach than a purely 28

moralistic one, with Drescher suggesting that the reason Britain was able to enforce some of the strongest 
anti-slavery practices of the time was because it was; 
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 “…the world’s most hegemonic polity and economy. Britain constructed a multilateral strategy - 
diplomatic, naval and global to constrict, isolate and terminate the slave trade and slavery. By the time Britain 
was losing its hegemonic world position (c. 1880s), a normative, political and imperial consensus had been 
reached. Each major polity pledged itself to a policy of eliminating the institution from within its sphere of 
political domination.”  29

 Drescher also notes that while attempts were made to comprehensively outlaw slavery, enforcement 
was not comprehensive or, arguably, effective.  In 1922, the League of Nations started to place pressure on 30

one of its African members, Ethiopia, as that state seemed to have difficulty with suppressing the slave trade 
within their borders due to outstanding cultural issues as well as the presence of other slaver states. This 
was done for more than moralistic reasons: 

 “Functioning within an international paradigm which created a dichotomy between European States 
(and their New World progeny) that is: “civilised nations” and the “Other”: entities which had yet to meet the 
European standard of civilisation and thus were not recognised as forming part of the international 
community…”  31

 Allain argues that the issue of suppressing slavery was presented to try and legitimise the 
subsequent fascist Italian invasion.  The norms of slavery were not being decided equally since they were 32

dominated by a racially motivated pro-European concept of “civilisation”.  The 1926 Convention was used 33

as a tool to punish a similarly “uncivilised” country, Liberia; 

 “During the League of Nations era, the two independent states in Africa - The empire of Ethiopia and 
the Republic of Liberia - both fell victim to an international system which utilised slavery as a pretext for 
challenging their sovereignty”  34

  
 Drescher notes however that the return of slavery under the Nazi regime constituted an attack on 
this idea, with the Nazi state using slave labour as a key aspect of their war economy. This took place in the 
heart of Europe  and would lead to reforms in 1956 and specific reference to slavery in the European 35

Convention on Human Rights 1950. The question is then whether the state must not enslave peoples, or 
whether it must actively prevent individuals from being enslaved by others. 

 As such, it can be seen that while there is some moral element to the discussion of slavery prior to 
the creation of the 1926 Slavery Convention, the treatment of slavery as a norm prior to 1956 is radically 
different to the modern understanding. While slavery as a norm is still used by some nations to justify moral 

 Seymour Drescher, “Historical Readings of the Law of Slavery” / n26 page 10229
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superiority prior to the Second World War the dynamic by which this was used appears to be more 
aggressive, grounded just as much in economic and political power struggles as much as a genuine desire 
to create a new moral norm against slavery realised in law. This norm, however, requires investigation given 
that the 1926 Slavery Convention is key to subsequent international interpretations of the concept of slavery. 
The creation and operation of the Convention therefore needs to be considered as another key element of 
history to evaluate both how modern lawmakers have developed the legal concept of slavery, and to critique 
the operation of one of the first unified international anti-slavery treaties in the world. 

2.1.2: The 1926 Slavery Convention 
 The League of Nations’ Convention represents a fundamental development in regards to the 
combatting of modern slavery in that it provides a unified description of slavery: 

 “…the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of 
ownership are exercised”  36

 This definition was also expanded to include the functionality of the slave trade itself, the 
mechanisms by which individuals were enslaved; 

 “…all acts involved in the capture […] of a person with intent to reduce him to slavery; all acts… with 
a view to selling or exchanging him… and, in general, every act of trade or transport in slaves.”  37

 It should be noted that the UK did not sign this treaty until 1953, and has never ratified it. 
Presumably, given the UK’s continuing actions against the slave trade since Somerset it could be argued 
they were already providing support to the Convention’s objective and integrating slavery norms through 
alternative means. This was still a significant step when it came to creating a stronger international front 
against slavery, at least regarding the interpretive aspect;  

 “By referring to “any and all powers of ownership” in its definition of slavery, and setting forth as its 
stated purpose the “abolition of slavery in all its forms” the Slavery Convention covered not only domestic 
slavery but also the other forms of slavery [including forms like debt slavery or false adoption]”   38

 The definition created by the 1926 Convention, is flexible enough to recognise multiple and varying 
types of slavery, and is effective in how it can be broadly applied to ensure unusual forms of control like debt 
bondage are still considered slavery, ensuring the Convention’s long-term viability and wide operating range. 
 The definition was reached after discussions within a Temporary Commission on Slavery that was 
founded by the League in 1924. Hickey comments that we know little about how it was drafted; 

 1926 Slavery Convention / <https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/ProfessionalInterest/slavery.pdf> [Accessed 36
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 “We have no minutes of the discussions of [Viscount Cecil, British representative to the Sixth 
Committee of the League and reviewer of the Commission’s suggestions]’s committee, nor any suggestion 
as to why it perceived the need for any definition or arrived at this precise formulation. We know only that 
Cecil himself thought that the definition was wholly uncontroversial.”  39

 Hickey suggests that Cecil had taken an approach that matched his legal education, based in 
English understandings of property law of the day in regards legal relations; 

 “It seems very possible that the definition of ownership he proposed to the Drafting Committee 
reflects something of Cecil’s own legal education, and the commitment to exegesis of basic legal concepts 
that would have characterised the legal educators of his day.”  40

 There was a strongly Western influence in the direction taken regarding defining slavery’s norms. 
Furthermore, this was still a period where the European powers were still prepared to explicitly exercise 
Imperial power, making it entirely possible that Cecil had proposed his own ideas for the conceptual basis of 
the nature of slavery in rights of ownership. However, at the same time the approach taken is valid and, as 
Hickey argues, it seems grounded in the legal theory not just of the time but arguably also the concurrent 
norms. Whilst far from the only model of slavery, the property-based idea of the American system could be 
argued as one of the foremost forms of slavery known to the world. Slavery on American soil had only 
disappeared recently with the post-Civil War Reconstruction era historically recent. Finkelman remarks that, 
due to the issues in the foundation of the United States that allowed for the preservation of slavery, it was a 
unique form of property law post-Dred Scott: 
 
 “…virtually all lawyers, jurists, scholars and politicians agreed that the national government had no 
power to end slavery or free slaves. Thus slaves were constitutionally sanctioned property, and the national 
government had an obligation to protect that property.”  41

 This is important for the purposes of defining slavery as well as considering the functionality of the 
1926 Convention, given not only the impact the 1926 Convention has on the sequel 1956 Convention, but 
also in considering how the 1926 definition itself was intended to operate. The understanding of slavery at 
the time was rooted in notions of humans as property, and thus it was appropriate to take a property rights 
based approach. 

 Prior to the 1926 Convention, the anti-slavery framework existed as a series of bilateral treaties. Now 
a treaty that was mulit-lateral and global in scope, could be backed by a (theoretically) unified international 
institution. The League was imposing the first positive obligations, including the ability for formal complaints 
to be heard internationally. This had been informally recognised previously but not formalised until both the 
1926 Convention and the creation of an international court via the Treaty of Versailles.  Victims could 42
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indirectly petition the Permanent Court of International Justice under Article 8 of the 1926 Convention 
following the Danzig decision, which held that, while individuals had no direct access to the court, their case 
could be brought by their state; 

 “…an international agreement, cannot… create direct rights and obligations for private individuals. 
But it cannot be disputed that the very object of an international agreement… may be the adoption by the 
Parties of some definite rules creating individual rights and obligations and enforceable by the national 
courts.”  43

 This meant that it was possible for a victim to request enforcement of their rights, meaning that the 
1926 Convention realised a direct impact on them and their ability to access international rights. 

 “Equally radical for its time was the idea of institutionalised oversight of such obligations, especially 
the notion that individuals could petition international organs, potentially challenging the actions of their own 
national authorities.”   44

 It also shifts the prohibition on slavery into the international legal sphere, not just the domestic 
sphere, acknowledging its global impact. Karns and Mingst however point out that, despite the potential to 
access the Permanent Court of International Justice, the 1926 Convention:  

 “…was pathbreaking in setting the standard, but weak in terms of enforcement. The League had no 
way of monitoring whether or not its provisions were followed.”   45

 There is a key governance gap regarding the Convention’s enforceability. There is no direct 
mechanism for the League to enforce the Convention, rather than individual states. As mentioned, Danzig 
(concerning payment of railway employees coming from Free Danzig to Poland) requires the state to 
complain on the victim’s behalf. While the League’s Covenant allowed for disputes to be brought against 
signatory states,  the League would still need to be made aware of an issue and be prepared to undertake 46

action against a state in order to enforce the norms around slavery. While this would serve to limit the overall 
effectiveness of the Convention and would prove to be an issue that even the UN cannot dislodge with some 
treaties, as will be discussed in the next chapter. 

 The Australian case of R v Tang  discussed the operation of the Convention’s definition of slavery in 47

2008 in relation to a criminal prosecution under Australian national law. The judgment of Gleeson CJ notes 
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that the Convention seems to be intended to handle both the normative status of slavery as well as the 
factual state of slavery, though both these elements varied a little in operation; 

 “…both that status and that condition were defined in the Convention in identical terms: as a status 
or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are 
exercised.”  48

 The judgment in Tang is key in that it gives continuity to the definition outlined in Article 1(1) to the 
modern day, not just through subsequent treaties such as the Supplementary Convention concluded in 1956, 
but also in regards to a normative understanding of the nature of slavery. This requires consideration of not 
only the de jure concepts of slavery, but also the exploitation that makes slavery a particular offence, rather 
than being considered kidnapping or unlawful imprisonment. Hickey, discussing slavery in regards to the 
concept of ownership, notes that this allows the recognition of slavery by appearance, or de facto slavery, 
allowing lawmakers to identify operational elements of an offence as slavery:  

 “A focus on the phenomena of ownership helps with this because de facto exercise of the powers 
attaching to ownership in respect of a parson serve to indicate real restrictions on that person’s freedom”  49

 Given the historically recent abolition of slavery in the American South, in drafting the 1926 
Convention and seeking to define slavery de jure, Cecil would have had a clear understanding of the 
exploitation forming the basis of de facto slavery, as well as regarding slavery as grounded in the exercise of 
property rights over a person. This potential flexibility in definition would also be useful for the purposes of 
drafting something intended to operate internationally. Tang demonstrates that the definition has relevance  
in the modern day law, reflecting normative understanding of both the past and present, and effective 
through adaptation to slavery as its practice evolves. 
 However, Penner critiques the approach of attaching ownership as a result of the actions taken by 
the putative owner giving the appearance of ownership (even if there is, of course, no modern legal right to 
such ownership). He argues that the 1926 Convention is vague in definition, as well as; 

 “…the expression “the exercise of powers attaching to ownership” is simply inapt to characterise 
what we intuitively understand to be, ie what we want to prohibit and punish as, de facto slavery”  50

 He suggests that the definition should be interpreted to require that the putative owner is actually 
exercising the right of ownership arising from the commodification of an individual, rather than simply 
performing actions that seem to indicate exclusive possession.  The trafficking of individuals to use their 51

organs as commodities matches with Penner’s definition as a form of exploitation. Slavery in the modern 
world, is heavily based in context and can take diverse forms as shown by the broad categories within 
section 3(4)(a) of the Modern Slavery Act 2015. Definitions of slavery have a normative element to them, 
even when not explicitly covered in text, that identifies slavery as a form of exploitation. This purposive 
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approach regarding the definition in the 1926 Convention, which is not based on exploitation, would allow for 
a broader recognition of the evolution in forms slavery can take. By taking an approach that considered  
people purely as property, a need for actual proof of ownership could be implied which is irrelevant to the 
modern context.  Penner’s assessment of the “known when seen” issue in identifying de facto slavery is key 
to recognising the evolving crime of slavery, but it also may have been the intent of the original drafters of the 
1926 Convention.  

 This purposive approach to interpretation is supported by the judgment in Prosecutor v Kunarac et 
al.  The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia’s (ICTY) judgment considers the 1926 52

Convention definition of slavery in Article 1(1), but also notes that slavery has evolved from the “chattel” 
model that Cecil would have known; 

 “…chattel slavery had evolved to encompass contemporary forms of slavery in which any or all of 
the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised. It asserted that even in these forms of slavery, 
some destruction of the juridical personality of the victim occurs, but is less extreme than in chattel 
slavery…”  53

 Allain notes that after the Second World War there followed a period roughly between 26 July 1966 
(which marks a UN Economic and Social Council reference to apartheid and colonialism as matters of 
slavery to the UN Commission on Human Rights ) through to 1998 (with the founding of the International 54

Criminal Court)  followed by 2008’s Tang, there was a period where the definition of slavery was perhaps 55

overly expanded. He feels this is as a result of the concept of slavery being used to challenge apartheid and 
colonialism, and also; 

 “…allowed newly independent states deflecting attention away from “entrenched customs”,  such as 56

child marriage and widow inheritance, which were legislated against in the 1956 Supplementary 
Convention.”  57

 The concept of slavery expanded to incorporate several “slavery-like practices”. Essentially the issue 
seems to be a shift from one form of normative acceptance to another; 

 “Until the end of the Cold War and the dismantling of apartheid in South Africa, the supposed link 
between slavery and apartheid continued to be considered annually by what was now called the Working 
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Group on Contemporary Forms of Slavery. In so doing, the very nature of ‘slavery’ as a legal concept gave 
way to ‘slavery’ as a political concept, as a means for the United Nations of [sic] highlighting social ills”  58

 While unethical and founded in often similar concepts racial supremacy, apartheid  is distinct from 
slavery. While it may be degrading and exploitative it lacks the ownership requirement of most slavery 
definitions, demonstrating an actual ability to dispose of and otherwise fully control individuals as property. 
This is not consistently present even under a segregationist system. This presents an issue for the concept 
of slavery in that it risks diversion from the actual concepts relating to domination and ownership. Arguably 
this issue has been addressed, as Allain notes that Tang brought the definition clearly within the approach of 
the 1926 Convention,  and more restrictive approaches have also been subsequently adopted by the UN 59

(see Chapter 3).  

2.1.3 - Issues with the 1926 Convention’s definition 
  The 1926 Convention is written from, and is perhaps the source of, the “traditional” definition 
to defining slavery based in ownership of humans as property. However, the drafters of the Convention may 
not have intended to be so constrictive proposing that the League take a flexible approach in defining 
slavery; 

 “…to bring about…as soon as possible the complete abolition of slavery in all its forms,' and "to take 
all necessary measures to prevent compulsory and forced labour from developing into conditions analogous 
to slavery’”  60

 The Commission adopted the element of forced labour and conditions analogous to slavery to 
redraw and broaden their mandate to include these conditions, which Allain and Hickey was “dubious at 
best”.  The League may have intended to update the Convention as global norms changed, as the UN 61

eventually would (see Chapter 3). They take issue with the rapid expansion in terminology that resulted. 
Whilst flexibility of interpretation and adaptation to changing behaviours is important, there still needs to be 
defined boundaries to ensure responses to it are effective. 
 While conflating slavery with apartheid and colonialism was perhaps a step too far, such arguments 
perhaps recognised that these were relationships built on exploitation of a subservient party. There remains 
a need to evaluate de facto evidence of slavery on a contextual basis. The 1926 definition allows for that and 
recognising exploitation as a key requirement in identifying slavery is an important aspect of the modern law. 
 However there are some further long term consequences to consider. By anchoring the definition of 
slavery to property ownership, rather than a relationship-based definition, future cases and treaties have had 
to contend with this prior definition. In Siliadin (2006), the ECtHR commented on the definition under Article 
1(1), 1926 Convention in defining ‘slavery’ for the purposes of Article 4 ECHR;   

 “[The court] notes that this definition corresponds to the “classic” meaning of slavery as it was 
practiced for centuries. Although the applicant was, in the instant case, clearly deprived of her personal 
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autonomy, the evidence does not suggest that she was held in slavery in the proper sense, in other words 
that [the respondents] exercised a genuine right of legal ownership over her, thus reducing her to the status 
of an “object”.”   62

 The judgment in Siliadin controversial as, while a violation of Article 4 ECHR was found to have 
occurred, it was not a breach of the slavery threshold, though the behaviour was deemed to be forced 
labour. The ECtHR can be criticised for taking too narrow an approach in using the definition under Article 
1(1), 1926 Convention as a direct basis for the application of Article 4 ECHR on slavery. It is on this note that 
we must consider that the International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) contemporaneous treaty on forced 
labour. 

2.1.4: Forced Labour Convention 1930 
 The International Labour Organisation has some ties in its origins to the League  of Nations as it was 
also founded in Versailles.  Article 23 of the Covenant of the League of Nations gave the the objective; 63

 “…to secure and maintain fair and humane conditions of labour…” 

 The Preamble of the ILO’s Charter identifies the need for ensuring humane working conditions, 
listing issues such as reasonable working hours. This is elaborated on in the general principles  which 64

identify a list of urgent matters, including combatting forced labour, addressed in party by the Forced Labour 
Convention in 1930. This poses the question as to why forced labour was considered a separate concept 
from slavery. While the original definition of slavery in 1926 Slavery Convention was rooted in property 
ownership, the ILO was already examining exploitative relationships and practices between workers and 
businesses. In the modern era, elements of forced labour, such as inhumane conditions or unreasonable 
hours, may be regarded as aspects of slavery, so legislation and policy on the issue seems to be drawing 
together in such a way as to handle both issues simultaneously. While one can conflate forced labour as an 
aspect of slavery in the modern day, in 1930 they seemed to be different issues resulting in legal divergence.  

 The Forced Labour Convention is concerned with circumstances where labour was acquired from 
someone without reparation, rather than acquiring that person as property. This includes specific exceptions 
where forced labour may be permitted (see Chapter 5 regarding the ECHR), in the public interest such as 
military service;  

 “[Excluding] any work or service exacted in cases of emergency, that is to say, in the event of war or 

of a calamity or threatened calamity...”
 
 65
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 Many nations compelled, or still compel, criminals to perform certain acts of labour without 
remuneration, or operate a mandatory service regime. On the international level it is understandable that 
concessions to sovereignty are made but no such concessions are made in relation to slavery. Allain and 
Hickey suggest that the concepts of slavery and forced labour are correctly kept separate and call the joining 
“dubious at best”,  though this approach is debatable given the need to adapt to changing forms of slavery 66

and ties between the concepts based in respect for individuals and working conditions. Arguably, 
differentiation should not have existed in the first place and a more unified ruleset for forced labor and 
slavery could have helped to alleviate some of the jurisprudential issues that emerged later. Martinez et al 
note that the League of Nations drew attention away from the social injustices experienced by the working 
classes, Smith argues the ILO was built as a reflection of those issues; 

 “The ILO was motivated by many factors, humanitarian concerns included… Moreover, given history 
(eg, the Russian Revolution), it is no surprise that the threat of social unrest and even workers’ revolutions 
unbalancing the new world order was also a consideration.”  67

 Given the exploitative nature of both forced labour and slavery, it is unsurprising that they share a lot 
of similar features and even fundamental concepts which helps explain why a lot of legislation targeting 
slavery often also targets forced labour. In particular the definition of forced labour (set out by the ILO has, 
(similarly to the definition of slavery in Tang), been given continuity to the modern law through its application 
in the case of Van der Musselle in the ECtHR; 

 “Article 2.(1) of the International Labour Organization (ILO) Convention n. 29 concerning Forced or 
Compulsory Labour adopted in 1930… is “all work or service which is exacted from any person under the 
menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily.” The original main 
aim of the ILO Convention n. 29 was to fight against forced or compulsory labor imposed by States, and in 
that respect, the reference to a “penalty” was more easily understandable; however, Article 4.(1) adds that 
States Parties shall not permit the imposition of forced or compulsory labor “for the benefit of private 
individuals, companies or associations.””  68

 Given the similar goals of combatting exploitation at the international level, the ILO approach is more 
grounded in labour rights which gives it a differing perspective to the 1926 Convention’s property-based 
dynamic.  It is worth questioning whether the ILO definition is in fact the more relevant given the contextual, 
more relationship-based nature of modern slavery. As Scarpa points out, it is easier to understand the 
relationship between worker/exploited, and exploiter, and thus identify de facto slavery. The difference is that, 
while the ILO can recognise a relationship in regards to the mechanical function of abusing control, the 1926 
Slavery  Convention definition of slavery is grounded in normative values against exploitation and the 
severity of the conduct. However, in discussing matters of slavery and forced labour, the focus tends to be on 
the 1926 Convention rather than jointly with the Forced Labour Convention. Although the definition outlined 
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in the 1926 Convention appears robust and even under contemporary light still holds up to scrutiny, there is 
clear continuity with the ILO given Van Der Mussele. Cullen offers one possible perspective, noting that the 
1926 prohibition on slavery was intended to be absolute and immediate in regards to its effects; 

 “The [ILO Convention] on the other hand was designed to be the first step in the progressive 
elimination of forced labour… while some forms of forced labour were to be immediately banned, some 
forced labour for public purposes was nonetheless permitted where the workers were paid and subject to 
humane conditions of work. However, more recent ILO practice has sometimes interpreted the international 
law prohibition on slavery as including forced labour, and therefore treating c29 as an anti-slavery treaty.”  69

 Cullen goes on to note that the ILO adopted a position in 1996 that does conflate the two concepts,  70

but disagrees with the stance taken by the ILO; 

 “The ILO Commission of Inquiry’s approach seems out of place with the renewed focus on the 1926 
definition in the twenty-first century.”  71

 Allain and Cullen both have understandable objections to the 1963 bulletin, which remarks that 
forced labour is a “practice similar to slavery”. The key differences are that forced labour can occur in white 
collar environments, and there is a lack of an ownership element to forced labour which is based in 
exploitation of employment, rather than of the person. However, given the dominance-reliant and abusive, 
exploitative nature of the relationship between the two parties it is inherently linked to slavery. Considering 
that the dynamics of slavery have changed away from the property-based model that Cecil understood 
toward a more relationship-based one the conflation of concepts is reflective of how exploitation has 
changed with time. 

2.2: Defining slavery 
 To say that a given measure is or is not effective in combatting slavery, it is important to define the 
concept. Scarpa noted: 

 “…some of the authors use different definitions of slavery, or express disagreement towards the 
interpretation of the concept of slavery, or of terms that are relevant for its understanding....”  72

 Scarpa draws attention to the observation that there may be multiple kinds of slavery, as opposed to 
Allain’s more singular approach to the concept. Writing on how the 1926 Convention definition was drafted; 

 “Allain maintains that this shift in language was designed to “make plain that there was but one type 
of slavery”. I favour a somewhat different position, which holds that the language and drafting history of the 
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Convention clearly envisages multiple forms of slavery, yet all of these forms can only be credibly classified 
as such in cases that satisfy the operative threshold of “powers attaching to the right of ownership””  73

 Honoré defines slavery as; 

 “A slave is a person who, in fact, though not in law, is subordinate to an unlimited extent to another 
person or groups of persons…”  74

 Hickey argues that this definition is too broad, providing an effective descriptor of the relationship 
between parents and young children. This would explain why the “concept of ownership” requirement may be 
considered important. The element of degradation of victims of slavery in order for them to be viewed as 
enslaved may be regarded as an aspect of de facto ownership. This is central to Patterson’s definition; 

 “…violent, corporeal possession of socially isolated and parasitically degraded persons.”  75

 Patterson outlines that there are several prototypical features of slavery among which can be found 
control exerted through violence as well as cultural and personal isolation. However; 

 “One important consequence of my definition of slavery is that it sharply differentiates the relation 
from other forms of domination, in contrast with modern usages which have tended to confound these 
different forms. Thus it makes clear the distinction between slaves and persons in debt bondage and 
serfdom.”  76

 Patterson notes that the claim that modern slavery no longer has major racial or ethnic factors “is 
simply incorrect”.  However, violence, or at least menacing coercion, is still a factor in regards to modern 77

slavery practices. There is a system of social isolation and a threat of menace outlined in regards to Dore’s 
analysis of practices in Nicaragua  that indicates practices similar to slavery. Patterson’s approach is 78

unusual; 

 “If we accept the fact that all forms of forced labour today amount to slavery then we are compelled 
to view the entire history of the world, and especially all advanced societies… as the history of slavery.”  79

  
Bales’ definition of slavery a hybridisation of the theories discussed above.  
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 “…the control of one person (the slave) by another (the slaveholder or slaveholders). This control 
transfers agency, freedom of movement, access to the body, and labor and its product and benefits to the 
slaveholder. The control is supported and exercised through violence and its threat. The aim of this control is 
primarily economic exploitation, but may include sexual use or psychological benefit”  80

 Bales’ actual definition is actually robust in drawing on the 1926 Convention  and the key indicators 
of slavery. Unifying the approaches here is key to generating a final definition; 

 “While bondage in pre-capitalist economy is a form of interpersonal and permanent link, “neo-
bondage” refers to a form of “less personalised, more contractual and monetised” bondage that does not 
provide, as in the past “protection” and a “subsistence guarantee” to bonded workers. Rather it is “rooted in 
the asymmetry of power relations between capital and labour” resulting in “a form that is intermediate 
between the autonomous commoditisation of wage labour and the heteronomous commoditisation of 
slavery.”  81

 The protection and guarantee aspects relate to the concepts of serfdom or feudal hierarchy, 
exploitative social structures that depended on a certain level of respect. Patterson, meanwhile, was 
speaking in the context of modern nations known for major slavery issues giving examples from India and 
Nepal, his ultimate intent being to show; 

 “…in general, bonded persons are not corporeally owned or possessed as slaves traditionally 
were…”  82

 With the need for modern slavery to move underground compared to the historic slave trade, it has 
had to adopt new and unusual forms. Basile and Mukhopadhyay observe that there is a need to disregard 
any consensual entry into the exploitative arrangement.  It is this important that a modern definition of 83

slavery recognises this shift to a more relationship-based model. However, there is one more additional step 
in regards to modern slavery that needs to be considered, and that is the issue of degradation. The former 
slave, Frederick Douglass noted that the process of reducing a man to “mere chattel”  as well as the 84

physical harm that was used as a method of enforcement. But Douglass notes that there was arguably a 
more painful aspect resulting from the degradation of man to property; 

 “The physical cruelties… are but a few grains of sand on the sea shore… compared with the 
stupendous wrongs which is inflicts upon the mental, moral and religious nature of its hapless victims. […] 
The slave is a man, “the image of God”… The First work of Slavery is to mar and deface those characteristic 
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of its victims which distinguish men from things and persons from property. Its first aim is to destroy all sense 
of high moral and religious responsibility. It reduces man to a mere machine”  85

 From a modern perspective, Quirk notes that there are several ancillary methods of control, including 
torture, that are problematic to purely economically exploitative models of modern slavery; 

 “Many of the worst indignities and abuses endured by slaves have no immediate economic purpose, 
and they entail forms of physical, sexual and psychological damage which are likely to undercut the 
economic potential of those involved.”  86

 Collins suggests looking for the common factors in relevant cases and finding the key elements of 
exploitation they share.  Where there is an economic benefit in some manner, direct or abstract, that is 87

taken from the exploitation of people whether it be sexual slavery, organlegging or deception resulting in 
exploitation that may not even be apparent to the victims, there is a clear process of degradation and 
dehumanisation of the victims in order for them to be considered victims of slavery. Victims of forced labour 
may suffer similar exploitation and control but there is a fundamental disconnect regarding slaves and their 
position as humans, enforced (potentially sadistically) by the perpetrators. While exploitation is an 
overarching term employed by member states and international organisations, necessitating consideration of 
slavery-like practices such as forced labour, slavery is characterised by dehumanising removal of 
fundamental dignity of the victim. 
 Conceptually, slavery is just as much a normative idea as it is an actual crime or legal principle. The 
reason that there is so much overlap between the fields is that they are fundamentally linked by the 
economic exploitation of human beings for gain. It is ultimately the dehumanising factor that pushes slavery 
into even less palatable territory. The movement towards a contextual assessment of an exploitative 
relationship as the nature of slavery has changed requires a definition that is flexible enough to move with 
the new models of slavery and reflective of its dehumanising nature. 

2.3: Conclusions 
 The 1926 Slavery Convention was backed by, what was at the time, an internationally recognised 
alliance of nations. It provided for the first time a unified and multilateral response to slavery at the base of 
the inverse pyramid of legal norms. In terms of legal concepts, it provides the base norm from which the 
modern law combatting slavery and slavery-like practices has developed and is still used to interpret the 
modern legal framework. While the 1926 Convention presents issues because of the property-based nature 
of the definition and the interconnected nature of slavery and forced labour, the definition provided mean it 
can be considered effective legislation, particularly at the time it was created. 
 Writers such as Douglass indicate there is more to historical slavery than simply the physical chattel 
relationship. Quirk notes that there is still a relationship built on exploitation, modern slavery can take on 
more temporarily or service-based exploitation. Control is no longer based on exercise of rights of property, 
but instead in how the captor models the relationship. Penner’s “known when seen” analysis identifies the 
importance of de facto slavery in determining de jure slavery in the modern law and the element of 
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degradation and loss of humanity of the victim is key to this exploitative relationship. There is a need to 
consider if a contextual dehumanizing relationship exists between victim and victimiser, rather than one of 
mere exploitation alone. Recognising these contextual signs is key for the purposes of identifying modern 
slavery. 
 It is important to consider the historical legal precedent around such norms as, while they may not be 
entirely relevant to the present day, they influence modern developments. The 1926 Convention provides the 
basis of a unified anti-slavery norm adapted and applied by the global legal community and by individual 
nation states in more specific forms. The UN has subsequently expanded on the 1926 Convention in order to 
develop a modern understanding of slavery. How the UN would advance anti-slavery frameworks, and how 
these impact the UK’s own framework, is something that now needs to be considered. 
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Chapter 3: UN slavery treaties 

3.1: Introduction 
  Building from the 1926 Convention, the UN has created a diverse array of anti-slavery 
treaties, some dedicated to more specialised fields. With the UK being a member of the UN, these treaties 
will impact upon national anti-slavery frameworks but the UN provides multi-lateral, global level norms of a 
general nature. These need to be examined to determine exactly how effective these treaties are when taken 
as part of the UK’s framework. To do so this chapter will look at the main 1956 Supplementary Slavery 
Convention, along with treaties specific to other forms of exploitation. 
  This chapter aims to demonstrate two crucial things in regards to the thesis as a whole. 
First, it considers the process by which international treaties impact the development of norms. Secondly, it 
will consider how national legislation is created in response and the governance gaps arising due to the 
relative distance between national legislatures and international norms. However, it will be considered 
whether the intention, construction and provisions of treaties can provide a basis by which such gaps can be 
effectively bridged. It is important that the broad top of the inverse pyramid can effectively convey legislative 
intent and provide direction to national bodies and legislatures to ensure an overall effective structure in 
combatting modern forms of slavery. 

3.2.1: 1956 Supplementary Convention 
 When the 1956 UN Supplementary Convention was drafted it aimed to build upon the 1926 Slavery 
Convention.  An amending Protocol that was drafted in 1926 but did not enter into force until 1953 with 88

multiple lines to the effect of: 

 “…"the United Nations" shall be substituted for "the League of Nations”.”  89

The UK ratified the Convention in 1957, which expands the scope of slavery practices to include ‘acts akin to 
slavery’;  

 “It is apparent that the institutions of the United Nations have not limited themselves to identifying 
slavery where it occurs in the strict sense of legal ownership of one person by another, but have identified 
new forms of slavery or practices analogous to it.”   90

 Article 1 of the Supplementary Convention expands the definition of slavery to include “Institutions 
and practices similar to slavery”, intending to take a broader and more adaptable approach. This includes 
debt bondage, serfdom, forced marriage and child selling, practices that had not fallen within the bounds of 
the 1926 treaty. The 1957 Convention builds on the existing norms around slavery with new concepts as the 
normative values developed over time. The lack of any mention of property in Article 1 indicates a move 
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toward the modern definition of slavery in a relationship. The “properties analogous” qualifier broadens the 
1926 definition, departing from the concept of slaves as property. 
 Article 6 requires adequate national steps to be taken against slavery, and all member states are 
compelled to undertake all legislative and other necessary measures to suppress the practices in Article 1 of 
the 1957 Convention. This requires translation of the general norm, at the top of the inverse pyramid, into 
intervention at the national, more specific level at the bottom. It not only allows for the 1926 Convention to 
now reflect and adapt to modern forms of slavery, but do so in a way that allows for more dynamic 
interpretation by member states to reflect those issues within their nations. Whilst this does not remove the 
problems of monitoring compliance that the League of Nations had, this is still an effective step in that it 
allows member states to tailor their own nation’s response by creating legislation appropriately enabling the 
Supplementary Convention, as the UK did with ratification in 1957.  Updating the text has been important in 91

making the Supplementary Convention more effective than its predecessor. For the most part these are 
simply closing up issues regarding wording of League articles. Article 9, for example, prevents states from 
being able to make reservations which had been previously been permitted under Articles 9 and 10 of the 
1926 Convention. Protections for children were explicitly added under Article 1(d).  

The 1926 Convention’s property law conception of slavery still acts as the foundation for many modern 
treaties. Given that an effective anti-slavery inverse pyramid would need to reflect the modern issues of 
slavery, there is a need to ensure that the 1957 Convention, and other derivative treaties, can reflect on what 
was effective in the older treaty while not being constrained by its emphasis on proprietary ownership of the 
person and the inherited jurisprudence of an older, different set of international norms.  Bantekas and Oette 92

comment that the Supplementary Convention requires, in theory, the ICJ to be used for disputes at Article 10, 
though there has been no cases in practice. Again, there seems to be a disconnect between older and newer 
models of slavery.  

3.2.2: 1957 Supplementary Convention governance gaps 
 The 1957 Convention is not a radical overhaul of the 1926 Convention. Banketas and Oette observe 
that the main issue of effectiveness with the 1926 Convention, the governance gap around enforceability, is 
still a problem for the majority of UN humanitarian treaties due to a lack of enforceability around self-
reporting by nation states on their national practices.  This means there is no effective feedback to the base 93

level norm against slavery at the top of the inverse pyramid from the state level, even with the requirement to 
ensure legislation is adequate in client states under Article 12. The Supplementary Convention requires 
reports to be made under Article 8(2), and changes to national law under Article 6. Otherwise there has been 
little advancement to address the governance gap between nations and the UN. Katar-Hyett, writing on the 
prohibition of forced marriage under Article 1, gives examples of such limitations regarding proving rape 
under Ugandan law;  
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 “…victims must obtain a Request for Medical Investigation Form from a police station where fees of 
up to 10,000 Ugandan shillings are levied by the police in order to obtain the form… Furthermore, given that 
there are only a limited number of hospitals in Kenya and Uganda that undertake DNA testing, then this also 
places geographical barriers to achieving justice…”   94

 The gaps here are twofold, geographical and resource-based. Katar-Hyett also suggests that cultural 
barriers such as a historic patriarchy can further widen the governance gap. Whilst international norms may 
be agreed on by governments the details, become more nuanced when you go to the people at the very top 
of the pyramid where there will be practical problems for the realisation of rights. Cultural barriers to justice 
can be difficult to overcome.  There is no universal culture, something the slavery treaties allow for in 95

providing states to develop their own legal response within a broad framework. There are, however, 
dominant global norms and practices that can be recognised as degrading and dehumanising victims should 
be repulsive to modern society. 

 After ratification, the UK did not alter national law as it was already regarded as compliant with the 
terms of the Supplementary Convention. It is not mentioned in the preliminary documents to the Modern 
Slavery Act 2015.  The Convention is relatively flexible as long as the central definitions and objectives are 96

met; 

“…given the role that dignity played in abolitionist politics, the preamble to the Slavery Convention of 1956 
refers to the UN Charter's reaffirmation of the Member's "faith in the dignity and worth of the human 
person.”  97

 The UK has indirectly integrated the Supplementary Convention by applying the objectives to 
subsequent national legislation. The lack of overarching monitoring could result in flawed implementation, but 
by taking a more flexible approach the Convention allows states such as the UK to create more tailor-made 
nationally effective approach to handing and defining slavery. This allows for a more flexible response to be 
created by the nation in order to cross gaps as they arise while also reflecting the norms at the top of the 
inverse pyramid.   

 The 1957 Convention also places positive obligations on Contracting States under Articles 1 
(criminalising slavery), Article 3 (criminalising the transportation of slaves) and Article 8 (co-operation 
between states to combat slavery), but they are not onerous, even though Article 9 prevents reservations. 
The issue is the ability for states to enforce these where resources (physical, financial or specialist 
manpower) are limited, reflecting Katar-Hyett’s identification of the governance gap. An additional 
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governance gap would exist where the Convention is not sufficiently incorporated into national legislation, but 
this is not the case in the UK (see Chapter 5 on the Modern Slavery Act 2015).  

3.3: UN Trafficking Protocol 
 Stoyanova has remarked that trafficking seems to have developed as part of the “conceptual 
apparatus”  of slavery. Arguably trafficking could not exist without slavery given that the trafficking is 98

dependent on the concept of slavery. Without the actual transportation of slaves to places they can be 
exploited, there is no process of trafficking. Trafficking as the acquisition and movement of victims for 
exploitation is part of the larger slave trade.  

The UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons Especially Woman and Children 
2000, also known as the Palermo Protocol, defines trafficking as; 

 “…the recruitment, transportation… or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or 
other forms of coercion… of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability… for the purpose of 
exploitation.”  99

 While the concept of slavery is focussed on the actual utilisation of slaves, the concept of trafficking 
is concerned with the acquiring and moving persons for exploitation. The specific vulnerability of women and 
children to trafficking means special emphasis is given to combat trafficking affecting these groups. This is 
recognised in the ILO report noting the influence gender has on slavery risk.  100

The Protocol is similar to the 1957 Supplementary Convention  but provides for two additional areas of 101

action: care for victims and prevention of trafficking. Article 6, Protocol requires member states to consider 
giving victims access to information regarding legal proceedings against the perpetrator, and to 
compensation, as well as providing victims with housing, medical assistance, etc.  This is an important step 102

when it comes to treating victims humanely. This is important given the traumatic experiences trafficking and 
slavery can involve. With obligations to evaluate victims for the support they may require as well as the 
securing the “physical safety of victims of trafficking in persons while they are within [member state] 
territory”,  Article 6 promotes member states caring for the victims of slavery rather than merely punishing 103

the perpetrators. Article 7, Protocol requires states to consider measures to allow victims to remain in the 
territory they arrive in.  Providing sanctuary for victims is important because it may not be safe for them to 104
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return to their country of origin due to the risk of reprisals or being re-enslaved. They are, however, unlikely 
to hold residence rights in the destination state and this has posed one of the most difficult challenges in 
effectively responding to the needs of trafficked persons. Article 7 is important as security of residence status 
should be a core value of modern slavery norms. It is essential this norm is conveyed down to the national 
level by well-written international obligations,  with clarity on the obligations they seek to promote through the 
inverse pyramid hierarchy. 
 Regarding the prevention of trafficking, Protocol Article 9  has an open mandate of continuing 
research into the social issues causing trafficking, including;   105

 “States Parties shall take or strengthen measures… to alleviate the factors that make persons… 
vulnerable to trafficking, such as poverty, underdevelopment and lack of equal opportunity.”  

 Article 9 supports investigation of the issues that make people vulnerable to trafficking and slavery. 
This is corroborated by a 2017 report from the International Labour Organisation noting that social protection 
and migration governance help prevent vulnerable people becoming victims.  106

 Whilst trafficking is commonly perceived as an international phenomenon, it can occur purely within 
national borders. The UK National Crime Agency’s referrals in 2018’s third quarter identifies British nationals 
as most commonly trafficked in the UK, along with Albania, Vietnam and Romania.   Whilst internal 107

trafficking is a matter within one sovereign nation, “bilateral or multilateral cooperation” is needed to 
effectively cover the chain of countries an international victim may pass through. Europol gives an example 
concerning Angolan victims;  

 “…Portugal is used as a point of entry to the EU while the end destination of the minors is in other 
EU Member States… Associates of the [trafficking] network maintain a logistical base in the country to 
facilitate the initial stages of the exploitation process…”   108

 This is one of the reasons the top of the inverse pyramid is considered to be the broad end, as the 
top must be spread wide both in regards to concepts and to physical, cross-border reach. There is a need for 
multiple states to come together and recognise, not only where trafficking victims migrate through, but also 
the factors that make people vulnerable in their countries of origin. This a key issue for the European 
Union,  and Article 10, Protocol encourages the sharing of information that could be used to stem trafficking 109
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across borders. This addresses some of Okoye’s concerns regarding internationality (see Chapter 1.5.2) 
since the Protocol promotes cooperation regarding information and prevention measures. Ideally, states do 
not infringe on each other’s sovereignty but are still able to work toward a similar goal, making the Protocol 
effective through cooperation. Taken together, the goals of these Articles are effective in how they target the 
origin  of the exploitation. Parkes comments on the Modern Slavery Bill Committee’s emphasis on 
international definitions and the significant impact this has had on anti-slavery cooperation; 

 “The provision of an international standard, for an international crime, will further strengthen 
cooperation and the likelihood of a unified response. If the UK and Ireland, which share a land border, are 
both utilising the same definition of trafficking, then the ability of these governments to successfully 
address… this crime is undoubtedly enhanced.”  110

 However, there are governance gaps related to geography and culture still present in the 
implementation of Articles 6, 7 and 9, Protocol. Trafficking within the UK targets teenage girls for 
prostitution.  Harvey commends the Home Office for their unique and useful interpretation of the UN 111

Protocol to allow internal trafficking to be recognised, but claims it still presents an issue where; 

 “…resources and funding devoted to essential general child protection will be described as 
resources and funding devoted to combating the trafficking of children, albeit that these efforts are not 
directed at children trafficked across an international border.”  112

Resources may be assigned under the Protocol “to the extent possible” but it still falls to nations with limited 
resources to implement and allocate resources for these operations. Whilst this may be less of a problem for 
developed nations, when considering the international picture problems emerge. The means to address 
slavery in one state are different in another as outlined by Katar-Hyett.  There is also the need to commit, 113

not just resources, but also political willingness, or a state will damage the international framework by making 
the Protocol operational only in name and creating a severe governance gap. Sarkin notes that, when 
Swaziland adopted the Protocol alongside twenty-eight other international instruments the nation’s ability to 
meet human rights issues was marred by a lack of willingness to do so.  International treaties become 114

ineffective due to a failure to enforce legislation at a national level.  
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 The standards to which the provided resources are judged need to be assessed carefully and in 
context. While being at the top of the inverse pyramid permits breadth, focus is necessary in order to bring 
abstract norms into actuality at a national level. In XPQ v Hammersmith and Fulham LBC a female victim of 
trafficking had been moved to secure, mixed gender accommodation. She submitted a complaint for 
harassment and had to be moved. At the second halls she claimed she was identified by her trafficker and 
was urgently moved again. The case examined the extent of the Local Authority’s duty to provide her 
accommodation  in these circumstances. Langstaff J considered the Local Authority’s decision-making 
process in identifying appropriate housing based on the council’s knowledge and resources.  In judgment, 115

the difficulty of finding single-sex secure accommodation was remarked upon, and the specific 
circumstances of the victim and the Local Authority resources considered; 

 “Even if events had happened in line with one of the accounts she offered, it was not reasonably 
foreseeable that such a chance encounter would occur; and in any event the defendant took prompt action to 
move the claimant the very next day. The speed of response could not sensibly be open to criticism…”  116

 In reality, there are multiple competing factors for access to resources, individual characteristics and 
viable treaty interpretations that prevent implementing an idealised normative solution even at the national 
level. Limited resources mean ideal solutions cannot always be reached and when judging a state’s 
effectiveness it is always important to bear this in mind. There is therefore difficulty, even when the resources 
are available, to reach a decision that is just and normatively reflective. But policy can still be followed 
through to the best of the governing body’s ability. As to the actual effectiveness of the decision in XPQ, 
Langstaff J reached a which helps to guide other Local Authorities in appropriate decision-making.  
 This issue of translation to the defined national from the broad international Protocol is apparent in 
other ways. Article 5, Protocol requires the criminalisation of trafficking but does not specify details around 
how states should create that legislation. This allows individual states to consider what they think are the 
most effective ways and laws to address trafficking within their criminal justice framework. However, lack of 
guidance can create problems. In R v Iyamu  the Secretary of State appealed the sentence of a trafficker 117

as unduly lenient. Due to a lack of sentencing guidelines on Modern Slavery Act trafficking offences, the 
judge at the initial hearing, used earlier guidelines from section 59(a), Sexual Offences Act 2003, trafficking 
for sexual exploitation (replaced by the 2015 Act). On appeal, the section 59(a) guidance was accepted as 
the interim procedure.  However, when the gravity of the case and the mistreatment of the victims was 118

considered, the initial sentence  was deemed to be lacking; 

 “Offending of this gravity requires condign sentencing. It also requires that persons be deterred from 
engaging in offending of this kind.”  119

 The sentences were then increased.  
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Close definition of terms at international level would potentially cause issues for the sovereignty of member 
states, but would also be unrealised in application. Nation states struggle with the details of developing local 
policy and approaches suitable to the national context. This is not feasible at the generalised broad base of 
the inverted pyramid which seeks only to define basic standards. 
  
 Definitions of exploitation are offered under Article 3, Protocol but they are loose enough that 
differing conclusions could be drawn at national level. The 1957 Supplementary Convention defines slavery 
as an exploitative relationship, and the Protocol expands that approach into the field of trafficking. The 
Protocol has departed from the original property-based definition of slavery and adopts different terminology 
in referring to ‘trafficking’ as the central concept. Overall the Protocol represents the dilemmas that are 
associated with the law at the international level. The goals set out reflect international norms, and individual 
member states reach their own conclusions on how to implement the Protocol. The Protocol forms part of the 
chain of treaties originating with the original 1926 League of Nations Slavery Convention. The Protocol 
adopts a relationship-based perspective regarding the more temporary interactions traffickers may have with 
slaves, and focuses on the core issue of movement of the victim.  

3.4: Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women 
 The UN 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women  120

(CEDAW) makes direct mention of trafficking in Article 6, aiming to prevent female trafficking specifically. 
However, CEDAW is a positive advancement in combatting trafficking.  
 Masud provides a guide to the obligations that CEDAW imposes upon the many states that have 
ratified the Convention beyond just eliminating discrimination, requiring improvements in opportunities and 
education for women.  Selimi’s critique that Article 6 “is not very comprehensive”,  reflects the fact that 121 122

CEDAW is ancillary to the core norm against slavery. However, the value of CEDAW is that it considers the 
overall context giving rise to female slavery, rather than simply focussing on countering the criminal aspect.. 
When CEDAW’s aims and provisions are considered, Article 6 can be seen as part of a larger framework in 
seeking gender equality for greater national development.  CEDAW can be seen as an attempt to promote 123

equality within the member states and phase out the cultural issues that make women more at risk of slavery, 
trafficking and other slavery-like practices. If this were to be carried through it would arguably be a significant 
development for anti-slavery frameworks across the world as, whilst it would not reduce demand, it could 
reduce the conditions that add to the supply of trafficked slaves. In relation to the inverse pyramid, the issue 
is the cultural and resource-based commitments of signatory states to CEDAW and the resulting governance 
gaps. Nation states should implement the policies and legislation sourced from these treaties to give effect to 
the normative values at the top of the inverse pyramid. Where there is a cultural gap or a lack of desire to 
implement, CEDAW will be limited at the national level. 
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 The UK entered several reservations to CEDAW although the only potentially relevant reservation 
concerns equal rights to movement and selection of domiciles under Article 15, which has since been 
modified.  On a wider scale however, 25 states have made reservations against parts of CEDAW; 124

 “The Convention allows reservations that do not conflict with the "object and purpose" of the 
treaty , but it contains no objective criteria to determine if this requirement has been met.”  125 126

 Other signatory states can raise objections to circulated reservations such as Argentina did against 
the UK when the latter cited reservations against several parts of CEDAW as a whole.  The breadth of 127

these reservations tends to vary in nature and are not directly on Article 6 CEDAW. Masud suggests that 
there is a flaw in the language of the Convention, preventing Article 2, the key obligation on the state to take 
positive steps to eliminate discrimination, being implemented.  This  would represent a fundamental flaw at 128

the top of the language in the inverse pyramid, impacting on legislation below. This creates an Ireland 
governance gap where the text of the treaty limits effectiveness as well as the text of the legislation of 
member states. The vulnerabilities that put women at risk of slavery and trafficking in certain nations means 
they are more at risk of exploitation than others. CEDAW will be limited, based on this international equality 
difference that acts as a cultural gap, preventing the full implementation of high-level slavery norms. 
 It should be noted that Articles 17 through 30 created a Committee dedicated to monitoring the 
implementation of CEDAW which is willing to report where states do not meet their CEDAW obligations. 
Even so, cases such as Re Northern Ireland,  which upheld the abortion laws the Committee had spoken 129

against, show that the member state can still uphold discriminatory laws without reservation entered against 
the treaty clause. However, in his writings on the ECtHR, Kleinlien comments positively on how the CEDAW 
Committee, as well as the Committee on the Rights of the Child which monitors the implementation of the 
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child,  encourages states to become more interactive with the 130

reporting process and thus create stronger national legislation.  Kleinlien then expands on this with a 131

theory concerning how a procedural approach can be beneficial for the implementation of human rights 
instruments, making it easier for them to engage in complex human rights situations. When considering the 
1926 and 1957 Conventions, it was noted that a lack of oversight can lead to issues with the implementation 
of anti-slavery mechanisms. By contrast, the CEDAW Committee is an active body looking into violations and 
thus attempting to ensure effective implementation all the way down the inverse pyramid. Combined with an 
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encouragement toward self-regulation, even if the result is not directly reflected in CEDAW the cultural and 
procedural changes the Committee champions are a positive step toward the prevention of gender-based 
slavery practices. The CEDAW Committee also provides guidance in general recommendations,  which 132

has included direct commentary on Article 6 of the Trafficking Protocol   to support states to make the 133

important legal changes they need, directing them toward what the treaty to promote norm-appropriate 
implementation at the national level. However, the Committee cannot implement suggested corrections 
which are contingent on state actions. Re Northern Ireland, whilst not a direct slavery case, shows the 
Committee can be blocked from making operational changes where states lack willingness. If a state is 
under no legal obligation to alter the circumstances that make women vulnerable to trafficking and there is no 
power to make those changes outside of the state, then the issue will remain and render CEDAW ineffective. 
CEDAW is ancillary to the UN’s core anti-trafficking activities, but it has several interesting features. A 
dedicated third party monitor and overall push to correct the conditions that make women vulnerable to 
trafficking are important steps. However, issues with the Convention’s implementation mean it is cannot be 
fully effective. CEDAW demonstrates the difficulties with reforming cultural aspects that feed into slavery, 
trafficking and slavery-like practices at the national level of implementation at the base of the inverse 
pyramid. 

3.5: Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air 
 Another treaty related to the Palermo Protocol is the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by 
Land, Sea and Air 2000 (Smuggling Protocol). The Smuggling Protocol could is concerned with the 
mechanical elements around the actual process of trafficking.  Smuggling and trafficking do share some 134

similarities and are arguably parts of the same issue given that both are focussed on individuals who 
facilitate; 

 “…the illegal entry of a person into a State… of which the person is not a national or a permanent 
resident.”  135

 Both procedures also rely on the transported person being subject to the decisions of the transporter 
in regards to how they reach the destination, and both rely on covert action. However, there are some key 
differences. Trafficking, normally requires exploitation of the victim, meaning that there is great inequality 
between the victim and trafficker since the trafficker may be arranging the victim’s movement without their 
consent or deceiving them as to their destination and purpose. Under Articles 3(a) and (b), Smuggling 
Protocol, smuggling requires international travel and cannot occur internally to a state. Smuggling may bear 
some of the hallmarks of slavery, but it lacks the key element of exploitation and requires the consent of the 
smuggled person to the migration. Epstein and Squires call attention to two elements, destination and travel; 
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 “Trafficking of persons may be indistinguishable from the smuggling of migrants where the victims 
have initially consented to be taken into another country, but smuggling ends with the arrival of the migrants 
at their destination, whereas trafficking involves ongoing exploitation.”  136

 Where the victim originally consented to being smuggled, this could turn into trafficking against their 
will if they are subsequently exploited; 

 “…migrants from China were charged up to £20,000 each. As many as 80,000 Chinese were 
marooned in the Balkans after the fall of Milosevic. Unable to raise anything like £20,000 they would offer a 
down payment with the result that they would remain under the gang's control…”  137

 This makes protecting the rights of smuggled migrants important, albeit difficult due to the covert 
nature of smuggling and the risk of self-reporting illegal entry into a country. This prevents victims of 
trafficking from coming forward because of the risks inherent in trafficking being disguised as smuggling. This 
causes a minor governance gap that is not the fault of states implementing the Trafficking Protocol. The 
Smuggling Protocol requires member states to criminalise smuggling under Article 6. The criminal measures 
necessary are open to interpretation, allowing states to tailor them appropriately. This is crucial given the 
need to respect sovereignty and differences between nations since manner of criminalisation of smuggling in 
the UK may not work for others in line with the base of the inverse pyramid. 
  
 Article 16, Smuggling Protocol requires that states take measures to provide for the protection of 
smuggling victims, particularly their right to life, and right to be free from torture and inhuman and degrading 
treatment. Obokata suggests the most basic obligation on the nation is non-refoulment, where victims cannot 
be returned to their country of origin if there is risk of persecution, torture or re-trafficking on return.  He 138

suggests this principle applies to trafficking victims and smuggled persons who are subsequently exploited 
even though they are not refugees.  In ZA,  the applicant could not be returned as her state of origin 139 140

could not guarantee protection after her forced marriage. The principle against refoulement originates from 
Article 33 of the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees,  and Trevisanut highlights its potency; 141

 “At the drafting Committee of the 1951 Refugee Convention, the non-refoulement clause was 
described as "an exceptional limitation of the sovereign right of States to turn back aliens to the frontiers of 
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their country of origin’. It is now considered the core of asylum-seekers' protection. It guarantees that 
refugees are not submitted again to the persecution which has caused their departure.”  142

 This means the obligation to protect the rights of smuggled persons extends to preventing them from 
being at risk of re-smuggling. The Smuggling Protocol and Refugee Convention are a part of the same 
international level normative framework, mutually working together to offer protections. Under a unified 
framework, states are obliged to take due care with victims and prevent a risk of slavery caused by returning 
smuggled persons into a situation of danger. 
 Obokata also suggests an interconnected framework relating to remedies, since obligations under 
Article 16 are connected to Article 6 which criminalises the smuggler. In particular, smuggled persons 
assisting in prosecution of cases  may be an important route for combatting slavery. At the base of the 
inverse pyramid, a Treaty is a collective statement of a normative goal, though some specific Articles may 
have important independent operation when implemented at the national level.. Direct action and 
prosecution of the the perpetrator smuggler may be impossible.  
 The role of the Smuggling Protocol is affected by the problem that the actions of the smuggled 
person in seeking migration means it is challenging for norms to be developed implemented. Issues around 
sovereignty and meeting obligations mean difficulties for states in fully translating the norms at the level of 
implementation at the base of the inverse pyramid. The treaty acts as guidance, the states take measures 
that work the best for their particular national issues and balance their obligations. Norms like non-
refoulment, prosecutor ethical guidance and balancing necessary measures against smuggled persons in 
the context of the Smuggling Protocol to appropriately handle illegal movement of persons across borders 
and the risk of associated exploitation.  

3.6: Conclusion 
 The UN, as an international organisation, is at the top of the inverse pyramidal hierarchy. It 
represents the point at which states start to formulate and create norms against slavery and slavery-like 
practices through international treaties and guidance to states. The gradual shift in time from conceptualising 
slavery as a property-based system in the early 1926 Slavery Convention to a relationship-based one in the 
later UN Conventions are part of this process. The new relationship-based forms of slavery may have 
deviated from the original 1926 Convention definition, but it is not a major issue given that this change 
reflects a global change in norms and provides for a more flexible approach through which slavery can be 
handled.  Notably, there has also been a new focus developing on the protection of vulnerable parties or 
groups under Conventions such as CEDAW and the Trafficking Protocol. This is perhaps a reflection of 
increased abhorrence towards the linked practices of slavery and its consequences for the victims due to the 
associated degradation of their humanity. The UN represents the broadest part of the inverse pyramid 
territorially as a collective entity of 193 states of varying cultures so the UN has to implement their treaties in 
broad terms to allow for both flexibility and reach. 
 The issue is that these treaties are not only broad but they are also relatively distant from their 
implementation. They are, by their nature, more conceptual  in creating normative statements, and potentially 
lack the ability to effectively control the behaviour of member states. CEDAW is interesting in this context 
because of the role of the CEDAW Committee in monitoring compliance with the terms of the Treaty. The 
Trafficking Protocol does not have such a mechanism. There is a need for flexibility in order to ensure that 
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the sovereignty of states is respected, especially where there may be obstacles to a more stringent standard 
that cannot be easily overcome. However, by allowing for a broad approach with less than optimal direction, 
monitoring or intervention from the UN means that the treaty has not been implemented fully in several 
states. This creates a governance gap between what the state has implemented and the normatively 
representative international treaty, reducing the effectiveness of an anti-slavery framework.  
 The normative base of the pyramid is problematic in fully implementing the treaties and consequently 
their norms. Global treaties cannot be too fixed in their definition or they risk becoming onerous, whilst they 
cannot be too broad or infirm lest they risk failing to be applied effectively within member states. This chapter 
has demonstrated how a broad approach creates governance gaps affecting how the norms combatting 
slavery are conveyed in an effective way to the bottom of the inverse pyramid. 
 At the beginning of this chapter it was noted that it was important that evidence intent and normative 
direction could be provided for national legislatures in implementing treaties combatting slavery and slavery-
like practices. To support national implementation of these norms UN treaties could require more empowered 
regulators in order to ensure that the direction and norms they represent are conveyed through the entire 
framework. However, in reality, we have to accept flaws in the ability of states to fully appropriately convey 
those norms to the national level as a result of governance gaps. These inevitable gaps on implementation 
prevents the legislative intent behind these treaties being fully realised due to issues outside of the UN’s and 
potentially also the member state’s control. The regulatory distance between states and international norms 
is a large distance to cross, and more stringent controls on implementation of treaties by states would 
practically affect whether the treaty itself would be signed and ratified by the member states. It is therefore 
worth considering how the UK action in combatting slavery is monitored by a regional body in the form of the 
Council of Europe’s European Convention on Human Rights. By moving down the inverse pyramid to a more 
focussed level and examining this relatively “closer” treaty, consideration can be given for how such distance 
affects implementation, as well as examine how influential the ECHR is on the UK’s framework as a whole. 
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Chapter 4: European Convention on Human Rights 

4.1.1: Introduction 
 Due to the breadth and relative distance of international instruments, the norms they intend to 
convey at the top of the inverse pyramid may be difficult to implement effectively at the narrow base of 
national implementation. A regional treaty has a narrower geographical and cultural scope and is relatively 
closer to the national level of implementation. This chapter examines the regional European Convention on 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 1950 (ECHR), and the mechanisms making the Convention 
unusual in a wider anti-slavery framework. Occupying an interesting place in the hierarchy of the inverse 
pyramid, by being in the middle, the ECHR is able to both translate norms further down the inverse pyramid 
while also creating practical guidance of its own, essentially being both theoretically broad and narrow in 
regards to creating general norms against slavery, but also enforcing their implementation at the national 
level to a greater degree than the UN. Looking at the living instrument doctrine, exceptions to the prohibition 
on forced labour, and the development of positive obligations on member states allows evaluation of 
differences between international and regional treaties, and how both impact on the national framework of 
the UK. 
 Article 4 ECHR reflects basic norms around slavery contained in both the 1926 Slavery Convention 
and 1930 ILO Forced Labour Convention; 

 “1: No one shall be held in Slavery or servitude. 2: No one shall be required to perform forced or 
compulsory labour. For the purpose of this Article the term “forced or compulsory labour” shall not include 
any work required to be done in the ordinary course of detention… any service of a military character or, in 
case of conscientious objectors in countries where they are recognised, service exacted instead of 
compulsory military service, any service exacted in case of an emergency [or] any work or service which 
forms part of normal civic obligations.”  143

 It remains debatable how necessary dividing the concept of forced labour from the concept of 
slavery was (see Chapter 2), even accounting for the change in definition over time, and this has caused 
issues which we will examine in this chapter. The ECtHR can provide decisions guiding jurisprudence in 
national courts, providing twofold benefit to the UK’s framework with an additional supranational court to 
examine specific human rights issues, and with the ECtHR benefitting from access to more diverse human 
rights cases across the members of the Council of Europe. The ECHR structure as a whole provides a 
median point the inverse pyramid that both brings “down” norms to a level where they can be more 
practically interpreted, as well as allowing for nations to reach “up” in informing the development of ECtHR 
jurisprudence. Additional interpretation can thus be introduced to UK law that benefits from additional 
sources for development of concepts and methods of implementation of international norms. 
 The time it takes for a case to reach the ECtHR and to change the jurisprudence of Europe as a 
whole can be significant, and the nature that change is reflective and incremental. This chapter will examine 
both the ECHR and the relevant mechanisms for how changes are made, to evaluate whether the 
interpretation and application of Article 4 has adapted to keep up with the changing norms around slavery. 
This is a key step before further examining national legislation since, while the Modern Slavery Act 2015 
reflects the ECHR, the ECHR in turn reflects the wider UN principles at the top of the inverse pyramid that 
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have been considered in the previous two chapters. Consideration of some European Union legislative 
principles will also be provided, although the analysis will not be on EU measures since the withdrawal of the 
UK from the EU. The Council of Europe’s specialist convention on trafficking in human beings will however 
be considered, since this is an adaptation and development on the UN Trafficking Protocol at the regional 
level, at the median point in the pyramid. 
 Unless noted otherwise “Article 4” shall refer to Article 4 of the ECHR in order to avoid confusion. 

4.1.2: Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings 
 The ECHR is not a treaty that operates in a vacuum. The Council of Europe has also issued other 
treaties to act in concord with the ECHR, and the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking 
in Human Beings 2005, more commonly known as ECAT, is important in the context of implementing norms 
against slavery. ECAT is evidently closely to Article 4 ECHR; 

 “The...definitions delineate the scope of the rights protected under Article 4 of the ECHR. They 
guarantee some level of determinacy as to the range of situations when states are required to act in order to 
ensure the rights protected under Article 4.”   144

ECAT continues to develop the concepts related to slavery towards uniformity; 

 “”Trafficking in human beings” shall mean the recruitment, transportation… or receipt of persons… 
for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum… forced labour or services, slavery 
or practices similar to slavery…”  145

 However, ECAT goes beyond this with more protective measures designed to protect victims and 
their quality of life. Following the guidance of the UN Trafficking Protocol,  ECAT intends to take a step 146

further by aiming to; 

 “…design a comprehensive framework for the protection and assistance of victims and witnesses… 
as well as to ensure effective investigation and prosecution…”  147

 ECAT  itself follows a similar structure, laying out the information necessary for ensuring the rights of 
victims in Chapter II whilst providing a set of positive obligations in Chapters IV and V by which 
investigations into the criminal elements of slavery are to be handled. The treaty adopts a unique approach 
focused on victim protection. Chapter V places emphasis on the importance of caring for victims in the 
process of delivering cases for trial and investigating criminal cases, as does Chapter IV which provides 
specific guidance on the issue of prosecuting potential victims of trafficking for criminal offences committed 
as an aspect of their exploitation. Article 26 specifies that the prosecution of victims for crimes committed as 
a result of their victim status should be avoided. The operation of this principle under the Modern Slavery Act 
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in the UK will be discussed in more detail in chapter 7. ECAT standards for protecting victims causes several 
issues for the UK’s effective implementation of ECAT, and this will be explored in more depth in Chapter 7. 
Bird and Southwell comment on section 45, Modern Slavery Act, which seeks to implement the non-
prosecution of victims of trafficking principle from ECAT, that English law has the potential to harm victims; 

 “The concern, however, is that investigators and prosecutors might prosecute individuals with less 
regard for their obligations under the Convention and Directive if they know that a statutory defence is 
available at trial as a "safety net” […] …it must be questionable whether the new defence gives victims any 
significant additional protections from prosecution”  148

 They argue that section 45 is less stringent than ECAT requires and might be reducing the 
effectiveness of English law as regards defending victims of slavery from prosecution.  
 The ECHR is incorporated into English law via the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA). This imposes 
several obligations on the UK including the requirement to interpret in court according to the judgments of 
the ECtHR under section 2 HRA, and to interpret legislation as best as possible to reflect the Convention 
under section 3 HRA. Where this is not possible a declaration of incompatibility can be made to highlight a 
point of issue in legislation that is not compliant with the rights expressed in the ECHR under section 4 
HRA.  By contrast, ECAT has not been given full effect through specific primary legislation by the UK, 149

though the Modern Slavery Act 2015 aims to comply with its stated aims. Many states, including the UK have 
reservations, derogations and objections to ECAT.  In particular the UK has outlined the use of the right 150

under Article 31(2) to limit certain rules regarding the limits of jurisdiction.  Stoyanova suggests that this is 151

due to the concept of the margin of appreciation, the idea that member states of ECAT vary in their individual 
cultures. A “one size fits all” approach would not be a viable way to make ECAT operate effectively. Even in 
the middle of the inverse pyramid, there has to be flexibility in the scope of regional agreements to 
accommodate national implementation of prescribed regional standards.  
 Hargreaves and Mitsilegas consider the issues around the UK’s common law system and 
implementation of ECAT standards in their report on the case of R v LM.  This was a  joint criminal appeal 152

against convictions for trafficking for the purpose of prostitution as per section 53 of the Sexual Offences 
Act  referring to Articles 26 and 10 ECAT on trafficking identification agencies. The Court of Appeal held 153

that there had been a violation of ECAT due to a failure to refer the victims to support services and a failure 
to consider a potential stay of proceedings in order to consider whether the defendants were in fact victims of 
trafficking. Hargreaves uses this to comment on how Article 26 is implemented in the UK: 
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 “In England and Wales the implementation of art.26 is achieved through three mechanisms: common 
law defences, guidance to prosecutors, and stays for abuse of process.”  154

 Hargreaves and Mitsilegas comment that the Court of Appeal interpreted Article 26 “somewhat 
narrowly,”  but there still remained a considerable governance gap due to this indirect implementation of 155

the standards. This case was prior to the Modern Slavery Act, which has to some extent addressed these 
issues (see Chapter 7). However, it demonstrates the governance gaps that may arise through the method of 
implementing ECAT. Barylska identifies that the UK passed the Modern Slavery Act to address these gaps: 

 “By doing so, it aimed to bring the national law in line with the international and regional instruments 
dedicated to the same issue, such as… the Council of Europe Convention on Action Against Trafficking in 
Human Beings”  156

 Barylska notes that there is also continuity between the UN Trafficking (Palermo) Protocol, Article 4 
ECHR and ECAT, stating that; 

 “…the UK has indicated in its policies that the international and regional definitions of a victim of 
trafficking ought to be followed and, as a result, it has adopted the definition of trafficking from art 3 of the UN 
Palermo Protocol, as subsequently replicated in art 4 of ECAT and art 2 of the EU Trafficking Directive”  157

 However, Mitsilegas also notes that the UK did not participate in the EU’s Trafficking Directive  158

agreed contemporaneously to ECAT, even prior to the 2016 Brexit Referendum and subsequent withdrawal, 
and commented that ECAT appears to have more breadth in regards to operations than the MSA.  GRETA, 159

the monitoring body of the Council of Europe in regards to trafficking, noted in 2016 that there seemed to be 
some conflict between how the UK had chosen to interpret ECAT as regards to the protection of victims, 
suggesting that English law could maintain exclusions regarding protection from prosecution while still 
maintaining their obligations on the international level.  When reflected against Barylska’s earlier comments 160

it seems while the UK aims to go in their own direction regarding the treatment of slaves and guidance 
regarding non-prosecution as outlined under Article 26 ECAT. However, ECAT clearly had influence on the 
MSA in 2015, given, for example, the establishment of a rest and recovery period although there remains 
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some differentiation. The translation at norms from a regional level will still have distinct differences at the 
narrow base of the pyramid at the point of implementation. 
 Weiss and Chaudary consider the impact of expiry of limitation periods on slavery cases. In relation 
to prosecution decisions made by the CPS over historical victims of trafficking, they; 

 “…suggest that judicial review proceedings are not appropriate for challenging these decisions, 
because they may not be capable of providing historical victims claiming victim status with a "fair trial', if the 
standard of review is too low.”  161

 However, they note Article 6 ECHR which governs not only the right to a fair trial but (under Art.6(3)) 
requires provisions be made that the victim can represent themselves; 

 “Although there is no right to these forms of support in UK legislation, the UK authorities have 
recognised in practice that an individual identified as a victim of trafficking enjoys these entitlements. The 
European Court of Human Rights has found that entitlement to welfare benefits falls within the scope of art 6 
of the Convention; arguably, refusing to acknowledge that someone is a victim of trafficking is a 
determination of the person's "civil rights’”  162

 While the UK does not appear to be directly in compliant with the rights defined in ECAT through 
incorporating primary legislation, the existing English law does respect those rights. Even if there is some 
disagreement with this approach in the country reports issued by GRETA, there remains broad general 
compliance. This is evident in the GRETA recommendations on the UK from 2016 and 2021. GRETA notes a 
lack of willingness to implement key protections such as removing barriers to justice (e.g. language and 
translation issues) and adequate compensation, recommending that they be implemented as soon as 
possible.  Come 2021, while GRETA welcomed “the measures taken and progress achieved by the UK 163

authorities in implementing” ECAT  it is concerning to note that several of the issues outlined were still 164

present in some capacity and new ones had arisen, including concerns highlighted toward the Immigration 
Act 2016,  and how the implementation of a strict immigration policy is damaging the ability to maintain a 165

coherent response to trafficking in persons in line with the requirements of ECAT (see further Chapter 5). 
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4.1.3: Article 4 of the European Convention on Human Rights 
 In the UK, while ECAT informs the ECHR, the latter remains the primary instrument for the purposes 
of sourcing case law and acting as the primary focal point for positive obligations. ECAT is useful to inform 
those directions, but it can be examined on a case-by-case basis in regards to policies and actual cases. 
Given that the UK has adopted an unintegrated, common law approach to ECAT, Article 4 ECHR remains the 
primary nexus of guidance when it comes to considering the UK response to regional anti-trafficking 
obligations. Article 4 serves as a point of connection not just for treaty implementation, but also in overall 
influence over policy-making. The remainder of the chapter will consider Article 4 ECHR to examine decision-
making and policy implementing regional anti-slavery norms in the UK. 

4.2: The living instrument doctrine 
 Central to the regional implementation of Article 4’ is the “living instrument” doctrine developed by 
the ECtHR across the case law on the interpretation of ECHR rights. This allows the ECtHR to adapt how it 
provides guidance to states on the interpretation of the Convention. The rights must be interpreted in light of 
modern international norms. For example, in Rees v UK,  European consensus as to transsexual legal 166

recognition was lacking, but in the later case of Goodwin v UK  the ECtHR judges explicitly noted that the 167

consensus had changed. The living instrument doctrine therefore allows for the legal interpretation of the 
right to be expanded over time, and the adaptation of the ECHR in line with cultural changes within Europe. 
 A key example comes from Van der Mussele. The ECtHR determined that the concept of ‘forced 
labour’ under Article 4 ECHR applied to all types of work; 

 “…forced or compulsory labour shall mean all work or service which is extracted from any person 
under the menace of any penalty and for which the person has not offered himself voluntarily.”  168

 This approach also allowed the Court to explore whether the labour could be performed for 
compensation other than money; 

 “…a compensatory factor was to be found in the advantages attaching to the profession, including 
the exclusive right of audience and of representation enjoyed by avocats… In addition, the services in 
question contributed to the applicant’s professional training…”  169

 This breadth of interpretation is unobjectionable and perhaps positive. It recognises alternate forms 
of payment and multiple activities as falling within the remit of slavery. What makes this case problematic is 
the overlap between the terms ‘slavery’ and ‘forced labour’. It is perhaps because the chronological distance 
between the older treaties and modern understandings of slavery and slavery-like practices must be bridged 
to ensure effective interpretation. Fortunately, Rantsev v Cyprus and Russia  addresses the impact of 170

these influences on the law. This case concerns the suspicious death of a woman who was a potential target 
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for traffickers, as well as the failure by Cypriot and Russian authorities to properly investigate her death 
under Article 2 ECHR. In judgment, the ECtHR referred to the UN Trafficking Protocol which defines 
trafficking as transporting a person with a view to exploitation, including; 

 “…prostitution… forced labour… slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal or 
organs.”  171

 Selimi suggests the functional definition of trafficking means trafficking is a reflection of general 
global antislavery norms, stating Article 4 ECHR can be expanded; 

 “…due to its obligation to interpret the Convention in light of present-day conditions…”  172

 This is important for the purposes of ensuring that effective interpretation can always be available. 
The definition in Rantsev is affirmed by the Council of Europe in ECAT.  Rantsev referred to both the 1926 173

Slavery Convention and the UN Trafficking Protocol to bring ‘trafficking’ as a concept under the remit of the 
Article 4 ECHR. Considering the importance of human dignity and applying the living instrument doctrine; 

 “…the Court considers it unnecessary to identify whether the treatment about which the applicant 
complains constitutes ‘slavery’, ‘servitude’ or ‘forced and compulsory labour’. Instead, the Court concludes 
that trafficking itself, within the meaning of [both above conventions]”  174

 Rantsev unites trafficking, forced labour and slavery as breaches of the same ECHR right. These 
concepts all represent attacks on human dignity based on control over another human being. It could 
therefore be said that there is no need to remove the 1926 Convention’s definition, but instead say it has 
been expanded upon and interpreted more broadly than was originally conceived. Selimi suggests trafficking 
involves ownership status as per the “traditional” definition, this broadening natural rather than a forced 
evolution. This is matched in the Siliadin judgment moving the definition of trafficking to be included under 
Article 4; 

 “Article 4(a) adopts the Palermo Protocol definition of trafficking and art.4(b) replicates the provision 
in the Palermo Protocol on the irrelevance of the consent of a victim of trafficking to the exploitation.”  175

This is the value of a regional instrument that can evolve in interpretation and application at both regional 
and national level to provide for change at the base of the inverted pyramid, the national level. Developing 
interpretations of Article 4 are necessary to keep it up to date and acting as an effective translation for 
international norms. Giannoulopoulos lists the ways the ECHR’s constant evolution forces UK jurisprudence 
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to update from a rights-based perspective,  highlighting other contexts in which the doctrine has been 176

applied; 

 ”It has prohibited corporal punishment in schools; protected transsexuals from discrimination; found 
that there could be no blanket and indefinite retention of DNA profiles and fingerprints…”  177

 Thus the living instrument doctrine can affect diverse areas and impact the UK’s interpretation of 
slavery, synchronising with Article 4 and modern interpretations of slavery should the UK’s framework seem 
lacking. It can both change and guide development of the UK’s anti-slavery framework, keeping 
jurisprudence and policy in line with international norms by being a dynamic tool reflecting on changing 
norms and slavery practices. In this case, it might be said the living instrument doctrine reflects the 
importance of the ECHR being in the middle of the inverse pyramid, as it is able to reflect matters at both the 
top and bottom of the overall legislative structure. 

4.2.1: Evolution of national jurisprudence in relation to ECHR regional norms 
 The HRA requires attention to be given to the ECHR when creating legislation and policy. Section 19 
requires declarations be made to the effect of how a particular Bill is compatible with the ECHR  and the 
Joint Committee on Human Rights scrutinises legislation to ensure compliance. The Council of Europe itself 
creates a system of access to the ECtHR as a body for hearing human rights cases. Section 19 HRA does 
not stop a Bill being passed. Section 4 HRA allows for the court to declare a particular piece of legislation 
incompatible with the HRA and the rights under the ECHR, but does not affect the actual operation of the 
legislation until Parliament intervenes. The HRA is however essential in effectively integrating ECHR 
obligations with the rest of the UK’s legislative framework.. 
 Violations of Article 4 ECHR can be handled relatively quickly at domestic level. K v Secretary of 
State concerns victims of trafficking claiming reductions made to their support payments. The victims argued 
these reductions were irrational and unfair. Mostyn J held Article 4 was engaged. Mostyn J found that Article 
4 did not create obligations toward victim support,  which is understandable given that Article 4 is written in 178

negatively obligatory language (i.e. suggesting prevention). He continued that the discrimination seemed 
based on their status as victims of trafficking. However, this case has more direct impact on how the support 
payments were made. The Salvation Army is the government contractor for distributing this support to victims 
of trafficking and changes to their contract require guidance from the Secretary of State. But none had been 
issued; 

 “…I asked why the Home Secretary had failed to comply with his statutory duty under s49(1) [of the 
Modern Slavery Act] to issue guidance over the last three years, but [the respondent counsel] was not able 
to give me an answer.”  179
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 The failure to issue guidance was considered irrational, quashing the reduction in payments. Whilst 
the outcome defied the Secretary of State’s budget cut, the intention was to prevent an unjustifiable 
differentiation between slavery and asylum seeker support which could be considered discriminatory. The 
decision is effective in that it ensures that the standards of the ECHR are upheld, resulting in harmonised 
victim support, working up the hierarchy as much as passing information on norms down it. 
 Article 4 works alongside the wider rights and jurisprudence of the Convention, paticularly Article 3 
ECHR, the right of freedom from torture and inhuman and degrading treatment. Article 14, the right of 
freedom from discrimination that requires the violation of another right that may be cited where there is 
evidence of discrimination e.g. on the ground of nationality. The Convention is ka key part of the legislative 
hierarchy as part of English law and an operational part of the regional system. 

 Also observable in K v Secretary of State is the process of development of the overall jurisprudential 
framework. Mostyn J notes in K that there is an understanding that Article 4 is the basis of a right to provide 
victims with support, even though cases like Rantsev and Chowdhury have not fully reached that conclusion; 

 “…I am in no doubt art.4 does indeed carry with it the positive obligations to provide appropriate 
support and assistance to the victims of the conduct which is referred to there.”  180

 Recognising changing trends in the normative consensus and applying these changes can be used 
to develop national law and policy. This is a process of gradual change. This is beneficial for stability, 
particularly since the ECtHR can respond to any obvious non-compliance amongst the individual member 
states. It allows the norm to develop across the region and eventually inform the ECtHR application of Article 
4 binding on all member states. Kavanaugh correlates this to the “margin of appreciation”, a deliberate 
governance gap between the Convention and member states respecting culture and sovereignty.  This 181

margin lacks precise guidance, which potentially devalues the rights protected, causing a deliberate cultural 
and legislative European-based governance gap.  As illustrated by Cossey v UK, culture varies across 182

Europe which means the Court may be cautious in creating unacceptable new norms for states.  The 183

scope of cultural differences is more limited in Europe than the global cultural differences encompassed by 
UN activity. The concept of the margin appreciation allows for wider interpretation of the minimum 
obligational response to slavery and slavery-like practices, accommodating member state variation. 
Whilst preventing slavery is an easily understood norm, perspectives on the most effective methods for 
supporting victims varies. There is broad consensus but not on the details due to varying cultural and 
resource related issues. The inverse pyramid has the UK as a narrow point, and while that point can be 
shifted to reflect on other nations approaches to issues such as victim support, there is still a need to 
recognise differences across a region. The ECHR can be considered to be at a broader tier despite being 
narrower and more defined than wider international level. The regional level may alter the legal framework in 
one case, for example, Bayatyan v Armenia. Under Article 4(3)(b) ECHR, conscientious objection to armed 
service must receive state recognition before mandatory armed service is a violation. Previously it had been 
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established that there was a link between Articles 4 and 9 on religious freedom, which meant religious 
objection to the use of armed force was recognised as a form of conscientious objection.  The ECtHR 184

noted increasing acceptance of conscientious objection since the Convention was drafted; 

 “In the light of the foregoing and in line with the “living instrument” approach, the Court therefore 
takes the view that it is not possible to confirm the case law established by the Commission, and that art.9 
should no longer be read in conjunction with art.4(3)(b).”  185

 The approach of the ECtHR again reflects on established norms appearing across Europe as the 
basis of its reasoning. However, this approach can slow down spreading of norms ideas among member 
states. In Stummer v Austria the ECtHR considered the lack of pensions for prison work covered under 
Article 4(3)(a). The appellant invoked the 2006 European Prison Rules issued by the Council of Europe, 
requiring prisoners be included in national benefits systems.  The Court observed there was movement 186

toward recognising prisoners’ social security, but it was not enough to invoke the living instrument doctrine. 
The work done in the course of their detention was legitimated under Article 4(3).  The margin of 187

appreciation between states could lead to diverse interpretations regarding the acceptability, payment and 
pensioning of prison labour. However, this shows that the living instrument doctrine must truly reflect 
European norms, meeting both evolving understandings of modern slavery and reflecting changes in the 
needs of states. 

4.2.2: Living instrument doctrine and the UK 
 Rooney, a case heard in the English Court of Appeal, concerns a forced labour case. The appellant 
invoked the ECtHR case of Chowdury v Greece as justification for considering trends in member states; 

 “The prior consent of the victim is not sufficient to exclude the characterisation of work as forced 
labour. The question whether an individual offers himself for work voluntarily is a factual question which must 
be examined in the light of all the relevant circumstances of a case.”  188

 The Court of Appeal agreed this suggested “the need for a jury to consider all the circumstances of 
the case”  in determining whether victims had offered themselves voluntarily into the situation giving rise to 189

their exploitation. The Modern Slavery Act requires consideration be given to the circumstances preceding 
the forced labour incident under s1, although s1(5) states that the victim’s consent does not affect a finding 
that a person has been held in slavery or forced labour. The Court of Appeal felt that, although the original 
jury direction could have been improved, the conviction was secure based on the Van der Mussele criteria of 
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involuntary exploitation due to the menace of penalties.  This language  had also been accepted in earlier 190 191

ECtHR cases, Siliadin and Van der Mussele, and also in Rantsev which required constraint, physical or 
mental, overriding the victim’s will.  The “living instrument” does not imply Convention jurisprudence 192

constantly fluxes but rather it evolves, drawing influence from member states’ law. In Rooney, the UK 
potentially influences that further evolution by referring to and clarifying ECtHR case law. Meanwhile UK 
jurisprudence is influenced by ECtHR guidance via s2 Human Rights Act, allowing the UK framework 
gradually improves. The approach of the ECtHR in relying on the living instrument doctrine, draws influence 
from the narrow point of the inverse pyramid to develop areas of law that are more international in nature. 

4.2.3: Pace of evolution 
 Article 4 cases do not regularly reshape slavery jurisprudence and has been a context in which the 
property-based slavery definition can be problematic compared to a relationship-based model of slavery. The 
UK Supreme Court case of EK concerns a domestic worker challenging her removal from the UK. She had 
been brought into the UK under false pretences and harmed both physically and mentally. To benefit from the 
protections in Article 4, it needed to be proven she was subject to Home Office policies on domestic workers 
because she had arrived in the UK voluntarily. Despite this she was considered a trafficking victim; 

 “The protection afforded in terms of Article 4 of the Convention is against being required to perform 
forced labour. It is a right which all domestic workers possess, regardless of whether the other components 
of trafficking apply or not.”  193

 This is a divergence from the property-based concept of slavery established by the 1926 Slavery 
Convention, as the finding of exploitation was based on a relationship. In EK, the victim was considered 
trafficked despite not being coercively transported. The Home Office was required to support her 
rehabilitation including medical treatment, psychotherapy and indefinite leave to remain in the UK as 
returning to Tanzania would endanger her. However, radical changes in the analysis of slavery and slavery-
like practices do not occur often as cases rarely affect the UK’s fundamental understanding of slavery. 
Following on from EK, Murphy highlights UK law has; 

 “…a number of key exemptions from the scope of labour protections in respect of domestic workers, 
reflecting a historical tendency to exclude domestic workers from the scope of protective employment 
legislation.”  194

 The pace of change in both the legislative and judicial interpretation of slavery has been slow to 
recognise the circumstances in which forced labour may arise. 
WA v Home Office concerns the application of an Indonesian fisherman for asylum in the UK. The High Court 
examined the meaning of trafficking under both the UN Trafficking Protocol and Article 4 ECHR in 
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determining the claimant’s status as a victim of trafficking. Reiterating Rantsev’s connection between 
trafficking and slavery, alongside EK, the High Court decided the claimant fell outside the definitions, since 
the element of deception of the victim was apparently not present; 

 “I find that the Home Office was aware that trafficking did occur in various places and from time to 
time, but the administrative steps in place were sufficient to deal with such threat as was perceived or ought 
to have been perceived.”  195

 Changes in slavery and slavery norms may appear cautious, but they are radical compared to the 
1926 Slavery Convention and the original property-based conception of slavery. The gradual pace of key 
decisions ultimately leads to a more integrated overall framework that carefully smooths over governance 
gaps through evolution over time. 
 The second issue affecting the pace of evolution can be the time it takes for a case to be heard at 
the ECtHR. Public information on the Court notes that they attempt to deal with cases within three years  196

but the backlog has increased to 62,000 cases.  Reforming ECtHR access is a constant issue. Protocols 197

14 and 15 have worked to limit access via reform of court structure and limitation of grounds for referral, but 
there is still an outstanding backlog. This limits the role of the ECtHR and the living instrument doctrine in 
correcting unfair policies and the speed at which new duties may be inserted into the national anti-slavery 
framework, placing emphasis on faster, reflective state responses at the narrow base of the inverse pyramid. 

4.2.4: Consensus on minimum standards 
 One final consideration is the role of the margin of appreciation where the culture of a country may 
limit development of the norms of the ECHR. This is demonstrated by Moohan which concerned the bar on 
prisoner voting rights in the 2014 Scottish independence referendum. The court upheld the limitation, noting 
that the ECHR’s environment had not evolved to require protection of this right..  The judges noted a 198

possibility of future change, but this requires a change in European culture.  While preventing radical 199

changes, this suggests a collective consciousness policy is not always useful for creating stronger responses 
to slavery. If policies that are unfair to victims are in consensus across Europe, and do not directly 
contravene the Convention, then it is hard to remove that barrier. This makes victim handling policies, 
particularly those relevant to political decisions regarding immigration entitlements, efficient functionally, but 
may be humanely questionable (this will be explored further in Chapter 5 in relation to the UK). The ECHR 
only provides the minimum standards that must be adhered to in rather than best practice standards. 
Collective basic norms are not the same as ethical, rights-based answers and that may particularly affect the 
development of norms around providing full protection and care for victims because of the political and 
resource implication. As the ECHR’s own jurisprudence has shown, it is possible for legislators to look to 
wider international treaties where guidance is needed, looking to the top, broad scope of the inverse 
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pyramid, allowing for further understanding of international norms to ensure greater regional and then 
national integration.  
 There remains another governance gap where the divide between the Convention and member 
states arises from the differing consensus around, for example, victim care standards, for a range of reasons 
including political will or resource limitations. The Court has to be realistic in balancing expectations placed 
on states against the realisation of rights in practice, as explained in Moohan regarding Bayatyan; 

 “The Convention had to be interpreted and applied in a manner which rendered its rights practical 
and effective, not theoretical and illusionary.”  200

 This “consensus gap” cannot be easily bridged, but needs to be handled carefully to keep Article 4  
as both an effective and developing anti-slavery norm, but defining practically achievable standards across 
all the member states. 

4.2.5: Conclusions on living instrument doctrine 
 The greatest issue in the evolution of the interpretation of Article 4 through the living instrument 
doctrine to benefit victims of modern slavery is the sheer timescale of trying to change anything. Drew notes 
that even where a case reaches the ECtHR, the court is reluctant to take a wider interpretation of the event; 

 “It is well established that the European Convention is to be read, not as a dead letter, but as a living 
instrument to be interpreted in the light of present day conditions and progress in standards. Despite this… 
the jurisprudence under Article 4 has so far revealed a narrow approach to the issue. In Van der Mussele, 
the Court took as its starting point the issue of consent in order to determine whether there was forced 
labour, rather than first considering conditions or the intent of the exactor of the labour”  201

 Developments therefore still seem necessary in order to ensure the ECHR can still adapt to 
emerging circumstances within an acceptable timeframe. While this prevents sudden change, it also stymies 
necessary changes and thus has the potential to adversely impact the evolution of effective anti-slavery 
norms at a regional level. Article 4 as a living instrument allows European states to recognise that slavery 
can change and make corresponding legal changes in the rights protections accorded to victims. While there 
remain potential governance gaps and consensus gaps in the operation of the margin of appreciation across 
Europe, as a regional body the ECtHR has to be sensitive to the political and resource implications of its 
interpretation, and provide basic norms for the combatting of slavery in Europe. 

4.3: Exclusions under Article 4(3) 
 While Article 4(2) prohibits forced labour, Article 4(3) allows states to recognise certain situations 
where labour may legitimately be exploited by the state; 

 “…(a) any work required to be done in the ordinary course of detention… (b) any service of a military 
character or, in case of conscientious objectors in countries where they are recognised, service exacted 
instead of compulsory military service; (c) any service exacted in case of an emergency; (d) any work or 
service which forms part of normal civic obligations.” 

 Ibid200
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 The living instrument doctrine has helped to keep the ECHR up-to-date, but the concept of slavery 
as it was understood when the ECHR was originally drafted in 1954 has seen further evolution, both in 
regards to the relationship model of slavery and new emerging forms of exploitation. The inclusion of these 
exceptions within the text of the Convention can limit the scope of Article 4(2). However, there is no reason 
that the ECHR cannot provide some points of exclusion regarding certain practices while still defending anti-
slavery and forced labour norms as a whole. There remains a need to consider how these limitations on 
Article 4 can impact the overall framework Article 4(3) provides states the ability to limit the extent of Article 4, 
meaning it is not an absolute right. Since the adoption of the ECHR it has been accepted that forced labour 
ultimately falls under the umbrella of slavery and slavery-like practices in a similar manner to trafficking. 
Whilst the distinction may have been made by the ILO with the intent of recognising industrial labour 
concerns, it is ultimately tied into the fundamental exploitation of human beings that is the hallmark of slavery 
as discussed in Chapter 2. As such this section aims to recognise the related nature of these concepts as 
well as highlight areas where this division in the definitions of ‘slavery’ and ‘forced labour’ has raised issues 
for effectiveness of the ECHR. 

4.3.1: Military service and other civic obligations 
 Compulsory military service is still a heavily debated topic in some parts of Europe, and interesting to 
consider in regards to how norms are transposed from the middle regional level of the pyramid to be 
implemented at the national. In the UK, completing a term of military service was considered to be in line 
with Article 4.  In 2013 Austria voted to keep mandatory military and civilian services instead of voluntary 202

service for both. Bezemek notes complexity arises from the structure of Article 4(3)(b) which refers to ‘military 
service’, but without military service there would “arguably be no need for civilian service”.  Although some 203

nations do require mandatory civilian service, as per Van der Mussele, this is usually a requirement for 
specialised training. However, both Bezemek and  Vašek and regard civilian service as outside the scope of 
Article 4(3)(b).  This exception is concerned with an examination of the country’s relationship with its 204

citizens, rather than a consideration of property ownership or exploitation of the person. It is possible to 
interpret Article 4(3)(b) as covering mandatory civilian service where it compensates for military service. But 
this seems to conflict with the specialist service cases such as could be seen in Van der Mussele. The 
similar case of Iversen v Norway,  concerned with expectations associated with qualifying to become a 205

dentist, supports Van der Mussele's finding that it was possible for exploitation to occur in regards to white-
collar work, and/or in the completion of certain academic requirements.  
Gilbert observes regarding the case of Tsirlis and Kouloumpas v Greece  206
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 “…the framers of the Convention did not assume that every country had a need for compulsory 
military service, but allowed for the fact that not every country gave recognition to conscientious 
objectors.”  207

 Whilst it is reasonable to want to keep certain mandatory services available, diversions from the 
basic Article 4 prohibition on forced labour need to be clear and direct to prevent confusion and ensure that a 
governance gap is not created as a result. Whilst “normal civic obligations” under Article 4(3)(b) is work 
performed as payment for training such as in Iversen, the term has been explored further in Van der Heijden; 

 “In many countries there are various “normal civic obligations”: payment of taxes […] assisting a 
person in danger, etc. It is admittedly not illegitimate to exert a degree of constraint… in order to render such 
obligations effective… The Court has always accepted that, in principle, the choice of law-enforcement policy 
is left to the discretion of the state…”  208

 The defendant defied her civic duty to act as a criminal witness where her unmarried partner was the 
main suspect. She was imprisoned briefly in accordance with Belgian law. Whilst this case is based on 
Article 8 ECHR, the right to respect for privacy and family life, the defendant was required to do something 
she would not be willing to engage in otherwise under threat of menace, in this case imprisonment. Applied 
to Article 4(3)(d) this could be used this to help clarify the definition, highlighting the nature of actions that 
might fall within Article 4(3)(b), without risking the confusion arising from attempting divorce national service 
labour from military service. Judge Costa’s obiter dicta in Van der Heijden is also interesting in clarifying such 
obligations, recognising that whilst hearing testimony was important, witnesses may have serious reasons to 
not do so: 

 “I accept that the obligation to testify in criminal proceedings is a civic duty and that the exemption 
from that obligation… must be interpreted restrictively […] What is more difficult to accept, however, is that in 
addition to the fact that Ms van der Heijden was not entitled to claim testimonial privilege, even though the 
suspect was her longstanding partner…”  209

 In implementing national expectations of civic service, the member state should consider the 
necessity of the function, the duress placed on the participants and the necessity of the constraints. For 
instance, after a certain point if a quota for unpaid work was unable to be met and the claimant had been 
honestly attempting to fill it then their status should be reviewed lest their circumstances be considered 
forced labour.  

4.3.2: Article 14 and discrimination 
 Article 14, the right of non-discrimination in relation to the rights protections provided by the 
Convention, has been described by Wildhaber as “parasitic” as it relies on other rights in order to be 
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activated,  making it problematic in regards to implementation by member states. Whilst Article 14 does 210

depend on other rights to operate, it is an augmentation providing an ancillary means of protection. It may be 
particularly relevant to the operation of the exceptions to forced labour in Article 4(3).  
 In Schmidt v Germany, Article 14 was successfully invoked along with Article 4(3) ECHR. The Court 
noted that the obligation to serve in a fire brigade had broken down because the underlying reasons for the 
obligation had become less relevant over time.  Whilst there is some issue in that it means states need to 211

spend time reviewing policies to avoid similar policy expiry, this ultimately serves to prevent irrational policy 
expectations.  
Article 14 was also invoked in Adami v Malta. The claimant here refused to appear as a juror, complaining 
that there was an unfair imbalance between male and female jurors. Judge Sir Nicolas Bratza, in a 
concurring majority but separate comment, took the moment to call attention to the unusual nature of Article 
4(3). He felt that rather than a restriction it functioned to create the definition of Article 4(2); 

 “…as the Court expressed the point, para.3 does not “limit” the exercise of the right guaranteed by 
para.2 but “delimits” the very content of that right.”  212

 Article 4(3) marks the boundaries of Article 4(2) by removing certain state-mandated activities out of 
the scope of forced labour. This does not modify the rights in any way, so the state cannot for instance exact 
inhumane or discriminatory labour from their citizens even if they are working within the scope of one of the 
Article 4(3) exceptions. The delimitation identifies what forced labour is not, rather than what it is. 
 When the ECHR was originally created, Article 4(3) was designed to recognise situations where 
states might leverage manpower in circumstances akin to forced labour but, at the time, was practiced in the 
member states such as national military service. Practices in Europe have mostly moved away from such 
social duties, but allowing such variation in regards to national service was accepted in drafting so as to 
ensure the duties requested could be fulfilled. There is no denying that states subscribing to the ECHR may 
suggest reasons for implementing a policy that might be regarded as discriminatory when it comes to Article 
4(3), for example in relation to LBGBTQ+ individuals serving in the military. Those exceptions however need 
to be effective to keep the wider framework operating to the greatest extent possible. 

4.3.3: ECHR interactions with national law 
 One of the key influencing pieces of legislation in Bayatyan was the Charter of Fundamental Rights 
of the European Union.  Article 10(2), Charter provides a fundamental right to conscientious objection on 213

the grounds of religious belief where it was recognised in national law.  Section 5(4) of the European Union 214

(Withdrawal) Act  explicitly excluded the Charter from incorporation into English law. Removing the Charter 215

has theoretically removed an area of international legislation that can be used to elaborate on European 
norms. However, Section 5(5) then stipulates; 
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 “Subsection (4) does not affect the retention in domestic law on or after exit day in accordance with 
this Act of any fundamental rights or principles which exist irrespective of the Charter”. 

 Lock, discussing the Act whilst it was still a Bill, believes section 5(5) would allow recognition of the 
Charter’s principles where synchronicity is needed and providing legal clarification regarding legislation 
created before the withdrawal. He notes a lack of definition on the inclusion of interpretation of the Charter in 
relation to the same rights occurring in the ECHR.  Without similar interpretation of the same rights, the UK 216

risks becoming removed from the regional consensus and thus reducing the overall effectiveness of 
interpretation within the UK. This is something Lock seems to agree on in his comparison of the Charter and 
Convention in Bayatyan.  The ability to expand the law into something more reflective of international 217

norms via national bodies is now more limited. This would not rule out the potential for the ECHR to identify a 
consensus of approach between states based on interpretation of rights across the EU, but it would be 
problematic as the sole basis because ECHR interpretation would be defined by the EU.  
 Lock identifies continuity of interpretation through Bayatyan since Article 10, Charter can be 
regarded as a “unanimous recognition of the right to conscientious objection” . for quote Lock suggests the 218

ECtHR is willing to be influenced by relevant EU law, as was the case in Van de Mussele, despite the fact 
that the Council of Europe and EU do not share entirely the same membership, nor the same objective with 
the Union operating more as an economic alliance. However, they do share interests at a few points, with the 
EU’s focus on worker’s rights and free movement being relevant to forced labour and trafficking. 
 The influence of relevant international legislation can impact the development of rights, including 
those related to slavery. As long as there is an acceptance of global legislation, adopted at the bottom of the 
inverse pyramid, the UK’s interpretation of Article 4 among other rights will likely remain in-line with wider 
European norms. However, whilst the EU Charter may not be necessary to reaching the conclusion 
presented in Bayatyan, it was helpful as evidence for the consensus and resolving the legal issues in an 
appropriate manner.  
 In the dissenting judgment in Bayatyan it was argued that; 

 “In [Judge Gyulumyan’s] view the evolutive approach to the Convention, which allows the Court to 
broaden the rights protected, is not permitted where the Convention leaves the recognition of particular rights 
to the discretion of the Contracting Parties. This is something which, in her view, art.4(3)(b) clearly did.”  219

 In other words, it would be hard to draw an overall consensus declaring behaviour within the purview 
of Article 4(3). It is important to remember the European consensus does not have to reflect the differences 
between the various nations of the Council of Europe. As an example of this in relation to the UK, Klug and 
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Williams call attention to the White Paper  issued by the Coalition government on a “British Bill of Rights”, 220

arguing that the way the forced labour exceptions were created in this Bill seemed more political than rights-
based.  Article 4(3) may be more limited, but it is part of a wider Convention framework.  221

 Two problems emerge here. Firstly, as forced labour develops further away from the original concept 
laid out by the ILO in the 1930 Forced Labour Convention, influenced by a different model of slavery, so too 
do traditions in Europe concerning what is and is not acceptable in regards to national service. Secondly, in 
divorcing the UK’s anti-slavery framework from that of other ECHR members may allow exceptions that 
might be more arbitrary than would be allowed under the Convention. Klug and Williams call attention to 
former Lord Chancellor Ken Clarke’s words on how the ECHR has to protect “unpopular individuals” as much 
as protected minorities.  It has already been seen with K above that the UK has been considered 222

discriminatory when it comes to identifying and handling victims of slavery. The Bill of Rights White Paper 
was partly aimed at removing from the scope of human rights protections those society had a particular 
repulsion toward, like perpetrators of serious sexual offences. Human rights are meant for the protection of 
all individuals. This means that even those general society might find repulsive, such as criminals, hold those 
rights. To remove those protections in such an arbitrary fashion, it could be argued, critically damages the 
effectiveness of an anti-slavery framework by damaging the ideas at the hearts of a rights-based system, 
particularly since the international norms are particularly strong prohibiting slavery and forced labour. The 
norms from higher up the inverse pyramid can act to give direction as much as constrain potentially 
problematic interpretations, and these norms need to be drawn on to ensure that said policies actually reflect 
the main issues in the wider international anti-slavery legislation. To take a less considered approach is, as 
such likely to be less representative of anti-slavery norms and thus presents issues in regards to being able 
to effectively respond appropriately to issues as they arise. 

4.3.4: Article 4(3) under the living instrument doctrine 
 One final matter when combining the Article 4(3) exception in relation to forced labour and the living 
instrument doctrine is that a perceived norm may run contrary to the expectations of the time. In Sepet v 
Secretary of State for the Home Department in the Court of Appeal the applicant was denied asylum in the 
UK for fleeing their mandatory military service in Turkey, as he was not a conscientious objector. He had no 
objection against serving in the Turkish military, only against being deployed against the Kurdish people. The 
applicant’s argument was that, similar to Bayatyan, there was a fundamental right to conscientious objection. 
At the time, Laws LJ held that there was no norm based on the operation of international obligations.  223

However, this case highlights the changing attitude in the European consensus around national service since 
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the court held that the Article 4(3) exception based on conscientious objection to national service could be 
leveraged in this context as the margin of appreciation had changed,  similar to Reese and Goodwin. 224

 Article 4(3)’s changing norms mean policies can eventually fall out of favour internationally but this 
occurs at a glacial pace. The second issue, commented upon in passing by Laws LJ regarding international 
acceptance of conscientious objection; 

 “…cannot in principle justify a national court in holding that the right exists so that all States parties 
to the Convention who do not observe it are… to be condemned at the bar of international law.”  225

 Laws LJ’s ruling here is reasonable, but it shows a wider problem with Article 4 being subject to the 
living instrument doctrine, in that a country may be compelled to act against their national legal framework to 
meet ECHR obligations. Some countries consider certain actions as forced labour or have specific 
exclusions, and this creates a cultural divide where frameworks differ nationally. It would have been better for 
Laws LJ to have allowed the appeal and create stronger jurisprudence on the exceptions to Article 4. 
However, although Laws LJ could have created a stronger ruling Selimi suggests that due to the relationship-
based nature of modern slavery it is easier to recognise circumstances of exploitation as they arise and 
include them within existing Article 4 jurisprudence.  
 Article 4(3) is an interesting deviation from the main principle of the right against forced labour in 
Article 4(1), but it is a reasonable deviation. States need to have the right to perform certain activities that 
have the potential to raise issues around rights. In cases such as Van der Heijden show such justification. 
Likewise, cases like Schmidt and K show that such derogations are controlled by the wider European 
consensus as well as the jurisprudence developed around this aspect of the Convention. But there are flaws 
to consider. Sepet shows the difficulty in making changes, or rather the sheer amount of time that must be 
taken to depart from the original understanding of the Convention as it was written. The need to carefully 
define and balance exceptions to Article 4 is likely an area that member states will never be able to entirely 
perfect. However, the flaws outlined here seem to be common as issues to the Convention, and cannot be 
easily removed without damaging the norms the Convention protects in member states. Article 4(3) can be 
confusing, difficult to operate and is perhaps a victim of the living instrument doctrine on matters such as 
conscription. But the ability to make exceptions to Article 4 in a defined and established manner is an 
effective tool, and a useful part of the UK’s anti-slavery framework, enabling flexibility and allowing for 
dynamic responses to normative issues and the implementation of relevant, tailored responses to said 
issues as each state within the region needs to handle them. 

4.4: Positive obligations 
 Article 4 ECHR also generates positive obligations, requiring the UK to take active counter-measures 
against slavery. Both the League of Nations and UN level legislation only require compliance from member 
states as broad and distant obligations at the top of the inverse pyramid. However, as the ECHR is regional 
and closer in the pyramid framework to the member states, it is easier for the Council of Europe to require 
states take positive measures to combat slavery and protect victims. In L.E v Greece the applicant had 
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petitioned Greece for trafficking victim status under Article 351 of the Greek Criminal Code.  The Greek 226

authorities took nine months to respond, and the applicant alleged Greece had a positive obligation to 
investigate her situation with due diligence. The ECtHR agreed; 

 “[The delay] between L.E.’s statement and the recognition of her victim status by the authorities 
could not be described as “reasonable”. The domestic authorities’ delay amounted to a failing in terms of the 
measures that they could have taken to protect L.E.”  227

 Weatherburn explains that this process obliges Member States to investigate reports of slavery.  228

However, the scope of such obligations are not defined within the Convention as the scope of Article 4 has 
been interpreted to include positive obligations. This may be unfair on member states who believed they had 
an effective framework and may have trouble reconciling ECHR obligations with conflicting obligations. 
However, L.E. represents the culmination of change and is part of a wider trend toward an obligation on 
states to investigate reports from victims adequately and reflects international sources of obligations such as 
Article 9 of the Trafficking Protocol (see Chapter 3). 
 In order to demonstrate this, it is important to consider VCL v UK,  which highlights the 229

development of investigational obligations over time. Two minors had been discovered in circumstances that 
under UK’s National Referral Mechanism’s guidelines should have identified them as victims of slavery. 
However, the investigation instead focused on the fact they were working on a cannabis farm, an illegal 
activity, instead of investigating slavery with the due diligence required. On appeal to the ECtHR it was held 
that the UK had failed to uphold the investigative requirement necessary to discharge their Article 4 
obligations, resulting in a violation. VCL demonstrates that the ECtHR has developed standards over time to 
reflect the needs of the victim and their importance in relation to the state. Whilst earlier norms may have 
made such prosecutions acceptable, Europe has developed a greater focus on the need to care for victims 
as the understanding of slavery as a relationship has developed. VCL also regulates the UK’s behaviour in 
line with the obligations under the CoE Trafficking Protocol. Article 5 of the Protocol requires greater care be 
given concerning the status of children in regards to trafficking offences. The ECHR regulates the response 
to ensure that the developed international level obligations are being followed at a regional level and 
implemented at the national level in the UK. The norms from further up the inverse pyramid are made more 
concrete at the median tier. Overall, positive obligations under the Convention infringe on member state 
sovereignty but compel more effective frameworks.  
 Weatherburn highlights that part of the ECtHR’s judgment in Siliadin explicitly mentions 
ineffectiveness, the court finding; 
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 “…limiting compliance with Art.4 of the Convention only to direct action by the state authorities would 
be inconsistent with the international instruments specifically concerned with this issue and would amount to 
rendering it ineffective.”  230

 In other words, overly limiting the application of Article 4 would undermine the requirement to keep 
the ECHR functional. The obligations imposed by Article 4 were originally created in response to World War 
Two, but by allowing for development over time they are able to more strongly reflect the changes that have 
occurred within the normative sphere of slavery, the development of the concept of trafficking, and the shift to 
a relationship based concept of slavery. Weatherburn has identified the importance of shifting the application 
of Article 4 from the state simply not practicing slavery (as was practiced by the Nazi state in World War 
Two), to the state taking active steps to prevent it being practiced by private parties. Article 4 has allowed for 
the development of such measures without overly constraining member states. 
 Whilst positive obligations were discussed around international treaties they may lack force due to 
no direct legal repercussions and clear guidance on the scope of rights. Cases under the ECHR however are 
are part of a regional instrument, giving a defined scope based on clear jurisprudential guidelines. It could be 
argued that such judicial lawmaking and development of the law is not acceptable as the judiciary are not 
usually connected to the entirety of a nation’s social life, but the strength of such arguments is debatable in 
this context. Nieuwenhuis explains: 

 “Although the court has stated that when positive obligations are involved, the national authorities 
may be allowed a wider margin of appreciation than in negative obligation cases, the court’s own approach 
sometimes fails to make that distinction, and the balancing of interests explicitly takes place in the same 
manner. In some cases, especially as far as arts 2 and 3 are concerned, the court leaves barely any margin 
of appreciation to the national authorities. This holds true as well in the event of far-reaching interferences 
with other rights.”  231

 As the issues around slavery have evolved, so too must the needs for combatting slavery and 
representing the norms in that regard effectively in the national legislature. The ECHR’s positive obligations 
are vital for ensuring that the protections of Article 4 are realised by compelling action be taken to give care 
to victims and implement effective preventative measures, rather than simply prohibiting slavery and slavery-
like practices. By taking this approach, the structure remains flexible to new incidences of slavery arising 
while also allowing nations to develop appropriate responses, a more organic approach that ensures that the 
norms at the top of the legislative hierarchy are more effectively represented in each state. 

The Council of Europe has also introduced guidance in regards to ensuring the eradication of what it defines 
as “impunity”; 
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 “Impunity arises where those responsible for acts that amount to serious human rights violations are 
not brought to account… caused or facilitated notably by the lack of diligent reaction of institutions or state 
agents to serious human rights violations.”  232

 This is elaborated further with a procedural requirement to investigate breaches of Article 4 in 
depth.  The Council of Europe cites the ECtHR’s judgment in Siliadin in developing the concept of impunity, 233

noting that positive obligations may be necessary for international treaties to operate fully; 

 “Accordingly, it necessarily follows from this provision that states have positive obligations, in the 
same way as under Article 3 for example, to adopt criminal-law provisions which penalise the practices 
referred to in Article 4 and to apply them in practice”  234

 Failure to impose positive obligations under Article 4 would in turn limit other international anti-
slavery treaties. This ensure that countries are able to meet both their ECHR obligations and those 
obligations imposed by wider treaties higher up the inverse pyramid. This being said, the Council of Europe 
guidance also notes there is a need to maintain the flexibility associated with the ECHR and maintain a 
relatively broad approach in regards to the language taken, for example with a general recommendation for 
states to promote; 

“…a culture of respect for human rights and systematic work for the implementation of human rights at the 
national level…”  235

Just as the ECHR was born as a response to the various state-level crimes perpetrated around the period of 
World War Two, it imposes positive obligations representing the need for a state to actively prevent slavery. 
The idea of these obligations is key to the function of the EHCR in relation to slavery and forced labour 
because it is not normally the state that exploits the individual, but another private actor. The ECHR therefore 
imposes positive obligations on states to intervene to correct the exploitation once made aware of it. 
Stoyanova outlines an example of this in her analysis of L.E. v Greece, and how that case followed from 
Rantsev; 

 “The European Court reviewed how the respondent government fulfilled the following obligations: (i) 
to adopt an appropriate legal and administrative framework; (ii) to take protective operational measures; and 
(iii) to conduct an effective criminal investigation and court proceedings.”  236
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 Ashworth notes the centrality of the criminal law to the enforcement of positive obligations, requiring 
that those identified as perpetrating slavery and slavery-like practices should be prosecuted, but only where 
this is appropriate; 

 “…it cannot be an unbounded freedom, since it must be limited by the need to respect the rights of 
others and to support necessary institutions and public services. The criminal law is one of those basic 
political institutions, along with courts and a judicial system.”  237

 By providing legal obligations on a regional level, the ECHR’s obligations seek to ensure parity of 
treatment between multiple member states, but it also provides more specific guidance as to meeting the 
obligations to implement the global norms around slavery. As per the living instrument and margin of 
appreciation, there needs to be some consideration for the values and resources available to states in 
implementing their obligations to ensure that governance gaps do not develop at a regional level. This 
concern explains the broader approach that has been taken in regards to the language used in the Council 
of Europe’s guidance on impunity guidance, which reflects what can states can do, as much as what they 
should aim to do.  

4.4.1. The scope of positive obligations under Article 4 
The case of Rantsev v Russia and Cyprus, is central to understanding the imposition of positive obligations 
on member states and understanding how they impact the UK. Russia has not ratified the CoE Trafficking 
Convention, which had the potential to limit the extent of the obligations and expectations that could be 
imposed upon the state. In Rantsev, Cyprus had passed what appeared to be comprehensive legislation, 
Law No. 3(1) of 2000 on the Combating of Trafficking in Persons and Sexual Exploitation of Children.  It 238

sought to specifically protect children the related sections (for example section 6 regarding consent), but was 
intended to operate for all victims. The case was argued under Article 3 ECHR, the prohibition on torture or 
inhuman and degrading treatment, and with reference to the case of case of Z v UK. In that case, the 
application was on behalf of three children who had suffered serious abuse at the hands of their parents to a 
level that met Article 3 ECHR threshold for degrading and inhuman. The case was considered to be a failure 
on the part of the English local authority, which had failed to take any action to properly intervene and protect 
and provide reflective care for the child victims in the case: 

 “The Court acknowledges the difficult and sensitive decisions facing social services and the 
important countervailing principle of respecting and preserving family life. The present case however leaves 
no doubt as the failure of the system…”  239

 Using this principle mutatis mutandis, the Court in Rantsev noted that immigration rules had to 
address not just trafficking directly but factors encouraging it.  This meant that in spite of having a law that 240

was supposed to directly counter trafficking, Cyprus had in fact failed to meet their positive obligations 
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because although the legislation existed and was operable, the investigative standards did not reach far 
enough. Russia’s involvement is somewhat more complicated. The ECtHR found that their wider legal 
framework failed to engage with countering trafficking even though the offence was covered in Russian 
law.  The protection of the Article 4 right needs to be realised in an actual and effective manner; 241

 “In order to avoid loopholes or legal gaps contributing to impunity, states should take all necessary 
measures to comply with their obligations under the Convention to adopt criminal law provisions to effectively 
punish serious human rights violations through adequate penalties”  242

 In other words, it is not merely the presence of a law criminalising slavery that is required, but 
ensuring that the entire national legal framework is acting to enforce the law to allow such laws to be 
preventative. However, the Russian law in Rantsev presented a framework of indirect elements capable of 
tackling slavery but it was not defined enough to meet ECHR requirements. This falls afoul of principles in 
Cossey; 

 “”…states do not enjoy a margin of appreciation as a matter of right, but as a matter of judicial self-
restraint” . In other words, states do not have discretion as to whether or not a particular right exists. The 243

margin of appreciation extends only to how a particular right is enforced within the borders of a particular 
state.”  244

 
 Selden identifies that there is a need to make the rights of the ECHR real and actual within member 
states. This is arguably the most basic principle of positive obligations, that international legislation needs to 
be actualised in order to have genuine value and the norms within the national legislature need to be defined 
in such a way as to give it real effect. The approach taken by the Russian legislature in Rantsev is too 
ephemeral and unreliable, lacking a solid legislative anchor upon which the relevant norms can be given 
effect in light of Selden’s comments.  
The defining case on ECHR positive obligations, Osman v UK, concerned a violation of the right to life under 
Article 2 ECHR. The ECtHR judged that where there is an alleged failure on the part of the authorities; 

 “…it must be established to its satisfaction that the authorities knew… of a real and immediate risk to 
the life of an identified individual… from the criminal acts of a third party and that they failed to take 
measures within the scope of their powers… to avoid that risk.”  245

 The Osman test suggests that legislation meeting a positive obligation succeeds if there is 
comprehensive response to the alleged commission of the crime at hand. This is supported by Opuz v 
Turkey which also concerns the extent to which the state must exercise due diligence, where it was held that 
it was: 
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 “…necessary to assess whether the authorities had displayed due diligence to prevent violence 
against the applicant and her mother, in particular by adopting appropriate preventive measures…”  246

 This aligns with the findings of Rantsev, where the authorities failed to perform their investigative 
duty to the necessary standard to meet obligations. Cyprus failed to comply with obligations under Article 4 
ECHR, despite having legislation in place, because there was no way to enforce the legislation, whereas the 
Russian legal framework was poor but an information campaign ensured a link of knowledge between crime 
and law. The positive obligations imposed by Osman and Opuz, is not necessarily a high one. For example, 
Home Office guidance for authorities that become aware of instances of slavery  explains merely their 247

obligation to report that instance. This is also a development in line with Rabone,  a decision in the English 248

courts which built on the obligations identified in Opuz and Osman, noting that operational duties regarding a 
potential suicide risk were a continuing and ongoing concern; 

 “That risk existed when she left the hospital and it continued (and increased) during the two-day 
period. That was sufficient to make the risk present and continuing and, therefore, immediate.”  249

 The court thus held; 

 “The trust failed to do all that could reasonably have been expected to prevent the real and 
immediate risk”  250

 Rabone indicates the importance of assessing the contextual steps that must be taken to implement 
the positive obligations under the ECHR appropriately. Although Rabone concerns Article 2 on the right to 
life, it can be extended to the obligations under Article 4 to indicate the importance of taking all relevant 
factors into account in order to create a holistically effective response. Taking contextually informed positive 
steps will enforce the necessary framework response that, even if it requires further development, means 
that local authorities and national legislatures can start to move against slavery in a timely manner. Taking 
actual steps to combat the issue, rather than a passive approach is important to ensuring a consistent 
framework to counter slavery. 

 Where this becomes an issue is in balancing the obligation placed on states. The court in Z noted 
that there is an appreciable amount of pressure on public authorities in terms of resourcing, time and 
expertise, and whilst the failure in that case was particularly egregious, failures can occur. A cautious 
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balance needs to be found to prevent the duty on state agencies in Osman overreaching as to render the 
norms within effectively unenforceable. Furthermore, such legislation is part of a framework of multiple 
interconnected systems working together. It is conceivable that a law or policy may be functional but there is 
an error on the part of the individuals who have to actually make the decisions that results in a failure. This 
again requires a need to consider the resources available to states in following guidance to prevent 
governance gaps developing which cannot reasonably be bridged by the state. Rantsev’s approach to 
appropriate legal and administrative frameworks is fascinating, demonstrating the complexities and 
difficulties in engaging a positive normative obligation through legislation whilst the balancing resources. The 
contrast between the Russian and Cypriot approaches here indicates how the UK needs to take multiple 
aspects into consideration to meet anti-slavery positive obligations. 

4.4.2: Protective operational measures 
 As Ashworth has highlighted above, the ECHR requires more than just legislative implementation 
alone in order to meet positive obligations. Meeting obligations requires taking approaches capable of 
recognising the multiple issues faced by slavery victims. Rantsev’s requires that, should the authorities 
become aware that someone is at risk of becoming a victim of slavery, failure to take “appropriate measures” 
would be a violation of Article 4.  In many cases effective operation requires consideration of the context, 251

and this can be seen in how many pieces of anti-slavery legislation specify the need to increase punitive 
action if the victim is vulnerable or a child. This is reflected in the title of the Cypriot legislation, the 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (see Chapter 3) and the text 
explaining functionality; 

 “Each Party shall promote a Human Rights-based approach and shall use gender mainstreaming 
and a child-sensitive approach in the development, implementation and assessment of all the policies and 
programmes…”  252

 In Rantsev, the Court felt that the Osman criteria was flagged the moment that the victim had arrived 
at a police station, in circumstances creating credible suspicion that was not then acted on. Murphy 
considers the were contextual factors that the Cypriot authorities had failed to consider; 

 “…the Court expressly linked states' obligations to prevent trafficking to the migration regime, in 
finding, among other things, that the "cabaret artiste' visa regime in place in Cyprus was known to facilitate 
trafficking.”  253

 This would seem to indicate it is important to recognise there are multiple operational issues that a 
state needs to consider in order to fulfil positive obligations. Ashworth notes both the duties to prevent and 
the duties to protect in relation to female genital mutilation; 
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 “…failure-to-prevent offences focus on the role of commercial organisations, the failure-to-protect 
offences are aimed at individuals…”  254

 There is still a duty imposed that can be translated into an “individual” being required to act, the 
individual being an agent of the state e.g. from the police, or local authority. By contrast, it was noted that 
Russia’s obligation neither triggered the Osman criteria, nor was it enough to simply show a risk of being 
trafficked to female travellers.  This meant there was no positive obligation on Russia’s to intervene and 255

therefore no violation. 
 It is important to bear in mind that the positive obligations imposed by ECHR jurisprudence are the 
minimum expectation on states, not the maximum. The issue then becomes one of context, of whether given 
the circumstances in a particular state, there is an amount of resources is being invested so as to meet that 
minimum obligation. In this case, Cyprus was known to have a serious trafficking issue and this imposed an 
expectation that the response of the state agency would be rapid and effective. As Siliadin further 
demonstrates, the minimum standard of protection needs to be met.  256

 The severity of the crime of slavery and slavery-like practices and its impact on victims is the reason 
for requiring operational measures to function. The regional nature of the Council of Europe means that it is 
able to impose and monitor the meeting of positive obligations in a more effective manner than at the global 
international level at the base of the inverse pyramid where there is much greater international diversity of 
context. Indeed, the Council of Europe has asked nations to take greater steps in regards to operational 
effectiveness in creating ECAT.  However, while the impunity guidance covers the need for detainees to 257

have their rights respected through judicial means,  a section on non-judicial mechanisms also explains the 258

need for; 

 “…establishing non-judicial mechanisms such as parliamentary or other public inquiries, 
ombudspersons, independent commissions and mediation as useful complementary procedures to the 
domestic judicial remedies guaranteed under the Convention.”  259

 The impunity guidance indicates the need for a broad framework and implementation to guarantee a 
robust series of protections. The National Referral Mechanism used by the UK’s National Crime Agency in 
cases of alleged slavery and trafficking, bears a duty to report suspected slavery for investigation by the 
police or other relevant authority. This duty potentially mitigates the issues around a general duty, moving the 
obligation on to a specialist first responder organisation to a wider investigatory network. It is also a non-
judicial mechanism established for the purpose of helping to enforce positive obligations as suggested by the 
impunity guidance. The NRM will be covered again in Chapter 5, but it indicates that the UK is aware of the 
risks and specific needs around trafficking and slavery. This can be seen through the language used in the 
NRM guidance; 
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 “Modern slavery is a complex crime and may involve multiple forms of exploitation. Victims may not 
be aware that they are being trafficked or exploited, and may have consented to elements of their 
exploitation…”  260

 For the NRM referral there needs to be a substantial threat of slavery practices which makes several 
resources available in order for the UK to fulfil their protective obligation, including 45 days with 
accommodation and psychological help.  Such an approach is a potential resource drain, and, resources 261

must be balanced and investigators are human. Accusations and evidence of slavery are to be taken 
seriously even if sometimes mistakes in identification occur. The obligation to take protective measures does 
need to be balanced with the practicality of intervention. This does not seem to be a problem for the UK at 
present, but caution will need to be taken to ensure that the balance remains effective to protect both victims 
and the state’s resources. 

4.4.3: Effective investigation and court proceedings 
 As the ECHR is international regional legislation, it is obviously dependent on actual investigation 
being carried out by state authorities at the national level, at the bottom level of the inverse pyramid for 
practical implementation. The court held in Rantsev that both Russia and Cyprus had committed a violation 
in their failures of investigation by the state authorities and the prosecution of offences against the 
perpetrators. There was an expectation that the state would properly investigate a crime that had occurred, 
but the nature of the violation by Russia differed from Cyprus. 
The Cypriot government was held to have an obligation to investigate and had failed to meet that standard. 
This obligation under Article 2 ECHR was first identified in Osman where the failure by the local police to 
consider the dangers presented by the defendant despite clear and present warnings led to the death of the 
victim. In Rantsev, similar to Osman, while an attempt was being made to uphold and implement the positive 
obligations by the Cypriot police, it was insufficient to protect the victim. By contrast, Russian liability arose 
from the failure to intervene with the start of the trafficking process, given that the UN Trafficking Protocol 
specifies recruitment as part of the process as Article 3(a).  Russia had performed no actual investigation 262

on their home territory, meaning that they had failed to meet this obligation. The Court drew attention to the 
key failure, noting no investigation seemed to have occurred; 

 “The recruitment having occurred on Russian territory, the Russian authorities were best placed to 
conduct an effective investigation into Ms Rantsev’s recruitment.”  263

In Kaya v Turkey,  an Article 3 ECHR case on the positive obligation to prevent torture is also relevant to 264

the positive obligations under Article 4. Kaya was brought by the relative of a Kurdish farmer Turkish security 
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forces since their investigation failed to account for the unusual circumstances around the farmer’s death. As 
a result of the poor conduct of the investigation, it was alleged that the relative had suffered psychological 
harm tantamount to torture because no satisfactory explanation for his death had been reached; 

 “…requires a public prosecutor to transfer authority for the investigation of allegations against the 
security forces to local administrative boards or councils […] The applicant contends that the administrative 
boards, which are composed of appointed civil servants with no legal training, lack independence and entrust 
investigations into alleged wrongdoing by members of the security forces to a senior member of the security 
forces.”  265

Although not successful on this point, the case is still important because the failure to treat the 
circumstances correctly led to consideration of whether the threshold for torture being breached through the 
stress of the investigation on the applicant. McGlynn elaborates; 

“The fact that the Court explicitly stated that a State agent was not responsible for the acts in question, but 
continued to consider whether the treatment amounted to torture, is a clear implication that for a finding of 
torture, there does not have to be direct acts by a State agent. In the case itself, the Court held that it was 
the medical evidence which did not disclose a level of suffering of sufficient severity to amount to torture.”  266

The approach of the Court in Kaya is in accordance with Opuz v Turkey, outlined earlier in 4.4.1, which 
requires consideration as to whether or not state authorities conducted investiagtions and pursued 
prosecution to the extent necessary to fulfil their obligations. McGlynn proposes that slavery under Article 4 
requires a degree of inhuman and degrading treatment similar in concept to Article 3. Consideration of 
thresholds is worth evaluating in regards to the actions of local authorities so as to determine they are 
carrying out the investigations necessary to discharge their obligations under Article 4 and potentially also 
Article 2 ECHR. Although neither Russia nor Cyprus directly caused the death in Rantsev, it was their failure 
to conduct an investigation to the extent required that constituted a violation.  
 Kaya, Opuz, Osman and Rantsev share a fundamental duty, that once there had been notification of 
a violation of national law, there was a positive obligation on the state to conduct an investigation and 
prosecute if there was evidence of an offence. In Rantsev, the failure to investigate and the failure to 
correctly implement preventative measures on the parts of both nations belies a failure to render the positive 
obligations under Article 4 ECHR on slavery fully effective, even though the acts of trafficking were not 
conducted by the state. This is important given that it is not normally states that enslave people, but private 
actors not within the scope of human rights obligations under the ECHR. The state, which is subject to 
human rights obligations then has to act to prevent breaches by private actors to a reasonable degree. The 
framework helps to define obligations on state investigators, while preventing that definition from becoming 
too onerous or unreasonable for a state to operate. 
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 In OOO v Commissioner of Police,  in  the English High Court, two trafficking victims had been 267

forced into work over several years (arriving in 1997 and 2002).  The police had visited the premises where 268

they were being held following reference from social services several times. However, it was not until 2008 
that a police investigation revealing trafficking was properly launched. It was held that, while the Osman test 
was focussed on how a positive obligation was met, it could be used to determine the scope of the 
procedural duty on the police; 

 “The duty to investigate will be triggered once the police receive a credible allegation that Arts 3 and/
or 4 (…) have been infringed however that information comes to their attention. The fact that no victim is 
identified to the police either by name or by other reliable means may be (…) a factor for the police to 
consider in an individual case. […] However, the absence of an identified victim does not, as a matter of 
principle, preclude the duty to investigate from arising. That is the effect of Rantsev; it is…, completely 
understandable and it accords with common sense."  269

 The fact that a series of trafficking risks had been brought to the attention of the police should have 
prompted a more thorough investigation. This failure violated Article 4 ECHR. As Article 4 has shifted toward 
slavery as a relationship than a transaction, states such as the UK will need to consider their societal roles in 
regards to the prevention of slavery, focusing on how legal structures are implemented to prevent harm from 
arising through private exploitation of persons. This requires compliance with investigatory procedure and 
guidelines, and effective training on the scope of these obligations.  
 In VCL v United Kingdom two Vietnamese minors were prosecuted as criminals, and not considered 
as victims of trafficking until later. While they had been flagged as potential victims, the Crown Prosecution 
Service in the UK overrode this judgment, which was noted by the judges; 

 “…the reasons given by the CPS for disagreeing with the Competent Authority were wholly 
inadequate. Insofar as any reasons were given, they were not consistent with the definition of trafficking 
contained in the Palermo Protocol and the Anti-Trafficking Convention.”  270

 This demonstrates the importance of all aspects of the national framework acting together to address 
slavery. The concepts behind the right have been fully integrated at all levels of the legal system. Rantsev, 
Osman, OOO and VCL are comparative rarities but they identify at a regional level where the anti-slavery 
framework has not been effectively carried out at the national level. These cases are in and of themselves a 
form of effective operation in that through judicial action at both the local and regional level, the policy and 
legislation and their implementation can be highlighted and corrected.  

 Article 6 ECAT requires a holistic approach to combatting trafficking; 

 “…each Party [to] adopt or strengthen legislative, administrative, educational, social, cultural or other 
measures…” 
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 While this holistic approach is arguably stronger it is worth bearing in mind the circumstances which 
can result in states coming to face issues with problems they may have had trouble foreseeing. In Rantsev 
the procedural failures of the Cypriot authorities reached a level of egregiousness so serious as to result in a 
violation occurring. It must be ensured that where the local authority is not confronted by a governance gaps 
spawned not merely from a failure to implement international obligations at national level, but from a lack of 
resources or other obstacle to implementation. The governance gap (see Chapter 2) is fundamental to the 
issues of trying to create a fully effective national framework from the international level.  

 The Council of Europe impunity guidance was written in the aftermath of Rantsev and requires 
compliance with the ECHR obligations for a fair criminal trial.  Four criteria are specified by which the 271

investigation may be considered to be without impunity including: the need to commit to investigations, in 
depth with appropriate speed, and without any risk of outside interference.  It imposes a duty of an ”272

absolute character”  when it comes to launching investigations into crimes that violate certain ECHR rights, 273

including Article 4 slavery and slavery-like offences. This obligation arises from Rantsev and ECAT.  The 274

guidance also identifies the importance of ensuring that victims are psychologically protected while involved 
in investigations, as well as protected from further harm as a result of involvement in an investigation, (see 
further Chapters 5 and 6 on UK practice); 

 “States should ensure that victims and witnesses are not intimidated, subject to reprisals or 
dissuaded by other means from complaining or pursuing their complaints or participating in the 
proceedings.”  275

 By providing states with guidance on the scope of positive obligations to investigate serious criminal 
offences by drawing on existing treaty policy and jurisprudence, it is easier for states to understand what they 
need to do to meet the standards outlined in Rabone. While the Council of Europe guidance advises the 
promotion of a culture that addresses the risks of impunity, including drawing on reports recommending 
altering law enforcement “esprit de corps”,  this means little if there is no appetite to implement such 276

changes without prompting from the ECtHR. The guidance does not address failures to provide appropriate 
offences as was the case with the Russian legislative structure that lead to Rantsev. There remains the 
requirement of actual implementation at the national level in order to realise the contents of the impunity 
guidance in practice.  
  
When it comes to obligations relating to victim care and recompense, compensation is not the same as 
reparation. Compensation and alteration of the offending laws in Rantsev cannot correct death. Siliadin v 
France identifies that slaves will be both physical and mentally damaged in the course of their enslavement. 
Compensation, support and legal redress can go some way to relieving the damage, but they cannot reverse 
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what happened. The inhuman treatment and exploitation of slavery has long term implications for the victim 
which may require specialist treatment. In Osman, the positive obligation began and ended around the 
circumstances of the victim’s death, but given the psychological and non-lethal physical harms a slavery 
case can have, there could potentially be a much longer obligation to care for the victim. In such a situation, 
a heavy resource investment could be needed to meet the obligations created by an expanding definition of 
Article 4. The state's duty to protect and take care of victims of slavery does not change that those injuries 
occurred. This serves to highlight the key point that no legal framework alone is capable of perfectly 
preventing slavery from occurring, and as such effectiveness should not be solely tied to prevention but also 
to overall care and detection. 

 The key issue for implementing positive obligations arising under Article 4 ECHR at the national 
level, the lowest point of the inverse pyramid, is balance. The obligations on a nation’s legislative, operational 
and investigatory capacity need to be balanced in such a way that Article 4 is engaged without causing too 
much of the state’s resources to be diverted to upholding positive obligations. The positive obligations to 
investigate and prosecute incidents of slavery to protect victims, and the impunity guidance arising from 
Rantsev, have guided the UK to meet those obligations through the adoption of the Modern Slavery Act 
2015. The 2015 Act sought to clarify the law on slavery and provide new protections for outlying areas, 
meeting both international and regional obligations at the national level. When considering the guidance 
presented by the Home Office on how to conform to the Act, there is some evidence that the UK is 
attempting to uphold at least the minimum positive obligations, but there remain questions over the effective 
implementation of the law. 
  
4.5: Conclusions  
 The Convention does not, as remarked in Bayatyan and illustrated by the inverse pyramid theory of 
the interconnected framework, exist in a void. Evaluation is needed concerning how the Council of Europe 
can affect the UK legal framework to create a comprehensive and effective response to evidence of slavery 
perpetrated by private actors. This chapter has, as such, looked at three concepts that underlie the 
Convention itself and jurisprudence coming from Article 4 ECHR. The scope of Article 4 has been 
considered, with the concepts of slavery, forced labour and trafficking becoming more closely integrated and 
recognised as adjacent. This scope of Article 4 does not seem to have become overly expansive, with clear 
limits being drawn while still allowing for development over time. This allows for new forms of slavery and 
exploitation to be considered under Article 4 as they arise, preventing governance gaps from emerging. The 
interconnected nature of the obligations developed under Articles 2, 3, 4 and 14 is interesting to observe. 
Whilst it is common for Convention rights to be raised in tandem with one another, the idea of jurisprudential 
elements being able to be transformed mutatis mutandis grants member states both benefits and problems 
to contend with when it comes to employing the Convention against slavery. 
 Cases such as K or EK might indicate that the UK does not have the strongest history with the 
Convention, but Article 4 cases are rare. Excluding more common issues which prevent victims of slavery 
from reaching the ECtHR (for example lacking resources or the jurisprudential distance of the Court) the 
need for judicial intervention tends to occur only where the right has been contravened by the failure to carry 
out an positive obligation to investigate exploitation by private actors, rather than a failure of the state to 
condemn practices of slavery. However, balancing the Convention and the UK’s, or other member states’ 
national resources is key. The positive obligations introduced by Article 4 are vital for ensuring effective 
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integration of slavery norms, as they require states to ensure that effective steps are actually being taken to 
implement action against slavery.  
 The living instrument doctrine allows the evolution of jurisprudence, allowing the law to reflect 
changing social norms. Article 4(3) potentially allows for exceptions to be more concretely defined and thus 
prevent the need for legal definition. Osman and Kaya show that positive obligations imposed on states 
upgrade enforcement of the framework. This may be important in the long-term considering Convention 
rights could require ethical treatment of former victims of slavery. The consensus gap is not necessarily 
major given this both regulates the pace of changing slavery norms and encourages member states to be 
proactive via positive obligations.  

 The Convention is a regional instrument, more relative than wider international law yet still “above” 
the UK, and a highly significant influence on the anti-slavery policy. Unlike broader international treaties, the 
ECHR compels compliance through structures both inherent to the treaty and created by it, primarily through 
the ECtHR. The ECHR is stronger because the ECtHR provides access to wider jurisprudence whilst being 
relatively close to the UK. For the most part the ECHR has been implemented effectively, or at least key 
considerations have been given as to how it can be integrated into the UK’s anti-slavery framework. The 
ECHR is of primary importance because it is the middle block of the inverse pyramid, helping to more closely 
define the ideas around slavery from the UN level more clearly and concisely for implementation at the 
national level.  
 However, problems may remain at the national level despite the influence of regional norms from the 
ECHR. Murphy suggests that countries can employ tactics that can actually cause harm to workers 
vulnerable to slavery; 

 “…two dimensions of the role of the State in "creating and perpetuating' the principal structural 
disadvantages faced by migrant domestic workers: working in a precarious employment sector and being 
subject to restrictive migration controls.”  277

 Arguably the main issues with the effectiveness of the ECHR is in the reasoning behind legislation 
that can affect the ECHR implementation alongside policies and enforcement contained in national 
legislation preventing the norms at the top from being given effect further down. It is only in this way that the 
UK can keep the ECHR constantly and consistently integrated at national level in a way that makes the UK’s 
overall inverse pyramid of anti-slavery framework effective. The UK has sought to implement positive 
obligations under Article 4 through the passage of the Modern Slavery Act. This piece of national legislation 
is key to the UK’s anti-slavery framework and the central nexus by which international norms are 
implemented into the country. The next chapter will start to explore national legislation and consider how 
effective it is at considering the norms around slavery and effectively implementing a response. 
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5: Modern Slavery Act 2015 

5.1: Introduction 
 The primary source in the UK for anti-slavery guidance and legislation is the Modern Slavery Act 
2015 (MSA), introduced to reform the apparent lack of existing law and provide robust new tools for handling 
slavery. When the MSA was passed there was a lot of discussion as to the nature of the Act as a legal 
development but in subsequent years criticism has also emerged. It will be argued that conflicting political 
objectives at the national level have created deliberate lacunas in regards to normative integration of anti-
slavery norms into national level responses. This chapter shall examine the new crimes that the MSA 
introduced, the new criminal orders and support mechanisms available, sections 45 and 54 and the 
establishment of the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner. The chapter aims to demonstrate that the 
MSA has not been utilised in a way that reflects upon international anti-slavery norms from international and 
regional level to make them fully effective at the national UK level.  
  
5.1.1: UK Law and the changing definition of slavery 
 Barclay and Foster recognise C.N. v United Kingdom  in the ECtHR as a key case in the 278

development of the MSA. There was a legal framework relevant to slavery and slavery-like practices prior to 
the MSA in the Coroners and Justice Act 2009, alongside other related legislation such as the Sexual 
Offences Act 2003  and the Asylum and Immigration Act 2004.  However: 279 280

 “Due to pressure from the European Court of Human Rights in C.N v United Kingdom, the 
government was compelled to consolidate and improve these Acts - particularly to ensure that each separate 
offence was distinctly legislated for. The Modern Slavery Act has been born as a result and the [MSA] is, 
discarding a number of periphery provisions in other legislation, the sole source of active statute in the area 
of modern slavery.”  281

 However, while C.N. is worth analysing with respect to the development of the MSA, it is not the only 
factor. When considering the “inverse pyramid” model of higher levels of the law being broader and less 
focused than those below, arguably the first point to consider regarding this developmental history would be 
Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Union (EU) . While the UK has left the EU, this Directive is still 282

fundamentally woven into much of the UK’s anti-slavery framework, in particular through the MSA itself, 
confirmed by Baroness Trafford in the House of Lords.  The Directive primarily concerns itself with 283

trafficking, but does recognise the relationship-based model of slavery; 
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 “…adopting a broader concept of what should be considered trafficking in human beings… and 
therefore includes additional forms of exploitation.”  284

 The Anti-Trafficking Monitoring Group (ATMG), in their evidence regarding the drafting of the Modern 
Slavery Bill, noted that it was important to integrate EU obligations and calling for greater integration of the 
National Referral Mechanism (NRM); 

 “Including the NRM in statute will serve to increase awareness of modern slavery and ensure the UK 
is meeting its international obligations to protect and assist victims.”  285

The MSA was not the original legislation integrating anti-slavery norms in the UK. Prior to the MSA an 
offence of modern slavery had been introduced by s.71 Coroners and Justice Act 2009 (CJA);  

 “A person commits an offence if (a) the person holds another person in slavery or servitude and the 
circumstances are such that the person knows or ought to know that the other person is held in slavery or 
servitude or (b) requires another person to perform forced or compulsory labour and the circumstances are 
such that [the defendant] knows or ought to know that the person is being required to perform such 
labour.”  286

 The MSA repealed s.71. Section 71(2) CJA made explicit reference to Article 4 ECHR, which is not 
the case in the MSA, despite being more closely linked to Article 4. The concept of a relationship-based 
slavery model was evident in s.71(2), providing scope for adducing contextual and physical evidence. This is 
also supported by Keane’s analysis of Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) guidelines in relation to s.71 which 
required additional consideration on prosecution of: 

 “…the extant range of criminal offences which were available prior to the creation of this offence. 
They include false imprisonment, blackmail and assault, as well as employment legislation relating to 
working hours, minimum wages and health and safety at work.”  287

 This indicates two things. First, a relationship, rather than a property dynamic, was becoming the 
predominant mindset in regards to slavery and other exploitation offences. Secondly, s.71 operated in a 
flexible manner allowing a stronger recognition of the range of circumstances that could constitute slavery.  

 Given this situation, the role of C.N in the development of the MSA needs further consideration to 
demonstrate the need for further legal developments beyond s.71 CJA. C.N concerns a Ugandan refugee 
who had arrived in the UK using a false passport and worked as an unpaid domestic worker, with her wages 
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being diverted into her overseer’s account who also held her passport. The victim suffered severe mental 
trauma that was not recognised by the police on initial investigation and was only identified later by trafficking 
specialists and psychiatric professionals. At the ECtHR it was argued that the UK had failed to implement 
positive obligations in response to the identified risk of forced labour affecting the victim (see Chapter 4). The 
ECtHR found a violation of Article 4 ECHR by the UK regarding non-compliance with their positive 
obligations to investigate evidence of offences of forced labour. The CJA 2009 did not, in fact, reach the 
extent of positive obligations required; 

 “In the present case, the Court considers that due to the absence of a specific offence of domestic 
servitude, the domestic authorities were unable to give due weight to these factors. In particular, the Court is 
concerned by the fact that during the course of the investigation into the applicant’s complaints, no attempt 
appears to have been made to interviews despite the gravity of the offence he was alleged to have 
committed.”   288

 While s.71 CJA did penalise slavery, it did not specifically penalise forced labour, which existed in 
this case in the form of domestic servitude. This limitation had prevented proper investigation by state 
authorities. The ECtHR noted that in Siliadin the French government had some vaguely analogous 
legislation, whereas; 

 “The best that could be advanced by the British Government were general offences such as 
kidnapping, fraud, or psychological assault, none of which fulfilled the positive obligation under art.4 of the 
Convention.”  289

 The ECtHR went on to note that the CPS guidelines for prosecution of the s.71 offence could not be 
deemed as effective an implementation of slavery norms fulfilling the obligations imposed by the ECHR; 

 “…the lacuna in domestic law at the time may explain this omission, together with the fact that no 
apparent weight was attributed to the applicant’s allegations that her passport had been taken from her, that 
S had not kept her wages for her as agreed, and that she was explicitly and implicitly threatened with 
denunciation to the immigration authorities, even though these factors were among those identified by the 
ILO as indicators of forced labour.” 

 As a result, there was an insufficient response by the UK to a clearly identified circumstance of 
forced labour and a violation of Article 4 ECHR was found. The Court noted that this finding was similar to 
the issue presented in Siliadin v France, and C.N.also presents issues similar to those in Rantsev. In both 
cases, relevant legislation was in place but was not sufficient to cover the behaviour in breach of Article 4 
ECHR and there had been a failure to implement the positive obligation to investigate and prosecute an 
offence as a result. The legal structure in s.71 itself was lacking in scope to encompass the behaviour within 
the offence. A lacuna in the law necessitates critical legal alteration in order to give real effect to the 
international obligations further up the inverse pyramid. C.N was a key factor in the development of the MSA 
along with OOO v Commissioner, which is also anchored within UK structures and territory.  

  C.N. v. The United Kingdom (Application no. 4239/08) <https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng#{%22itemid%22:288
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It should be noted that neither the evidence submissions or the Council of Europe Execution of Judgement 
Department appears to have reported on the case of O.  References to Osman also appear to be difficult to 290

locate within these documents although it is interesting to note that, prior to the issuing of judgment against 
the UK in C.N., the UK government issued a statement noting that the law had changed. The victim in C.N 
arrived in the UK at some point in time between 2003 and 2006, meaning that; 

 “The UK Government considers it unnecessary to further disseminate the judgment because it 
relates to historic circumstances which would now be covered by section 71 of the Coroners and Justice Act 
2009… If a similar case were to arise then the legislation now in place…”  291

In presenting evidence on the Modern Slavery Bill Allain argued that the judgment in C.N. required the 
adoption of specific offences for different forms of exploitation: 

 “These objectives cannot be met through reliance on the case-law of the European Court of Human 
Rights, instead, the Government should consider setting out a definition for each of these types of Modern 
Slavery.”  292

 Ultimately the UK government adopted this approach in the structure of the MSA. Section 1 MSA 
outlines three types of potential exploitation, and definitions for exploitation are provided in s.3 MSA. This 
addresses the problems with the material scope of the law identified in C.N. to correct the issues with Article 
4 compliance. Trafficking is included as a separate offence in s.2 MSA. By implementing the breadth of 
scope from further up the legal hierarchy, the MSA approach adapts the ECHR obligations to the UK national 
level. Part 1 MSA inherits a lot from s.71 CJA, but Murphy explains the CJA’s failure in C.N.; 

 “The [MSA] provides that the terms "slavery' and "servitude' must be construed in accordance with 
[Article 4]. While the cases to date have centred on the obligation to criminalise and effectively investigate 
such conduct, it is well-accepted that Convention rights must be protected in a way which is "practical and 
effective', rather than "theoretical and illusory'.”   293

 Theoretically the CJA existed as part of a wider UK framework, able to interact with other legislation 
such as the Sexual Offences Act 2003 in order to provide comprehensive protection against slavery. 
However, there was overarching framework to make the theory concrete, leading to the lacuna that created 
the adverse finding in C.N. This is addressed by the MSA which also advances on s.71 CJA by expanding on 
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offences the former did not address. A full examination of the Public Bill Committee’s written evidence 
demonstrates the importance of C.N. to the expansion in the material scope of the law.  While, as Keane 294

has demonstrated, there was clearly some coverage in the CJA, it failed to account for the changing 
dynamics of modern slavery and forced labour in the form of domestic servitude. OOO had similar facts to 
C.N., but it appears that the latter highlighted the particular lacuna in the law more effectively and thus 
compelled a greater change, requiring the UK to take more active steps in regards to fulfilling their multiple 
international obligations around slavery.  

5.1.2: Expansion of definitions 
 EU Directive 2011/36 on preventing and combating trafficking in human beings introduced concepts 
of exploitation that encompassed the relationship-based form of slavery. This influenced the drafting of the 
MSA, specifically including some new forms of exploitation, such as organ harvesting in s.3 MSA alongside 
more conventional forms of exploitation, and integrated into parts of the wider legal framework in the UK, for 
example, organ removal is also controlled under the Human Tissue Act 2004.  This move from League-era 295

definitions recognises there are circumstances where commodification of human beings (and their organs) 
can occur, yet is still within a relationship built on the fundamental element of using another for exploitative 
purposes. Broader obligations relating to victim care and the recognition of vulnerable minorities subject to 
specific forms of exploitation are also integrated by the EU framework into the MSA, for example, the 
inclusion of specific protections for examining vulnerable victims as per the Convention on the Elimination of 
All Forms of Discrimination against Women (see Chapter 3).  
 Under s.2(1) MSA the offence of trafficking is defined as travel for the victim is arranged so as to 
result in ‘exploitation’, a broadly defined term under s.3 encompassing various abuses of victims of slavery 
ranging from forced labour to the forcible removal of organs. Section 2 MSA allows for the prosecution of 
criminals trafficking victims into the UK, and s.1 is used to punish exploitation once in the jurisdiction (similar 
to the old section 71 CJA). The MSA expands the definition of slavery to reflect the need for modern 
frameworks to be reflective of changing slavery-like practices. The 1926 Slavery Convention defines slavery 
as “the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership 
are exercised”. This does not cover issues of forced labour or even some forms of trafficking given that while 
those may be arranged around exploitation that exploitation is based on a relationship, rather than a status 
as property. The MSA definitions have developed significantly from the League-era understanding of slavery 
in that it is capable of recognising slavery relationships that are not property-based, though they remain 
exploitative.  
 The MSA moves away from slavery permitted by the state to combat slavery perpetrated by private 
actors that the state seeks to prevent and prosecute. The social institution of slavery requires an 
understanding of the social issues that can lead to enslavement, such as personal pressure or abuse of 
positions of power. Under s.2(5)(c) MSA trafficking does not have to be international and can be internal, 
moving around inside one nation. The MSA therefore recognises that slavers can target individuals internally, 
within a nation, rather than necessarily being part of a larger global trade. At the same time, the provisions 
made in Directive 2011/36 and the MSA for the consideration of the mentally vulnerable when it comes to 
their status as victims (for example, as contextual considerations under s.1(3) MSA) reflects on ECHR and 
UN requirements for care of victims, as much as punishment of their exploiters.  
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 As shown with treaties such as CEDAW, slavery is noted to proportionately target women and 
children requiring enhanced protection for these individuals. It is important that the national anti-slavery 
frameworks recognise these vulnerabilities and operate to protect victims, informed by the international legal 
framework. The MSA makes specific reference to abuse of vulnerable individuals, children and family 
members under s.1(4)(a) and s.3(6) to ensure different forms of exploitation are recognised and behaviour 
targeting women and children is an aggravating factor in sentencing. The MSA acknowledges that vulnerable 
victims may be more easily deceived or pressured into being exploited, for example, socially vulnerable 
children may be exploited for the purposes of ferrying drugs out of cities across the UK.  
 Although slavery is based on a relationship, the form that relationship can take will vary. For 
example, in R v LM,  the victims were also criminals having been coerced into prostitution and placed in a 296

position where they had control over others. Given their vulnerable position they were able to successfully 
argue in favour of non-prosecution, with the Court of Appeal accounting for wider international norms around 
prosecuting the vulnerable, by reference to Article 26 ECAT.  Likewise in XCC v AA  the victim was 297 298

incapacitated and vulnerable as a result of cultural issues and made subject to a forced marriage. Some 
forms of exploitation can cause more harm (mental or physical) to certain victims than to others it is 
important that the law recognises and places special emphasis on protecting them (see Chapter 7). It would 
be arguably more effective to tackle the social issues that lead to individuals being more vulnerable to 
slavery than others. Greater oversight for the disabled and stronger protection for child victims (discussed at 
5.4.3) would tackle the root of the problem, taking a proactive response in preventing slavery cases from 
arising in the first place. As a response to crimes that do occur however, the ability to recognise vulnerable 
victims and create a more specific and tailored response is essential, and the MSA has been leveraged to 
great effect in such cases.  
However, Weatherburn criticises the fact that the definitions of s71 CJA have been translated in a “cut and 
paste” fashion with no actual improvement into s.1 MSA.  He cites the complaints of Mark Durkan MP from 299

the House of Commons’ reading of the Bill in 2014, who praised the Joint Committee on Human Rights for 
creating a Bill that succeeded in consolidating the legislation surrounding modern slavery that, up to that 
point, had been rather sparse and scattered, but asked; 

 “We also need to ask on Second Reading whether the Bill does enough to address the causes of the 
problem, or enough to protect the victims? Does it really justify the claim, which has been made, of its being 
world-leading legislation?”  300

Weatherburn notes that the stated goal of more prosecutions  presents issues when it comes to simply 301

translating s.71 CJA into the MSA. The issue with C.N. was a gap in the law andithout adding anything new 
to fill it, the problem would still remain. It can be demonstrated however, that there is a clear influence from 
the international and regional organisations higher up the inverse pyramid in regards to guaranteeing the 
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rights of those in member states. Subsequent to entry into force of the MSA, a 2018 report into modern 
slavery notes a general rise in prosecutions;   302

 “Although the conviction rate showed a decline in 2017 compared to the previous year, this rate is 
subject to fluctuation given the relatively small number of cases, the complex nature of modern slavery 
offences, and the time taken for cases to be concluded.”  303

 Weatherburn argued that increased prosecutions may result from improved enforcement agency 
collaboration.  There have been genuine results and an improved understanding of slavery via the MSA 304

with better translation of modern slavery norms “down” the inverse pyramid to the national level to define the 
international obligations the UK seeks to uphold. 

5.1.3: Contextual evidence 
 This wider context can be accounted for in the circumstances in the sentencing of the defendant. 
The Sentencing Council guidance recognises certain factors as aggravating MSA offences, such as 
threatening the victim’s family or removing their passport.  The Guidance then provides some 305

circumstances that have overlap with other areas of employment law that are not necessarily directly 
associated with slavery but can contribute holistically to a slavery offence like excessive hours or poor 
accommodation.  These evidential considerations are present in CPS guidelines pertaining to modern 306

slavery.  An example of aggravation comes from R v Nixon and Ismail; 307

 “…four children were exploited in the course of this trafficking… and that they were used not only as 
drug runners, but as drug vessels: that is to say, they had drugs in their anuses, which poses a particular 
danger to the drug carrier and is an aggravating factor over and above that of the exploitation of teenage 
children simply as drug runners.”  308

 More credence can be given to contextual factors, which is important in regards to sentencing as 
Nixon and Ismail demonstrates. Barclay and Foster highlight the importance of taking this broader approach 
alongside s.1 MSA, such as accounting for victim age and health, or discounting consent to actions that later 
become slavery; 
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 “…ensures that a holistic approach is taken to cases and that the court's discretion is properly 
employed.”  309

 Section 1(5) MSA is a good example as to why contextual evidence is important. Depending on the 
nature of the work, it might be expected that the victim had consented to dealing with adverse conditions. 
The invalidation of consent therefore provides protection in that it allows the exposure of contracted work 
that was ultimately revealed to be forced labour, and for particularly egregious slavery crimes it invalidates 
the possibility of using consent as a defence. A similar clause can be found in s.2(2) MSA, covering 
trafficking. This is arguably more important than covering consent in the context of slavery, since facilitating 
the movement of a potential victim of slavery can be done under the guise of deception. In EK, the victim had 
been moved into the UK with their consent, but was subject to exploitation on arrival. It is important that all 
the contextual possibilities for “travel” are covered by s.2(4)-(7) MSA, so that all possibilities for how a victim 
may be transported to exploitation can be considered, 

5.1.4: Adaptability 
 An objection to the s.3 MSA definition of exploitation can be raised around whether it is adaptable to 
future changes in modern slavery. Consider the recently evolving “county lines” method of trafficking drugs, a 
process where vulnerable individuals are pressured into transporting drugs from the cities to the rural areas 
of the UK by organised crime groups.  This activity targets adults and children with vulnerabilities such as 310

poverty or educational exclusion.  It is an evolution of existing drug distribution systems using a new model 311

of recruitment to ensnare vulnerable individuals through threat or promise. Nixon and Ismail indicates that 
these emerging forms of slavery are recognised, but the county lines form of exploitation still requires some 
adaptation to operate effectively. This is a newer model of exploitation, so to give full effect to the norms 
around slavery some updating of the legislation and policy around the topic is necessary. 
 This presents an issue for the MSA in that the constituent actions that make up the county lines 
offence, do not appear to be explicitly mentioned in the first three sections of the Act. County lines operations 
seem to have more in common with an organised crime ring that happens to use coerced trafficking victims. 
The victim themselves normally arranges travel, as opposed to being leveraged by the exploiter, which can 
give their travel the guise of legitimacy. This emphasises that modern slavery as based in exploitation of a 
relationship, and the definitions in the MSA may need development to keep up with emerging forms of crime 
with the exploitative hallmarks of slavery. In early 2019, a review of the MSA was published identifying 
concern that county lines offences could fall outside the definition provided. The CPS noted the definition 
was wide enough to encompass county lines, but encouraging some caution; 
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 “It has warned against expanding the scope of the meaning of exploitation or defining exploitation so 
precisely that it would lack flexibility when applying the legislation to a changing profile of criminal 
conduct.”  312

The Home Office agreed that it was more practical to make an adaptive law than one that needed updating 
with new offences.  Mennim argues that such operations also present issues for the non-prosecution under 313

s.45 MSA (discussed later in Chapter 7) which allows victims of slavery a defence where they were 
compelled to commit a crime. Applying this to a county lines case; 

 “In order to rebut the defence, the prosecution would have to show either that the defendant's youth 
was not a reason for recruiting them… or that the offence was not one which a reasonable person of the 
defendant's age and in the same situation would have committed. Although no evidence of coercion is 
required to establish that the defendant was a victim of trafficking, coercion may well be relevant to the 
reasonableness of the defendant's action.”  314

 Mennim has also raised the issue of recognising the needs of the victims where they are forced to 
commit crimes. As such there is a difficult balance that needs to be struck so as to ensure appropriate 
prosecution of an emerging form of slavery without prosecuting victims by mistake. 
  
 These discussions indicate that the current actus reus associated with the crimes defined in s.1 MSA 
are adaptable when presented with an unusual or novel form of exploitation. The definitions provided are left 
open ended for the purposes of future behaviour that may fall within the scope of ss.1-2. Therefore, the 
openness of the MSA seems to have created a versatile piece of legislation, capable of not only covering the 
recognised aspects of slavery but also having enough future proofing to identify and adapt to emerging forms 
of slavery.  
 There is still the matter of ensuring appropriate implementation, which will be covered in the next 
section, but prima facie the simplicity of the MSA’s definitions allows for a flexibility that can be used to help 
with the implementation of anti slavery norms while responding appropriately to issues the country may face, 
thus making it more effective as a measure for both the representation and implementation of anti-slavery 
norms, and thus an effective part of the wider hierarchy. 

5.2: Immigration law 
 Legal restrictions around immigration control can have a serious impact on the risks slaves can face. 
Weatherburn cites the hazards present in the form of what would become s39/33A-C, Immigration Act 
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2016,  which make it an offence for landlords to lease out tenancies to migrants who no longer have leave 315

to remain in the UK; 

 “Such measures would reinforce the dependence of workers on unscrupulous employers for 
accommodation… thus driving the issue even further underground; making it more difficult to detect and 
prosecute.”  316

 Particular attention is given to overseas domestic workers. Pavlou already notes that across the EU 
(of which the UK was still a member) this category of migrant worker experienced several risks; 

 “Lack of information is a major source of vulnerability for domestic workers, especially migrants with 
additional linguistic and cultural barriers, when navigating complex legal systems to make sense of their 
rights and obligations. Their having no accurate information on important aspects of their employment 
relationship can lead to lax enforcement of protective legislation and exploitation.”  317

 This can be seen reflected in cases that consider migrant workers as victims of slavery. In Selmouni 
v France,   an ECtHR case, the victim was an exploited domestic worker, while the farm workers in L.E. v 318

Greece in the ECtHR were all seasonal migrants. In the UK, in the Court of Appeal judgment on Mruke v 
Khan it was said that; 

 “Parliament was aware that individual employees could be susceptible to exploitation precisely 
because they might be illiterate or have received very little education, particularly if recruited from 
overseas.”  319

 This presents a barrier in regards to these workers being able to fully enjoy their Article 4 ECHR 
rights. Instead the focus seems to be on creating more barriers, in particular for domestic workers under 
threat of deportation in the event of violation of immigration restrictions; 

 “Following changes to the Immigration Rules in 2012 [domestic workers] are granted visas for up to 
six months to accompany an existing employer into the UK and no longer have the right to change employer, 
to bring dependents or to extend their stay beyond six months.”  320

 By anchoring overseas workers with restrictive contracts they cannot escape from and isolating 
them, additional vulnerabilities to exploitation seem to have been created deliberately by the UK government. 
This is reflected in a report from the NGO Kalayaan quoting a member of the Gangmasters Licensing 
Authority, the government organisation responsible for overseeing such labour; 
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 “...the changes in the domestic workers’ visa mean that the Government is actually complicit in the 
slavery of domestic workers. I don’t think it intends to be but the upshot is that it is actually licensing modern 
day slavery.”  321

 This was both emphasised and exacerbated by both the concurrent “hostile environment” policy, an 
anti-migrant policy emphasising the risk of criminalisation and deportation, thus discouraging self-reporting, 
and the subsequent Immigration Act 2016 introducing a crime for “illegal working”.  The Anti-Trafficking 322

Monitoring Group (ATMG) expressed concern that; 

 “This new offence will make people so fearful of having money taken from them, being imprisoned 
and removed from the UK, that they will be less likely to take the gamble required to alert authorities to 
exploitation."  323

Kalayaan reported an upswing in regards to contextually slavery-related actions such as physical abuse and 
poor working conditions as a result of these changes.  The NGO reports that this has resulted in them 324

having to adversely change their current strategy; 

 “…from being able to offer practical help with the support of the authorities for redress and to move 
on, to currently having to tell workers that they have broken the rules and that a visit to the police station is 
more likely to result in their detention and removal than the crimes against them being addressed.”  325

 This is, obviously, adverse in regards to the effective treatment of those who are potentially exploited 
and vulnerable to slavery. Kaylaan speculate that the new rules essentially act in a similar manner to the 
demonisation of police by exploiters to prevent victims from fleeing or self-reporting. This is particularly ironic 
when considering the Secretary of State responsible for the passing of the MSA explicitly kept the removal of 
the right to change employer because; 

 “It is not the government’s policy to facilitate low skilled migration to the UK.”  326
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 Davies expresses similar concerns over the Immigration Act, noting that for all the rhetoric that was 
behind the Act in regards to protecting the rights of workers there was a lack of actual protection for migrant 
workers or even the firm that employ them.  This ultimately creates concerns as to how the UK is 327

developing immigration law in relation to migrants and other vulnerable workers, the focus on creating a 
hostile environment overtaking and perhaps even overwhelming the parts of the law that are aiming to 
protect workers from exploitation. The UK has created an environment that allows for easier enslavement of 
an already vulnerable group of individuals which is unconscionable. Bales identifies that; 

 “…the UK does not enforce the payment of unpaid wages for irregular migrants caught working 
without the right to work. Any contractual claims made by undocumented workers have also, up until now, 
been barred in domestic law by the doctrine of illegality on the ground that the contracts were illegal from 
inception due to the workers' immigration status.”  328

 Evidence of an anti-migrant policy and the detrimental impact on slavery victims can be 
demonstrated in MS v Secretary of State  which concerned an attempted forced removal. The appellant 329

was not a victim of slavery by the Court of Appeal. The appellant would not have been at risk upon being 
returned to Pakistan. However, the appeal was allowed given that there had not been the required 
investigation into a possible breach of Article 4 ECHR; 

 “The police took no further action after passing him on to the social services department. It is not the 
task of the NRM to investigate possible criminal offences, although the competent authority may notify the 
police if it considers that offences have been committed… The authorities are under a positive obligation to 
rectify that failure. And it is clear that an effective investigation cannot take place if the appellant is removed 
to Pakistan.”  330

 MS indicates that moves are being made towards handling immigration law issues with greater 
speed than rights-related matters, which is having an impact on the ability to actually protect victims of 
slavery. In order to be producing an effective response the policies in place should be allowing for better 
understanding of slavery as exploitation of a relationship, as the consequences of slavery for the victim. 
Bishop notes in writing on MS that failure to provide both a protective framework and a period of 
psychological recovery was contrary to positive obligations under Article 4 ECHR (see chapter 4 section 
4.4).  If this shift in regards to the protection of slavery victims continues then the UK is potentially putting 331

itself at risk of further legal action as well as undermining the existing anti-slavery framework. Neither of 
these are strong indicators in regards to positive development and favouring immigration law over 
considerations for victims of slavery has the potential to undermine the framework further. 
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 To continue with the example of exploitation of domestic workers, consider Taiwo v Olaigbe and 
another.  The claimants stated they had been mistreated including passport removal, threats and chronic 332

working conditions. They alleged discrimination because of their status as migrants under the Equality Act 
2010  and the Race Relations Act 1976.  Their appeal to the Supreme Court failed as the nature of their 333 334

contract was based on the work visas as per the 2012 rules. Even so, it was noted by Lady Hale that it was 
these reforms that had created the vulnerability; 

 “No doubt, if these employers had employed British nationals to work for them in their homes, they 
would not have treated them so badly. They would probably not have been given the opportunity to do so. 
But equally, if they had employed non-British nationals who had the right to live and work here, they would 
not have treated them so badly. The reason why these employees were treated so badly was their particular 
vulnerability arising, at least in part, from their particular immigration status.”  335

 Lady Hale also mentioned that Parliament should consider whether s.8 MSA was too restrictive in 
the provision of compensation in this case,  although no moves seem to have been made on this issue. 336

This is a particularly damning indictment of the impact of immigration law on the modern slavery framework 
as the government has essentially placed a category of vulnerable workers into a position where their 
exploitation is not just unprosecuted giving rise to legal impunity. Lord Sumption, looking at the case of abuse 
of domestic workers by diplomats in Reyes v Al-Malki, highlights this; 

 “The explanation for the high ratio of trafficked workers in diplomatic households is largely because 
perceived immunity from claims for compensation leads diplomats to consider that they can exploit them with 
impunity.”  337

 The UK rules on immigration have essentially facilitated the creation of a exploitative relationships 
between victims and nominal employers. Bishop points out, regarding MS, the UK’s immigration enforcement 
is constantly bringing cases that ultimately are conceded on the basis that the migrant has been a victim of 
slavery. This is a drain on public resources and detracts from other slavery victims; 

 “It is regrettable that these matters are not conceded at an earlier opportunity, avoiding a great loss 
of time, money and energy for those involved (including the public). In this particular case, that loss of time 
could very well have had drastic consequences for other victims of trafficking who may have been adversely 
affected by a negative NRM decision and who may not have been able to dispute it in the tribunal following 
the decision of the Court of Appeal”  338
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 Draining monetary resources as well as time or court access is contrary to the response required by 
Article 4 ECHR. The positive obligations that are tied to slavery rights need to be made real and accessible, 
or the protections will continue to deteriorate for those who need them. With NGOs like Kalyaan unable to 
offer external support as part of the framework, options become more limited and diminish the 
implementation of slavery norms. As long as this lacuna where immigration law is given priority over slavery, 
the UK will be less effective in implementing international norms against slavery, demonstrating the 
importance of the national context. Indeed, developing policies in regards to forcible removal of migrants  339

seem to indicate that the UK will continue to damage their effective response to slavery for a while to come. 

5.3: New mechanisms under the MSA 
 Key to the MSA is the introduction of two new orders designed to control and prevent incidents of 
slavery. It is also worth evaluating the maritime powers that have been introduced under the Act. In relation 
to the wider thesis, this is key as these “front line” points represent arguably the absolute tip of the inverse 
pyramid, one of the narrowest points that, while distant from the origin of anti-slavery norms, still needs to t 
to reflect them appropriately. Considering these points, and how victims might be introduced into the anti-
slavery legal system of the UK, it is important to ensure that even at the narrowest end of the inverse 
pyramid there is a reflection on the understood principles as to why and how international slavery needs to 
be combatted. 

5.3.1: Slavery and Trafficking Prevention/Risk Orders 
 Referred to as Slavery and Trafficking Protection Orders (STPOs) and Slavery and Trafficking Risk 
Orders (STROs), these Orders are designed to prevent those accused or convicted of slavery offences from 
performing actions that could lead to an offence. Prevention orders under s.14 MSA can be given on 
sentencing or as a free standing order, whilst Risk orders under s.23(1) MSA can be requested from 
magistrates by law enforcers as long as there is a provable risk of malfeasance. The Home Office has 
explained the difference; 

 “STPOs are aimed at those convicted, cautioned [etc]… in respect of a slavery or human trafficking 
offence… or an equivalent offence abroad. STROs are aimed at individuals who have not been convicted of 
a slavery or human trafficking offence.”  340

 The MSA provides guidance in regards to how these orders are to be used, STPOs under ss.17-19, 
and STROs under ss.24-26. These provisions allow the issuing judge to put into place any actions against a 
suspect that are necessary in response to a perceived risk of enslavement. Under s.17(1), an order prevents 
the performance of any action listed in the order, or places certain duties upon the suspect such as 
presenting their name and address. STROs are issued on suspicion of an offence while STPOs are in 
response to a conviction. 
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 The only prima facie restriction on the scope of the order is to prevent offences under s.1 and s.2 
MSA meaning they potentially have a surprising amount of leeway as to the restrictions they can contain. 
The Act provides prohibitions on foreign travel  and a requirement to provide names and addresses to the 341

relevant local authority.  However, the whole point of orders is to mitigate a specific risk in a certain area, 342

so there needs to be room to make more unusual orders based on the context. The Home Office provides 
insight as to what prohibitions orders might impose, for instance, barring working with children.  The 2018 343

report on the MSA demonstrates the impact of punishment as a criminal offence under s.30 MSA for breach 
of the order. Two orders were breached and they were prosecuted.   344

 However, consideration is needed of R v Wabelua  where three different defendants, were all 345

subject to an STPO after exploiting vulnerable people as drug transporters. The defendants appealed 
against the scope of the order, arguing it was too extreme, being 15 years in length and preventing them 
from owning vehicles, multiple electronics or contacting each other. The appeal was allowed in part, as; 

 “…the criterion of necessity applies not only to the making of an order at all, but also to the individual 
terms of the order where one is necessary [and] the terms of the order must in addition be both reasonable 
and proportionate to the purpose for which it is made… The court should take into account any adverse 
effect of the order on the defendant’s rehabilitation, and the realities of life in an age of electronic means of 
communication.”  346

 While the defendants in Wabelua did not succeed in discharging the order, there was still cause for 
the court to vary them. The Court of Appeal highlighted that both the order and the specific restrictions must 
be necessary to prevent slavery offences. The scope of the order can respond to the nature of the offence, 
but it must be demonstrable that the restrictions are proportionate to the perceived risk of harm. 
 The introduction of these orders has had consequences. Although these parties must be made 
aware of the existence of an order or breach to act on it, Barclay and Foster draw attention to the rise in 
prosecutions since the Act was passed to demonstrate that; 

 “The orders activate the Act's practical effectiveness and allow for vital preventative measures to be 
taken.”  347

 It is hard to disagree with this sentiment. Whilst these tools have seen limited use (between the 
MSA’s ascent and the 2018 report’s publication only a cumulative 116 orders had been issued)  their 348

flexibility cannot be ignored as they allow specifically customised controls to be placed on an offender’s 
actions. This raises another key benefit that needs to be considered; 
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 “Whereas the prior legislation from which the Act found its roots was passive and solely focused on 
prosecution, the 2015 Act enforces positive obligations not just for prosecution, but for prevention.”  349

 Barclay and Foster believe that the orders reflect a positive obligation to prevent modern slavery 
occurring in the first place, rather than responding only to extant situations. As legislative and policy-based 
measures for the implementation of slavery-related obligations, these Orders reflect the need to deal with 
slavery as a positive obligation under Article 4 ECHR. By working to prevent an incident of slavery from 
occurring rather than waiting for an offence to occur and then intervening, a significant amount of harm can 
be prevented. By virtue of handling the issue early and preventing physical or psychological damage from 
occurring to a victim of slavery this is an effective response. It could be argued that the circumstances 
leading to the issue of either Order are rare. However, the Orders must be used regularly and authorities 
must be aware of the possibility of making an application for one in the appropriate circumstances to ensure 
the active engagement of the full scope of the MSA. 

5.3.2: Maritime enforcement 
 A smaller topic, but one with historical precedent, the MSA provides a series of new powers for 
handling matters of slavery at sea. Ramage highlights how the 1807 Slave Trade Act was enforced by the 
Royal Navy and encouraged other countries to commit to fighting slavery (see Chapter 2 at 2.2).  This 350

shows that, even before modern understandings of international waters, the UK sought to combat slavers 
and recongised the need for treaties permitting interception of ships. Barclay and Foster indicate that Part 3 
MSA, which covers naval operations, may have required some careful thought in drafting due to the nature 
of international naval law; 

 “The section is not constrained either to British waters or British boats, allowing officers to work 
effectively, whilst nonetheless complying entirely with the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea. ”  351 352

 It is important to consider if the MSA’s provisions on the topic operate fully or have been limited by 
necessity to avoid contravening the world’s understanding of naval traffic. Maritime powers are granted 
under ss.35-7 MSA concerning the UK and the devolved states, as well as the power of hot pursuit under 
s.38, but the actual powers are referenced in Schedule 2 to the Act. Where if an officer suspects a ship is 
engaged in a s.1 or s.2 MSA offence of slavery, servitude, forced labour or trafficking, they can order said 
ship to stop.  There are several elements to break down here. Firstly, where a ship is taken “elsewhere” 353

can be greatly variable given the Act extends the powers over UK ships to those in international seas, 
although it only operates over foreign ships when they have entered the UK’s waters.  It should also be 354
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noted the power to force a ship to port outside of UK territories also applies to “a ship without nationality”.  355

Considering the international and criminal nature of modern slavery it is important that regulations are in 
place to prevent the frustration of enforcement by UK officers of international law preventing slavery.  
 The second problem is that the offence must be under s.1 or s.2 MSA. This is another point where 
having the ability to exert power over any ship, including those foreign or without flag, is of crucial importance 
to combatting slavery. For instance, the EU has found there is an evidential link between the illegal fishing 
trade and slavery which extends beyond the simple smuggling of migrants, to making threats of being left in 
a foreign port if a victim objects.  WA v Home Office highlights this problem, with evidence of slavery-like 356

practices (poor berths and safety conditions coupled with a highly controlling unalterable contract)  when 357

the ship was seized in arrears in Newcastle docks, though the court in WA held that there were enough 
administrative protections to prevent a finding of exploitation.  When altering that context to an interception 358

at sea, it could be suggested that had the ship been intercepted while fishing a naval officer could have 
easily construed slavery as occurring on the vessel. Determining which vessels may be engaged in illegal 
activity presents an serious challenge as effectively engaging s.1 and s.2 MSA is beholden to context, 
especially where a ship is not registered in the UK. Given the variation in context exactly how regularly the 
maritime enforcement can be put into practice is debatable. 
 The major issue however is, of course, the forcible waylaying of foreign vessels by UK naval 
enforcers. Whilst for the most part the Act appears to be compatible with the UN Convention on the Law of 
the Sea (UNCLOS), but the MSA is ultimately giving the UK the power to pass judgment on foreign ships 
regardless of where the crime originated. Perhaps the legitimacy of such actions requires considering 
universal jurisdiction, the idea that some offences can be tried by any nation regardless of territorial 
jurisdiction. Hovell, citing the International Court of Justice case of Arrest Warrant  on the use of universal 359

jurisdiction for the prosecution of crimes against humanity, covers a number of criminalised slavery victims, 
explains that such a theory tends to be difficult to reconcile with reality. Where the source of alleged universal 
jurisdiction is from international norms it can be particularly challenging, as national jursidiction did not 
automatically translate from the international forum;  360

 “The fact that in the past the only clear example of an agreed exercise of universal jurisdiction was in 
respect of piracy… is not determinative. The only prohibitive rule… is that criminal jurisdiction should not be 
exercised, without permission, within the territory of another State.”  361
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 Although forcing a suspect ship to port is a useful tool offered by the MSA, it presents a possible 
issue because there are very few clear instances of agreed universal jurisdiction. The MSA allows for the 
detainment of suspect vessels but caution must be used in regards to doing so as this could be considered 
as enacting criminal jurisdiction over that ship, violating customary norms. Caution is therefore needed to 
ensure efficient operation of the MSA’s naval aspect without causing a conflict. 
 Slavery norms have seen a drift in regards to naval issues but Conkin demonstrates how some 
concepts have become united in their repulsiveness over time. 

 “…the torturer has become - like the pirate and slave trader before him - hostis humani generis, an 
enemy of all humankind.”  362

 There are two potential theories as to why following the approach in Arrest Warrant may no longer 
be good practice in regards to effectively integrating norms, especially considering the gradual drift toward 
more relationship-based forms of slavery. The first comes from Hovell who notes that the universal 
jurisdiction theory is now viewed more positively but this runs into two issues; 

 “First, the exercise of universal jurisdiction is, by definition, a default jurisdiction and, far from being 
customary, is and should be rare. Second, universal jurisdiction is a mechanism intended not to promote 
state interests but, rather, to disrupt state machinery where state officials act contrary to certain fundamental 
norms.”  363

 The first problem is understandable and may in some part account for why statistical evidence 
demonstrates that maritime interceptions are rare. The latter problem however should not be an issue when 
handling a slavery case. Whilst it can be understood there would be some jurisdictional friction, the 
pejorative norm against slavery held by the global community means that reluctance to exercise universal 
jurisdiction against such an offender should be limited. This in turn means that maritime interception under 
the MSA should not count as offensive if done for the purposes of countering the slave trade. It would remain 
problematic due to this friction, but it should not be a major obstacle. Hovell also remarks that the nature of 
such crimes is often a cause to justify escalating such prosecutions as they "shock the conscience of 
humanity’.  In this way the ability of the UK to exercise some authority over foreign ships could be 364

considered, at least concerning flag-bearing ships in UK waters, a reflection of the norms combatting slavery. 
This grants the MSA a certain degree of international authority, allowing otherwise national legislation to 
tackle an international issue. This approach is necessary to reflect on the issues faced by law enforcement in 
this area, and by recognising the international nature of modern slavery this part of the MSA is a more 
effective interpretation of the relevant norms. 
 There is no denying that there are issues around the viability of intercepting foreign vessels in UK 
waters on suspicion of slavery. The apparent lack of statistical evidence makes it difficult to quantifiably say 
how effective this part of the MSA is as part of a wider anti-slavery framework. When taking a more 
theoretical approach however it may have the consequence of evolving admiralty law beyond historic norms 
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around the slave trade. Whether such material is effective however is difficult to determine considering the 
friction that could be caused by intervening in the shipping of another state. 

5.3.3: Confiscation and reparation orders 
 Slave handlers vary in the type of exploitation they utilise. Reported prosecutions tend to identify one 
or a few victims in a domestic environment rather than major labour exploitation. However, in cases like L.E. 
v Greece  or Attorney General’s Reference,  the exploitation has resulted in the slaver receiving 365 366

significant financial profit akin to legitimate business. It is important to the UK’s justice system that criminals 
are not permitted to profit from such actions. The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 allows a court to consider if 
the defendant had profited from a criminal lifestyle.  Should the court decide that the defendant has 367

benefitted from a “lifestyle crime” then they may issue an order for the defendant to hand over the proceeds. 
These are listed under Schedule 2 of the 2002 Act, which was expanded to include the MSA’s definition of 
slavery under s.7 MSA. The ultimate recipient of the proceeds under s.9(1) MSA is the victim of the relevant 
offence.  

 Reparation orders have the benefit of attempting to help the victim accrue some form of financial 
recovery but, due to the harm that may be inflicted on victims of slavery, that the full extent of reasonable 
compensation may not be able to be determined until later. This is reflected in s.8(4) MSA; 

 “…the court may make a slavery and trafficking reparation order against the person even if the 
person has been sentenced for the offence before the confiscation order is made.” 

 The dynamic nature of the crime requires a similarly dynamic response when it comes to exacting 
compensation for victims. The orders provided under the MSA will allow courts to issue compensation 
against perpetrators whose assets part of a larger criminal or mixed legitimate/illegitimate organisation. 
The MSA also makes some specific allowances under s.8, for instance allowing the court to use the Powers 
of Criminal Courts Act 2000 to issue an order where the defendant has absconded.  Section 11 MSA is also 368

interesting in that it marks out the specific requirements for confiscating land, sea and air vehicles implicated 
in a crime.  The ability to seize vehicles implemented in these crimes, especially those capable of 369

international travel, is useful as a crime prevention measure. These assets tend to be part of larger 
enterprises, regardless of whether those organisations are partially legitimate. For example, the UN has 
observed that Asian victims tend to be trafficked into the European fishing industries and businesses would 
be affected by the confiscation of fishing boats.  Not only, as mentioned, does this place the resources into 370

the hands of the victims or the government, it indirectly causes harm to wider criminal organisations that may 
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not be based in the UK, as well as providing a method to break down legitimate companies utilising forced 
labour. Whilst there does not seem to have been much yearly variance in how many confiscation orders 
were issued when comparing pre-and-post MSA numbers, a major spike seems to have occurred in cash 
forfeitures after the passing of the MSA.  The report these statistics are drawn from highlights that this is 371

still an area that is not fully understood, listing asset seizure as a key research topic in relation to stronger 
criminal justice and enforcement and specifically in regards to modern slavery.   372

 Compensatory measures rely on the principle that some repair to the damage that has been inflicted 
on the victim. Consider the following; 

 “SN continues to feel in danger from her traffickers, and of her return to Uganda; that she has 
complex post-traumatic stress disorder… and that she lives with a “pronounced and enduring sense of deep 
shame”. […] her mental state nonetheless remains extremely fragile.”  373

 Modern slavery risks leaving victims with permanent physical or mental trauma. In the most extreme 
cases, such as Rantsev (see Chapter 4 at 4.4), the victim may die. Even where care and support for victims 
exists, it may ultimately be impossible to return the victim to the position they were in before their 
enslavement on an individual level. In such a situation it will be necessary to try and find an alternate 
measure by which justice can be enacted, using the ability of the judge to look at the contextual evidence in 
a case to determine the appropriate compensation based on the options available. Whilst the availability of 
financial compensation is a good thing, capable of relieving some trauma either directly or indirectly by 
providing access to help, such compensation cannot annul the fact that the crime happened to the victim, 
given the deeply personal nature of the offence.  
 In regards to reparation of the victim, Obokata refers to Roht-Arriaza’s research on compensation 
and victim assistance which notes the importance of compensation to the mental health of the victim as well 
as having a broader social benefit.  One issue presented in those writings is the idea of compensation as 374

“blood money”, buying off the victims without actually caring for their wellbeing.  Successful prosecution 375

may acknowledge harm occurred, but prosecution is just one element that needs to be accompanied by 
responsible victim care. This being said, it is also a flexible response in that monetary payment can be 
sourced from the perpetrator’s assets, thus repaying the victim for their work in some capacity. Balance is 
once again important since monetary compensation can be useful for the purposes of reparation, but relying 
on it as the sole indicator of harm will ignore some of the other issues relevant to effective victim care. 
Compensation orders and the ability to seize the proceeds of slavery are useful not only for compensating 
victims but can also damage the infrastructure used by organised syndicates, making it more difficult to bring 
slaves to the UK and cutting off the flow of money. Seizure may even result in a corporate entity’s “death”. 
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5.4: Victim protection 
 Besides compensation orders other areas of victim protection can be found throughout the Act. The 
Salvation Army’s report on slavery in 2020 cites several case studies of the effects on victims of slavery from 
loss of passports to extreme mental trauma.  Considering the UK has committed to the normative ideas 376

regarding treatment of slavery victims it is therefore important that all elements that deal with slaves after 
their liberation work towards reparation and recovery. Protection of victims is covered under Part 5 MSA, 
which includes special courtroom measures, legal aid for victims, identification and support guidance and 
child advocates. Part 5 also includes s.45, providing a defence for victims of slavery who have committed a 
criminal offence during their enslavement, which will be examined in chapter 7. 

5.4.1: Special courtroom measures 
 Section 46 amends s.17, Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence (YJCE) Act 1999, allowing witnesses 
at trial to give evidence via video link or behind a screen if the court feels the victim’s fear may diminish the 
quality of their evidence.  As outlined above, victims may have suffered trauma and harm at the hand of 377

their slavers. Barking and Dagenham LBC v SS  which considered the best location for a case to be 378

prosecuted. Given the importance of preventing re-enslavement and risk of potential reprisal by organised 
slaver groups on liberated slaves, securing good evidence in court for conviction is crucial. Special measures 
are covered under ss.23-30 YJCE and allow for evidence to be given via video link, the victim to be screened 
away from the witness or the de-formalisation of the courtroom by removing wigs and gowns. Section 30 
permits the provision of devices “with a view to enabling questions or answers to be communicated to or by 
the witness despite any disability or disorder or other impairment which the witness has or suffers from”. 
Considering, as mentioned, there may be a language barrier present, providing a right to some sort of 
translation is important for both victim dignity and accurate presentation of the evidence. Commenting on 
s.36 and s.37 YJCE, Wurtzel summarises why such measures are important; 

 “…the prosecution ([or court]) may still apply to give a direction to prevent the defendant in person 
from cross examining a witness, if to allow him to do so would diminish the quality of the witness's evidence 
on cross examination, and the evidence is likely to be improved and it is not contrary to the interests of 
justice.”  379

 While the MSA amends the YJCE, Wurtzel has highlights that the key issue is the preservation of 
evidence in favour of ensuring a fair trial. These protections help to provide victims with a measure of 
equality in court. In a survey of two groups of five hundred vulnerable witnesses; 
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 “The vast majority found them helpful, particularly live link and video-recorded evidence in chief 
which were rated as useful by nine out of ten witnesses who used them.. one third of witnesses using special 
measures said that they would not have been willing and able to give evidence without them.”  380

 However, special measures are key in allowing a trial to be conducted appropriately and give a result 
that is accurate, just and appropriate, although it is worth bearing in mind that the evidence is still assessed 
by the jury.  

Hoyano explains the particular issues around children understanding the consequences of giving evidence; 

 “…makes the provision of individual witness support, persistently patchy, all the more crucial, 
especially given the absence of a culture amongst criminal justice personnel of genuinely consulting 
children.”  381

 She raises the issue of a victim who may lack the capacity to properly explain their position. While 
Wurtzel highlights that the input of younger victims is important, consideration needs to be given to how 
special measures support victims to enable the evidence to be presented in court, especially given the 
severity of a slavery conviction for the defendant. 
 Whilst these measures seek to prevent the further suffering of victims, the risk with such measures is 
potential defiance of the legal principle of being able to respond to one’s accuser. Section 36 YJCE permits 
the court to prevent cross-examination of a witness by the defendant if there are concerns the hearing may 
be diminished, which would be “contrary to the interests of justice”.  This raises issues around contravening 382

Article 6(3)(d) ECHR, the right of the accused to properly examine witnesses for the prosecution. This was 
recently considered in MacLennan v HM Advocate  where a convicted sex offender appealed against the 383

use of interview evidence to represent child victims in court, arguing it had denied him the protection of 
Article 6(3)(d) ECHR. He was refused as his right was protected in other ways; 

 “These include the very fact that the [interviews] are recorded electronically and capable of scrutiny 
by the jury in light of the cross-examination at the commissions. There are what were in this case directions 
from the trial judge on the degree of care required when analysing this sort of evidence. There was also the 
requirement for corroboration… even if the criminal acts libeled in each charge had some dissimilarities.”  384

 In regards to slavery prosecutions, MacLennan presents the idea that, as long as the “interests of 
justice” can be upheld, it is possible to reasonably limit the defendant’s rights in certain cases. While 
Hoyano’s critique may be relevant considering the potential lack of understanding on the child v victim’s part, 
the question then becomes one of balance, to ensure that the restrictions on the defendant’s ability to 

 Editorial “Vulnerable and intimidated witnesses: are special measures working?” 2004 Crim. L.R. Aug 380
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represent himself are those that are necessary in a democratic society, alongside the representation of an 
anonymised vulnerable witness. 

 “It is thus a principle of procedural equality which underpinned the enactment of special measures 
for vulnerable and/or intimidated witnesses—ensuring that the laws of evidence and procedure provide each 
witness with an equal opportunity to give evidence in court to the best of their ability.”  385

 The ECtHR recognised in Doorson v Netherlands, which involved evidence being given 
anonymously for fear of reprisal, that Article 6 ECHR provides the minimum in regards to positive obligations 
to protect those coming to court. In certain circumstances it was acceptable to preserve the anonymity of the 
victims given that drug dealers were known to the courts to use threats or reprisals toward those testifying 
against them.  This may mean in certain cases, given unique evidence or an intimate slavery situation, the 386

victim is still identifiable. However, it shows that, where circumstances are compelling enough to implement 
special measures under both the MSA and YJCE the ECHR operates pragmatically, allowing justice to be 
served through special measures for the reception of the witness’ evidence.  
 Attempting to find information on how often these measures are employed as well as any issues with 
them, statistical or otherwise, is difficult, possibly because a certain level of confidentiality surrounds this 
information for the purposes of protection. 18% of all criminal prosecution witnesses in the 2015-16 period 
were considered to be vulnerable.  From this data it can be inferred that special conditions are not invoked 387

lightly or at all commonly and judges carefully consider if the situation merits their use, balancing the norms 
of both fair trials with the dignity and protection of victims. Hoyano outlines that the implementation of video 
evidence has proven to be difficult, with resistance from the judiciary delaying implementation; 

 “It is perhaps unfortunate that there seems to have been little attempt to see if the discretionary basis 
of admission would throw up serious problems. And again piecemeal reform in response to particular 
pressure points creates anomalies: surely it is also in the interests of vulnerable adult complainants or other 
intimidated witnesses to have a measure of certainty as to whether their video interview will be admitted?”  388

 After the Covid-19 related closures of public spaces it should be noted that the legal system is still 
operating with concerns regarding the ability of individuals with the disease to enter courts effectively.  The 389

attempts made to integrate measures to make rights real and accessible in court helps to actually ensure 
that rights are being integrated within the UK’s legislative framework.  
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5.4.2: Access to legal aid 
 Victims of slavery may not have the resources necessary to seek proper legal representation. 
Section 47 MSA amends Schedule 1, Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012. This 
allows victims of slavery to receive aid in civil cases, including legal advice and representation.  It is 390

important to note that for someone to be considered eligible they must first be considered a victim by a 
competent authority under the National Referral Mechanism (NRM), examined further later this chapter. The 
availability of legal aid will be entirely contingent on the quality of the victims’ NRM application. The NGO 
Global Slavery Index noted a low level of actual confirmations for legal aid under the NRM  in 2017. This is 391

borne out by NRM statistics from 2018 where of 6993 cases, only 1151 were positive, and 3867 were 
pending for either reasonable or conclusive grounds decisions in March of 2019.  However, it cannot 392

necessarily be said if this is an indictment on the effectiveness of legal aid given the possibility that, due to 
stringent obligations to report to the NRM, some cases may have been flagged as potential slavery but upon 
investigation proved innocent. However, obviously there is a risk that competent authority decisions are not 
being made to accurately reflect the situation of the victims, although arguably thorough investigation of the 
circumstances of a potential slavery case should make this unlikely.  
Access to legal aid is heavily regulated by LASPO and opposing policy. Weatherburn returns to the issue of 
overseas domestic workers, with Kalayaan noting that although safeguards were supposedly in place they 
conflict with changes in immigration rules introduced in 2012; 

 “…ODW are unable to challenge any mistreatment under UK employment law as changes to legal 
aid have made it increasingly difficult to find a legal representative and 71% of ODW who sought support and 
assistance reported that they were unable to leave the house where they worked unsupervised.”  393

 It was proposed to make the current eligibility rules even stricter with an amendment to Schedule 1 
LASPO that would have made legal aid available only to those who could prove 12 months of UK habitation. 
There were significant objections to this, including the Joint Committee of Human Rights who noted the 
impact this could have on child victims, viewing the proposals as incompatible with the UK’s human rights 
commitments and calling the inability to give children their legal rights unlawful.  The amendments were 394

ruled ultra vires in Public Law Project v Secretary of State for Justice  because it they the effect of locking a 395

class of individuals away from legal aid on the basis of an arbitrary time criterion. Even so, access to legal 
aid is highly limited for victims of slavery regardless of origin, but for those coming from abroad the situation 
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is worse given the conflicts with immigration law. Access to human rights is both essential to access wider 
international norms and as a norm itself, and the risk that they will be denied recompense due to an inability 
to properly represent themselves in court indicates a failure to effectively integrate such norms into the UK. 
Given the interconnected nature of the framework as well as the goal of providing legal aid to victims, this 
would run contrary to effective anti-slavery measures. 

5.4.3: Independent Child Trafficking Advocates 
 An attempt was made under the MSA to try and go further with the UK’s obligations concerning child 
slaves. Section 48 MSA provides that the Secretary of State must put policies in place that will enable 
Independent Child Trafficking Advocates (ICTAs) to represent child victims. Being able to grant a child the 
support they need is a necessity to combat slavery and trafficking of children, which is prohibited by the UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child in relation to both child exploitation  and trafficking.  This also 396 397

meets the requirements of the 2011 EU Directive, which place great emphasis on protecting children, 
requiring relevant penalties be at least ten years in length and extended if that child had other 
vulnerabilities.  Currie comments that; 398

 “The consequence of such labelling [as a vulnerable populace] is stigmatisation as vulnerability is 
associated with inadequacy represented by a failure of autonomy. This analysis can be applied to victims of 
trafficking: this group is deemed to be more vulnerable to harm on the basis, first, of the circumstances that 
contributed to them initially being trafficked (which might include poverty, age, gender and education-level) 
and, secondly, as a result of the exploitation that occurred through the process of trafficking.”  399

 Currie has identified a key issue in that the labelling of vulnerable can lead to stigmatisation, as well 
as giving a good explanation as to why that label is placed on groups such as children. As a consequence 
there may be increased surveillance of such groups that can lead to potential victimisation by the state. 
These are understandable complaints given that such surveillance and demonisation can result but in the 
context of trafficking victims and especially trafficked children, it is arguable that calling this stigmatisation is 
perhaps inappropriate. Considering that slavery is arguably the greatest failure of autonomy conceivable, as 
well as the potential harms from exploitation that Currie mentions, such labelling can be helpful not only for 
ensuring such groups are protected, but also fulfils positive ECHR obligations under Article 4 ECHR and 
potentially Article 3 ECHR. It also ensures that they are recognised as their own group, which then makes 
the allocation of resources to aid them easier. It is a matter of balancing the rights of autonomy so that the 
state does not end up infringing on them as much as potential slavers. 
 Given both the vulnerability of children as slaves and the positive obligations arising from Article 4, 
Directive 2011/36, it can be seen why child advocates would be considered an effective proposition. 
Unfortunately, it has been noted that the system as run by the government with the help of the NGO 
Barnardo’s has been flawed. Government reporting notes failures from early adopters; 
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 “…15 of the children who were assigned an advocate were permanently missing at the end of the 
trial, compared to 12 children who were not assigned one. Seven of the 15 children who were assigned an 
advocate went missing before they were referred to their advocate.”  400

 In July 2019 a report was published indicating that this trend had not changed.  A quarter of 401

children who entered the service went missing, some permanently. Some never even met their designated 
advocate. 23% of all referrals went missing once and 34% of that group had no contact with their ICTA prior 
to their disappearance.  It is suggested that the traffickers gained awareness of the ICTA program and 402

backed off, re-engaging once protections around the child were reduced.  It should also be considered that 403

as well as the more coercive actions normally associated with slavery, manipulating children into slavery can 
sometimes be easier due to similar vulnerabilities in adults being magnified in children. Guidance on signs of 
someone at risk of a county lines operation include situations where trust is more likely to be gained from a 
vulnerable child such as; 

 “…lack of a safe/stable home environment… social isolation or social diffculties [sic]… being 
excluded from mainstream education…”  404

 With exploiters potentially therefore having a position of trust over the child greater than the ICTA, 
issues arise in regards to ensuring that the traffickers are not able to re-engage with the victim. Only 8% of 
cases were being designated “all work completed”, the point at which a child could safely move into the care 
of regular child protection services. This was the lowest trend for leaving, the highest being that the victim 
turned 18.  The service only applies to those under 18, with the service being terminated for those no 405

longer eligible. One “stakeholder” explained the issue; 

 “I know it's been a request for the ICTG [Guardian] to continue working with that young person and 
we've been told obviously that they can't do so… when the ICTG is the only person they may have engaged 
with, that’s kind of the support you want to continue”  406
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 When the victim turns 18 and is no longer eligible for the care of ICTAs, they will be moved to less 
specialised adult services which may not be able to properly care for their circumstances. The report 
recommends considering new principles for the implementation of s.48 MSA, including noting the evident 
problems around transferring children to adult services.  It is to be hoped that these changes will be 407

implemented as fast as the report recommends since the current state of the ICTA system critically lacks 
effectiveness, having too short a timeframe to respond to those put into their care, and apparently failing to 
have a significant impact before that time runs out or the child goes missing again. 
  
5.4.4: Victim Identification and the National Referral Mechanism 
 Due to the covert nature of modern slavery, the actual detection and identification of victims is crucial 
because such victims risk being construed as criminals because of their behaviour whilst exploited. 
Considering how the UK identifies victims so they can be treated correctly is, therefore, crucial. 
 The MSA has integrated this expectation in several sections, inheriting the National Referral 
Mechanism (NRM) policy for analyzing the circumstances of suspected victims to determine if they are 
slaves. The NRM was originally created in 2009 as a response to ECAT. Section 49 MSA requires the 
Secretary of State to publish guidance for competent authorities to determine whether a person has been 
enslaved or trafficked. Section 50 requires the implementation of statutory regulations regarding both the 
identification and treatment of victims. Finally, s.51 MSA states that if there is reasonable grounds to assume 
a victim is under 18 they need to be treated as such, until such time as the authority makes the decision as 
to their age. This includes taking the time to explain some of the issues such as inconsistencies in testimony, 
like trafficker-prepared ones.   408

The NRM is an open-ended process, allowing referrals to be made by anyone ranging from the National 
Crime Agency and in-field police, to third party organisations such as charities related to slavery, and even 
government departments that may come into contact with slavery but do not handle it directly. Referrals are 
made to what is known as the “competent authority”, usually the Single Competent Authority, a branch of the 
Home Office, and more support then becomes available to the victim for 45 days (or 90 in Scotland).  409

There are two key decisions to someone being identified as a slave, the first being a “reasonable grounds” 
decision, which involves a deliberately simple test, where the Authority; 

 “…suspects but cannot prove this person is a victim of slavery, servitude, and 
forced or compulsory labour […] a relatively low threshold, lower than the criminal standard of proof, or 
conclusive grounds test.”  410

 Subsequently, up to 45 days later, a “conclusive decision” is made; 
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 “…whether, ‘on the balance of probabilities’, there are sufficient grounds to decide that the individual 
being considered is a victim of human trafficking… higher than the reasonable grounds test, but lower than 
the criminal standard of proof.”  411

 In theory, the NRM is effective for the purpose of bringing victims to the attention of the appropriate 
authorities and thus ensuring that they can begin to receive treatment, support and advice. Guidance from 
the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner (IASC, see Chapter 6) for victims of slavery provided via the 
West Midlands police notes this can include accommodation in a safe location, legal advice for victims who 
may not otherwise have access to such a resource, and psychiatric help that can be essential for handling 
the trauma that victims can face.   412

However, Mantouvalou has noted an issue in regards to the NRM being used as a tool for prosecution rather 
than care, based on reporting by the National Audit Office from 2017;  413

 “Between 2015–2016, there were 3,146 NRM referrals. In 2016 there were 80 prosecutions under 
the MSA, rising from 26 prosecutions in 2015. In 2017, there were 5,145 referrals, while in 2017–2018, there 
were just 239 prosecutions. These numbers reveal that even though there is an increase in prosecutions 
every year, there is still a great mismatch between NRM referrals, on the one hand, and prosecutions, on the 
other. This issue was highlighted in a National Audit Office report on the Modern Slavery Strategy, which also 
criticised the Home Office for not having a complete picture of the crime of modern slavery, the victims and 
the perpetrators, or an effective system to track any progress.”  414

 However, her approach in regards to evaluating prosecutions as a proportion of referrals is perhaps 
not appropriate. Referrals are meant to be made to evaluate suspicious circumstances, and do not 
necessarily result in a prosecution. Such referrals may be done in regards to multiple individuals, which 
means there may be situations where there are multiple victims of slavery but fewer perpetrators. It should 
be noted that these numbers will include cases of automatic referral and not all cases will reach the 
conclusive phase as they may be ruled as non-issues during the earlier phase. Despite these issues, 
Mantouvalou notes that the National Crime Agency does not record those victims that do not consent to 
referral, even after the introduction of a statutory obligation to make such a referral.  The NRM system also 415

appears to be backlogged; 

 “Very few cases reach a conclusive grounds decision within 45 days. Of those referred in 2016-17, 
the government provided a conclusive grounds decision within 45 days to only 6% of the victims who 
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received a decision. This rises to 33% for a decision within 90 days. Of potential victims referred to the NRM 
in 2016, 46% did not receive a conclusive grounds decision by March 2017”  416

 Due to the context-specific nature of human rights and slavery cases, the need to examine evidence 
in detail before reaching a decision is one potential for the delays in the process. The problem of timing and 
delays in assessment may also be due to under-resourcing, and further financial and human resources 
would allow for more cases to be taken, and investigation of the issues of each case gathered as evidence. 
The improvement brought by the MSA and the increased awareness and focus on modern slavery cases are 
likely one of the causes of the increase in number of referrals to the NRM; 

 “The Salvation Army reports that it received 378 new referrals in 2011/12 and 1,554 in 2016/17. It 
speculates that the stark increase is due not only to growth in the crime but also to better identification of 
exploitation.”  417

 Weatherburn notes that the NRM existed as a pilot scheme prior to inclusion in the MSA and the 
opinion of the drafters of the Act was that it did not require further expansion or revision; 

 “The Act did not make any significant changes to the NRM, as a simultaneous evidence based 
review of its functioning was conducted and two pilot schemes have been operating since August 2015. A 
significant recommendation has been the extension of NRM support to all victims covered by the Act.”  418

 However, Ward and Fouladvand note that the ability to reduce the scrutiny of victims is limited in that 
there is a need to ensure the stories are valid. This is an interesting point of contention given the need to 
provide protection for victims, but at the same time clarify the truth of their circumstances. This could 
potentially be a highly traumatic process for a victim, but without doing so there is a risk of being unable to 
prosecute those who exploited them and raises the risk of false claims; 

 “…the likelihood that [victims] will suffer damaging attacks on their credibility is heightened by the 
fact that claiming to be a victim may have certain advantages, which can be portrayed as an incentive to 
false claims particularly to extend the support from National Referral Mechanism (NRM) beyond the 45 days 
recovery period and also to secure their right to remain in the UK.”  419

 There is a risk of certain perceptions of the victim forming that can affect their ability to articulate 
their story. The IASC guidance provides that the NRM should support access to secure accommodation and 
leave to stay in the UK. There is, therefore, a need to scrutinse the stories of victims. Approaching stories 
with bias that they might be fraudulent however casts an unfair light on to victims of slavery who, depending 
on their origin and treatment, may not be able to explain themselves coherently without assistance. This 
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potential negative bias presents an issue with the fair handling of victims and is something that has the 
potential to drain effectiveness. 
 In R(SF (St Lucia)) v Secretary of State for the Home Department  the NRM examiner held during 420

the conclusive grounds stage that the victim’s account was not internally consistent and they could not be 
considered a victim of slavery. On appeal, Sir Stephen Silber makes it clear that ignoring the expert advice of 
several psychologists and NGOs was not appropriate in reaching this decision, failing to account for trauma 
that could make it difficult for the victim to testify; 

 “If these provisions and similar expert evidence are ignored, there is a great risk that that the person 
alleged to be trafficked will be disbelieved because his or her version is inconsistent. This would have the 
consequence that he or she would not be treated fairly as the crucial effect of the trauma of having been 
trafficked would have been ignored in appraising his or her evidence.”  421

 While it is important for appropriate scrutiny to be given in all cases, this guidance highlights the 
importance of considering both what is said and who is saying it. St Lucia presents the issue of inconsistency 
arising as a result of trauma. 
 There also remains the risk that the care that comes from a successful referral to the NRM may not 
be implemented correctly, which was the central (if unsuccessful) argument in XPQ v Hammersmith and 
Fulham LBC.  Likewise, R (TDT) v Secretary of State for the Home Department  concerned a 422 423

Vietnamese victim of trafficking who was released, despite stringent recommendations that he be moved to 
secure accommodation. The victim subsequently disappeared and was presumed to have been re-trafficked.  
At first instance, the fact that he was a Vietnamese man, even if he had been found in the back of a lorry, 
was deemed insufficient evidence to designate him a victim of trafficking. The Court of Appeal however 
disagreed, noting the strong evidence around the nature of Vietnamese trafficking into the UK; 

 “…[the claimant’s attorney] did not invite us to proceed on the basis… that any young Vietnamese 
male found illegally entering the UK should prima facie be regarded as a victim of trafficking; and indeed it 
appears that he had accepted before the judge that “something more” was required. But in my view the 
available material clearly went further than that.”  424

 There were two errors here, that of the Home Office in releasing the victim without accommodation 
and that of the judge at first instance in failing to consider the abundance of evidence. If no other option was 
available or there was still a heightened risk of re-trafficking or reprisal, secure accommodation would be 
appropriate. The decision that was reached was, as such, inappropriate because it failed to properly consider 
the needs and context of the victim. Oppenheim, in his 2014 review of the NRM, prior to the MSA, notes that 
this is especially problematic for some trafficking victims who may not be aware that they actually are victims 
of slavery; 
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 “Victims may experience conditioning by their traffickers which can in some cases result in: victims 
not appreciating that they are victims, victims being too afraid of involving the ‘authorities’ [and] victims 
fearing traffickers and possible repercussions.”  425

 He went on to note that part of this issue arose from a failure to be consistent across the UK in how 
identification of victims was carried out, and furthermore the care of victims: 

 “Whilst we are aware there are victims who have been identified and not referred or not consented to 
referral, there is no consistent approach across the UK for recording these instances and thus no clear 
picture of the scale of this issue.”  426

 The IASC guidance notes that adult victims need to give consent to be reported into the NRM,  and 427

there can be alterations across the UK in regards to how individual authorities handle reporting or even how 
many victims can be introduced to the system, affecting the number of cases handled at the introductory 
phase. In 2016 ,Elliott expanded on the 2014 report, noting that the issue of authorities with key regional and 
social differences assessing referrals was preventing effective enforcement of the NRM. 

 “In all cases, the training received by FRs [First Responders] is not standardised and is considered 
to be patchy and the Centre for Social Justice (CSJ) states that awareness of the mechanism among FRs 
needs to be improved. In investigating understanding of the NRM among FRs, the CSJ were told the 
following by a senior police officer” […] nobody had made a referral.”  428

 Elliott has shown that there are situations that can arise where training for identifying slavery has not 
been applied across an entire region. This presents serious issues regarding compliance with positive 
obligations to investigate and protect victims, (see Chapter 4.4). It is also problematic in regards to Ward and 
Fouladavand’s point on auditing cases  because, while meeting a quota should obviously not be the main 429

objective when it comes to handling modern slavery victims, there seems to be a lack of understanding 
regarding the implementation of the NRM across the UK. This means that certain mandatory reporting 
situations may have gone unnoticed or, in the case of more sensitive reporting criteria in a region, incorrect 
assessments of circumstances are being made. Oppenheimer mentioned the need for greater training for 
first responders by “professionalising” them  and while that approach has been taken to a degree, Eliott’s 430

findings seem to indicate that there still needs to be some steps taken. 
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5.5: Conclusions on the MSA framework 
 The MSA has accomplished its goal by uniting previously disparate areas of law in the UK. It reflects 
the inverse pyramid model at the narrow end of the inverse pyramid, shifting from broad concepts and 
obligations to narrow mechanisms for implementation. Now at the individual state level, the framework 
responds specifically to the national environment, and even then can become further narrowed based on 
individual regions or areas of policy. The comparatively faster nature of national legislation and policy 
compared to the development of norms in the ECHR or UN treaties allows for a potentially faster responses 
to changing slavery practices. Considering that the reforms of the MSA were motivated by the need to 
ensure full coverage of slavery and slavery-like offences in English criminal law, the MSA successfully 
provides for greater contextual understanding of the crimes, while also implementing required positive 
obligations and jurisprudence from the international scene. The MSA represents a suitable translation from 
the middle and upper areas of the inverse pyramid of the framework. Although areas such as ICTAs have 
proven somewhat problematic, successes have been made to recognise slavery as a relationship and an 
evolving crime.  431

 However, the MSA is affected by the wider policy environment and particularly the hostile 
immigration system. It could be regarded as paying lip service to the anti-slavery norms higher up the 
inverse pyramid without actually implementing them in a way that would allow for the norms to carry through 
the entire system, thus weakening the framework as a whole. When evaluating the MSA alongside both the 
international slavery norms and some of the seemingly hypocritical actions taken by the government at the 
same time as the MSA’s implementation, it is debatable if the 2015 Act was ever permitted to reach full 
potential. There is a contradictory political current that runs against international norms in this area. Arguably 
the strongest point is in regards to judicial effectiveness, but it could be debated that some of this is being 
carried over from the ECHR rather than being a direct creation of the UK legislature. Simply taking cues from 
further up the inverse pyramid while working against their deeper norms will prevent harmonious, holistic 
integration without which the entire framework cannot be said to be effective. 
 In order to see the full extent of the Act, three key apsections will be considered in more detail: 
section 45, section 54 and the role of the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner. From there this thesis can 
draw a final conclusion as to the strength of the Act and, given its far reach, its place in the UK’s anti-slavery 
framework and how it reflects on the wider anti-slavery inverse pyramid as a whole. 

 Editorial by Caroline Haughey QC, Riel Karmy-Jones QC and Nicola Padfield “Slavery in the UK today” 431

2019 Crim. L.R. 9 745, 746
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6: Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner 

6.1: Introduction 
 The office of the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner (IASC), was established by s.40 MSA. 
Intended as a monitoring, advisory and guidance body for both the government and significant third parties, 
the office in general encourages preventing slavery and identifying victims, particularly in the business 
world.  It will be important to assess how effectively the IASC’s office enables anti-slavery oversight within 432

the UK. This chapter aims to examine how the IASC works as part of the larger MSA framework, and 
therefore assists with the implementation of anti-slavery norms in various environments that might lack direct 
judicial or legislative intervention. In doing so it is argued that, in common with the MSA as a whole, while 
there is definitely good intent and some staying power behind how the UK has used the IASC role to 
integrate anti-slavery norms into the national framework, but the systems in place require further 
development in order to be effective and are at risk of potential neglect. 
 Due to slavery’s nature as a covert crime, it is difficult to tell the impact of the bodies in these 
chapters from statistical analysis. While statistical records reflect the actions that have been taken, they are 
dependent on cases actually coming to light. On this point it is difficult to determine the true extent to which 
bodies accomplish their goals and responsibilities, although an attempt to critique the data presented will be 
made. 

6.2: Foundations 
 Similar to the MSA itself the foundations of the IASC can be seen in several other reporting and 
regulatory roles such as the Equality and Human Rights Commission and the English Children’s 
Commissioner. The IASC operates as these previous Commissioners do, in issuing guidance in regards to 
the direction that organisations need to take in order to be compliant in regards to the MSA’s positive 
obligations. However, with the need to unify the law around modern slavery that prompted the MSA’s 
creation, a unified office could also be seen as necessary to provide guidance in this new field and avoid 
future lacunas. 
 The majority of powers relating to the IASC are outlined in Part IV MSA, including the appointment of 
a Commissioner under s.40 which must be done by the Secretary of State after consultation with the 
devolved authorities. After appointment, the IASC must issue a strategic plan to the Secretary of State for the 
Home Office (SoS, s.42(1) MSA) that details their intended objectives, proposed reports and any other 
details they wish to forward (s.42(5) MSA). This is also reflected in annual reports to the SoS under s.42(8) 
and (9) MSA, reflecting on those assigned goals in order to understand how close the IASC came to 
achieving them. This allows for the IASC to focus on specific points and explain their progress toward the 
goals they determine. Section 43 is also notable in this regard as it allows the Commissioner to mandate 
cooperation from any public authority listed under Schedule 3 MSA, including the power to compel release of 
medical records. This power is written relatively broadly written, allowing for a wide range of groups to be 
compelled within reason for the purposes of acquiring data. Finally, s.44 prevents the IASC intervening on 
individual cases.  
 Given the ties between the IASC and SoS, it could be assumed that the Home Office is taking on 
responsibilities in regards to such case. This presents a problem in regards to the relationship between these 
two offices which will be remarked on later, but for now it is worth considering Cox, Lamont and Sunkin’s 
statement on other Commissioners regarding the extension of powers: 

 n2 s41(1)432
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 “They are said to be undesirable because such powers could lead to greater formality and adversely 
affect working relationships between the [Parliamentary Health Service Ombudsman] and those being 
investigated, potentially undermining the willingness of public bodies to co-operate with the Ombudsman.”  433

 Considering the potential limitations such a dynamic could impose on the IASC given the stronger 
powers of the SoS and the need to cooperate, it is important to consider how the IASC's powers are actually 
being utilised. If they appear to be curtailed, then the IASC may not be operating to the full effectiveness it 
could be. 

6.3. The approach of the Commissioners 
 At the time of writing, Dame Sara Thornton is the Commissioner and noted that her office had 
resource limitations; 

 “I have a small team and a limited budget and so it is essential that I work in partnership with public 
authorities, charities and Non-Governmental Organisations… in order to deliver this plan. I will seek to work 
jointly with the widest range of organisations but will also fiercely guard my independence…”  434

 It is also worth taking into account the report given by Kevin Hyland, the former Commissioner who 
resigned in 2018 over fears of a lack of independence. These strategic plans are broad and generic, so as to 
set out what the IASC intends to achieve over a period of several years. However, some specific objectives 
have been highlighted, such as issues with organisational operation; 

 “For example, initial research into the use of crime reports in England and Wales has shown that 
many forces fail to correctly record and investigate modern slavery crimes, which is allowing the criminals to 
operate with impunity. I will be looking at these issues and the evidence in further detail, highlighting the 
failings and requiring corrective measures.”  435

 Pamela Cox, Ruth Lamont and Maurice Sunkin Constitutional powers of the Victims Commissioner for 433

England and Wales (Victims’ Commissioner for England and Wales, Clive House 2020) / <https://s3-eu-
west-2.amazonaws.com/victcomm2-prod-storage-119w3o4kq2z48/uploads/2020/12/OVC-Constitutional-
Powers-2020.pdf> [accessed 14/06/21], page 31

 Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner Strategic Plan 2019-2021 (Independent Anti-Slavery 434

Commissioner, Stationery Office 2019) / <https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/842396/CCS207_CCS0919032100-001_Independent_Anti-
Slavery_Commissioner_Strategic_Plan_Web_Accessible.pdf> [Accessed 28/11/2019], page 6

 Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner Strategic Plan 2015-2017 (Independent Anti-Slavery 435

Commissioner, Stationery Office, 2015), page 2 / <https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/468729/IASC_StrategicPlan_2015.pdf> [Accessed 28/11/2019]
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 In his resignation letter, Hyland mentions that he had helped to oversee training in the judiciary and 
Royal College of Nursing.  The nature of this training is not specified in his letter, but given these are two of 436

the bodies falling under Schedule 3 MSA, which lists groups and organisations that have an obligation to 
cooperate with the Commissioner in regards to investigations, this training is presumably in relation to victim 
identification.  Hyland’s letter also mentions an increase in victim identification, something borne out by the 
2019 report above showing an overall increase in crimes reported for referral (6993 in 2018, up 36% from 
2017 ). However, Ward and Fouladvand draw attention to Hyland’s own words where he states that there 437

has been a failure to follow through on those referrals, when discussing the falling number of successful 
prosecutions. 

 “From the limited data that is gathered on victims' circumstances via the current NRM system 
through to compromised crime recording, a lack of intelligence reporting and evidence-based operational 
action, victims both present and future are being failed.”  438

 This contrasts with what Hyland claims to have accomplished in his resignation letter, including the 
doubling of victim referral rates, increased identification of companies not cooperating with s.54 MSA on 
modern slavery statements (see Chapter 8) and greater support for anti-slavery projects in trade bodies.  439

However, Hyland’s letter also provided some optimism, showing a dedication to building on existing 
structures in the UK so as to increase their anti-slavery effectiveness. This has included rolling out the 
judicial training as well as work with government offices across the UK and the devolved governments to 
ensure a wider understanding of slavery.  The IASC continues to offer advice and guidance, adding new 440

information to the framework all the time. This includes a recent follow up review on Operation Fort, a 
massive anti-slavery operation in 2019.  Although most of the recent activities of the IASC are 441

commentarial in nature, the regular and detailed nature of Dame Thornton’s comments does indicate a 
desire to keep abreast of developments in the modern slavery field and develop a wider understanding of the 
topic for others to work with. This has, at times, included commentary on the government's actions although 
it will be suggested that the extent to which the government follows such advice is limited, undermining the 
effectiveness of the IASC in ensuring compliance with the MSA.  
The IASC has also included evaluation of other bodies relevant to state action and NGOs that can help 
improve the framework, shown with the recent announcement of Independent Modern Slavery Advocates 

 Kevin Hyland “Letter of Resignation” (2018), page 2 (paraphrased) / <https://436

assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/
708125/20180504_IASC.PDF> [Accessed 27/11/2019

 n433 page 8437

 n417 140 / Kevin Hyland Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner Annual Report 2015-16 (Independent 438

Anti Slavery Commissioner, Stationery Office 2016), page 42

 n436 page 2439

 n436 page 2440

 <https://www.antislaverycommissioner.co.uk/news-insights/launch-operation-fort-revisited/> [Accessed 441

16/06/21]
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intended to aid victims with advice.  Meanwhile, the latest report  indicates that the IASC continues to 442 443

make developments in creating a mixed network for NGOs and government bodies to counter slavery at all 
levels, with opening comments from a third party indicating the Commissioner had managed to succeed in 
furthering their advisory and guidance based roles.  A good, if broad, set of steps has been taken that 444

indicates an attempt to make an effective framework to further the MSA protections. These achievements do 
not have to be large in order to integrate conceptually large norms, but they can still be useful for ensuring 
there is a harmonised integration both in local implementation and ensuring integration of slavery policies 
across the UK. 
 This being said, it is clear that the process is far from complete. Training and guidance falls under 
the IACS’s remit, being shaped via the objectives created within the reports, but it is shaped by guidance on 
slavery issued according to the SoS.  Given both the ongoing developments around the field of slavery and 445

the need to ensure independence from the politics around the SoS position, there are potential issues to be 
considered in regards to how fast the IASC can develop these areas given the need to be constrained within 
the SoS’s guidance. There is no denying the importance of reports on problem areas as they provide insight 
for organisations that need to engage more directly with instances of slavery so as to help them identify key 
problems and develop appropriate responses. However, the IASC seems to lack strength in regards to 
powers beyond making those reports, and the rest of this chapter aims to demonstrate that even these 
existing powers are being undermined. A greater expansion of the IASC to become more involved or 
confrontational in regards to issues around slavery is perhaps needed.  

6.4: Gangmasters - the IASC and the labour market 
 The MSA and the IASC interact with several existing legal components and have in turn been 
affected by changes that occurred after their creation. One of the first areas reformed is one of the most 
crucial. Physical labour relying on a fluctuating labour force is a field with a great potential for exploitive 
relationships. It is important that all aspects of the wider framework can cooperate in such a way as to 
ensure appropriate action. The 2015-17 plan targets labour exploitation which is covered by an agency that 
the Commissioner has a direct relationship with and influence over, the Gangmasters’ Licensing Authority (or 
GLA). The 2015-17 plan explains the Commissioner’s intentions in working with the GLA; 

 “Making recommendations for improved victim-centred, pro-active labour inspection in the UK that 
covers key sectors where exploitation is taking place, building on the existing good work of inspectorates… 
that ensure labour inspectorates have the necessary powers and remits to effectively combat labour 

 <https://www.antislaverycommissioner.co.uk/news-insights/dame-sara-supports-new-partnership-442

launched-to-ensure-access-to-support-for-survivors-of-modern-slavery/> [Accessed 16/06/21]

 Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner Annual Report 443

2019-2020 (Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner 2020, Stationery Office) / <https://
www.antislaverycommissioner.co.uk/media/1461/ccs207_ccs0520602790-001_iasc_annual-
report-2019-2020_e-laying.pdf> [accessed 16/06/21]

 Ibid page 9444

 <https://www.antislaverycommissioner.co.uk/about-the-commissioners-office/the-independent-anti-445

slavery-commissioner/> [Accessed 16/06/21]
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exploitation… Working with the [GLA] to promote their victim-centred model across the European Union and 
beyond.”  446

 Commenting on improving labour regulations to prevent exploitation, Weatherburn notes regulation 
needs to be more cunning than just merely being protective. She indicates a need for appropriate tools to 
ensure the correct results and appropriate victim protection.  The Gangmasters Licensing Act was created 447

in response to the 2004 Morecambe Bay cockling disaster,  a forced labour incident that resulted in many 448

fatalities. The Act criminalises being an unlicensed gangmaster or securing labour for unlicensed 
gangmasters, as well as introducing a licensing system controlled by the SoS. A gangmaster is someone 
who supplies workers for another.  The Act passed in 2004, the same year as the disaster, with most 449

provisions coming into effect in 2005. The Act is relatively robust, introducing the Gangmasters Licensing 
Authority (now renamed Gangmasters and Labour Abuse Authority ) in s.1 and giving that authority the 450

power to create the regulations it deems necessary under s.8. Whilst some of the rules would seem obvious 
(like preventing services that charge workers for finding them labour work  and thus exploiting them further) 451

it is still useful to have them defined in law.  
 The GLAA falls under Schedule 3 MSA, as an organisation with a duty to cooperate with the 
Commissioner in regards to the sharing of information and enforcement of duties, albeit not necessarily 
granting outright oversight to the IASC. The GLAA also has a duty under s.52 MSA to notify the SoS in the 
event they suspect someone is a victim of slavery. This, again, is a reasonable folding of one body into 
another given the nature of the GLAA as a more specialised organisation compared to the IASC’s more 
generalised oversight role. This can be seen reflected in the legislation itself, with the 2004 Act being more 
concerned with the behaviour of gangmasters and the regulation of agricultural labour compared to the wider 
scope of the MSA. Weatherburn highlights that it is important that the Commissioner is able to use the GLAA 
to combat instances of forced labour due to the covert nature of the crime causing lower chances of 
detection or prosecution.   452

 As a first responder, the GLAA made 33 referrals into the NRM in 2018.  Compare this to the 453

overall leader, the UK Visas and Immigration Authority (1970 referrals to the NRM) or groups such as local 
authorities (789 referrals to the NRM).  With duty to notify scenarios the GLAA only accounted for (across 454

2015 to June 2018) 3% of the total with the majority being taken up by the police and the Home Office (a 

 n435 page 26446

 Amy Weatherburn “Managing the risks of being a victim of severe labour exploitation: findings from a 447

research project exploring the views of experts in the UK” I.L.J. 2016, 45(2) 257, 260

 <http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/lancashire/3464203.stm> [Accessed 3/12/2019]448

 Gangmasters (Licensing) Act 2004 c.11 s4(2)449

 n31, s10450

 The Gangmasters (Licensing Conditions) (No.2) Rules 2006 No. 2373 r4(10) 2451

 n447 261452

 Vulnerabilities Command and MSHTU National Referral Mechanism Statistics - End of Year Summary 453

2018 (National Crime Agency 2019, Old Queen Street) / <https://nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/who-we-are/
publications/282-national-referral-mechanism-statistics-end-of-year-summary-2018/file> [Accessed 
15/11/19], page 30
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combined 90%).  It is not easy to say how useful the GLAA was though as the results do not have a 455

detailed breakdown  as a result of this action being part of the wider Operation Aidant in 2017, focussing 456

on labour and sexual exploitation in a wide number of UK organisations.  However, the GLAA is an 457

organisation working in a specialised area, even if they are part of the wider anti-slavery framework. The 
GLAA’s annual 2018 report indicates that whilst they only made 60 NRM referrals in 2017-18, these were 
part of a wider 1335 victim pool with the largest number of victims suffering some sort of abuse that fell under 
neither a duty to notify the SoS or the NRM. This anomalous pool included victims who did not meet the 
definition of a slave, but still required some support.  With the GLAA providing respite and legal support in 458

these anomalous cases, the organisation is being effective in ways that may not be directly mandated for, 
whilst the size of the overall pool indicates that the organisation is certainly strong in reach alone. There is 
evidence the GLAA is not idle when it comes to investigations given the large number of investigations they 
partake in or cooperate with.  Also relevant to the IASC, the GLAA states they too have the objective of 459

protecting potential victims from exploitation.  This includes assisting the petrol industry in identifying the 460

risks around the field of car-washing as well as providing training to 30 different companies.   461

 However, it is worth remembering that the GLAA is focussed on labour abuses, not modern slavery 
in general. A report by HM Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS) indicates 
that this may also be due to a measured response on the part of the GLAA. This report mentions that there 
are not enough cases processed to cast judgment on the Labour Abuse Prevention Officer (LAPO) position, 
a new position created by the GLAA in 2017 with powers of arrest and entry similar to police; 

 “For the period 1 May 2017 to 31 July 2017, the GLAA records show 93 successful applications and 
two unsuccessful applications. However, the GLAA could not be certain that all unsuccessful applications 
had been recorded.”  462

 At the same time the Inspectorate called attention to how the LAPO position had only generated 6 
convictions and 5 enforcement undertakings. This led HMICFRS to express concerns that the GLAA was not 
operating at full power due to the long time needed to process these cases and expressing some hope for 

 n302 page 17455

 n302 page 5456

 <https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/news/law-enforcement-steps-up-response-to-modern-slavery> 457
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 Gangmasters and Labour Abuse Authority Annual Report and Accounts 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018 458

(House of Commons, Stationery Office 2019), page 10 / <https://www.gla.gov.uk/media/4806/glaa-annual-
report-and-accounts-2017-18-web-version.pdf> [Accessed 4/12/19]

 Ibid page 21459
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 Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue services Gangmasters and Labour Abuse 462

Authority - An inspection of the use of investigative powers by the Gangmasters and Labour Abuse Authority 
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increasing rates in the future.  More does not automatically mean good when it comes to analysing 463

prosecution rates. Low rates may be an indicator of effective crime suppression elsewhere or even just a 
simple lack of crime. However, slavery and other forms of exploitation being a covert crime and a certain 
percentage of the actual extent will remain unreported. The HMICFRS report refers to this true extent; 

 “A 2013 estimate suggested there were 10,000 to 13,000 potential victims of modern slavery in the 
United Kingdom (although the GLAA is not responsible for tackling all forms of modern slavery) and there are 
over 1,000 licensed gangmasters”  464

 The GLAA is a specialised organisation and one of those listed under Schedule 3 MSA, focussed on 
a narrower part of the overall fight against modern slavery. There may not be a need to respond since only 
135 investigations out of over a thousand gangmasters indicates control or at least a lack of offending in this 
field. Focussing on a specialised field allows for specific development and analysis, and creates good results 
within that limited scope of responsibility. They follow the IASC’s guidance and the obligations they have 
been given under the MSA and in return have helped to stymie the existence of labour abuse. However, 
even within that specialisation the numbers on display seem to indicate a lack of action to the degree the 
GLAA could be called over-specialised. It is powerful where it sees use, but in light of the relatively small 
amount of investigations performed highlighted above issues may need to be raised about the efficient use of 
resources. 
 Certainly, it can be considered there are other agencies that already diminish the GLAA’s 
effectiveness - the Borders Agency and UK Visas and Immigration can already intercept suspect incoming 
migrant workers, and the police have the potential to investigate cases that would also fall under the GLAA’s 
jurisdiction. The training of competent authorities under the NRM as well as the legislation it works under, 
means the NRM and duty to notify can result in the GLAA being bypassed. An unnamed editorial seems to 
agree, citing research by Middlesex University Business School indicating an urgent need for more 
coordination regarding those who abuse worker rights alongside greater legal access for said workers.  465

This opinion is shared by another unnamed journal article concerning a Parliamentary report into human 
rights, calling for the provisions to be extended,  with additional powers for investigating reported abuses 466

and creating a specialist role for the purposes of doing so.  It cannot be denied that the GLAA shows the 467

potential to help prevent slavery. It is overcoming this over-specialised nature, however, that limits the ability 
for the GLAA and the IASC to implement slavery norms effectively in regards to the policies and (in the case 
of the former) enforcement measures they take.  

6.5: Training 
 The ability for organisations to independently investigate and report instances of slavery is important, 
and this cannot be done without adequate training or guidance as issued by the IASC. Training and 

 Ibid page 26463

 Ibid page 11464

 Editorial “It's time to talk about unpaid Britain” 2017 IDS Emp. L. Brief 1072, 2465

 Journal article “Human rights” 2017 P.L. Jul 499, 499 / Joint Committee on Human Rights Human Rights 466

and Business 2017: Promoting responsibility and ensuring accountability (2017 House of Lords and House 
of Commons, Committee Office), page 6

 Ibid pages 42-3467
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identification are marked as action points in the 2019-21 plan issued by the IASC. In particular, Dame 
Thornton mentions a complaint by the charity Hestia, published under the name of "Underground Lives”, 
which takes issue with regular police officers’ abilities to identify and give advice to victims of slavery.  468

There are several other concerns mentioned here too, in particular a desire to increase the detection ability 
of Local Authorities (who, as local government in the UK make decisions regarding the local area that affect 
the ability to detect or support victims, including through schools and policing), and health practitioners (who 
have direct interaction with potential victims and therefore need to be able to recognise signs of suspect 
activity) through training.  The report also mentions corporate training, but this is more relevant to s.54 469

MSA (see chapter 8). The Hestia report is fascinating however, detailing eyewitness accounts that can show 
how the IASC can give training, as well as where it may need to improve its provision. One important piece 
of understanding that needs to be improved appears to be a need to emphasise contextual considerations. 
Consider this line from “Witness A”; 

 “There’s notes that clearly stated, “This person’s been trafficked,” but nothing was done. When I 
turned 18, I was told by the police that it was a lifestyle choice because I had access to a mobile phone.”  470

 Now consider the actions of this officer in a different account further down; 

 “The man started interrogating me. He questioned everything I told him. How can you say you’re 
running away if you have a coat on? Is it this cold in Nigeria? I told him I grabbed a coat that was by the door 
when I escaped but he didn’t like my answer… I said we speak English in Nigeria. He didn’t believe me. He 
then started searching me… He said he’d throw me out if I didn’t tell the truth. He shouted at me to speak up. 
When I asked him to slow down because I didn’t understand him, he accused me of insulting him.”  471

 The questionable statements around language aside, this shows these areas need improvement in 
training. The categorical behaviour in the statements can be borne out from a need to ensure that the 
individual fits into a category of victimhood instead of completing a proper analysis of the contextual factors. 
Even then, an understanding of contextual elements around a victim has not necessarily been employed 
correctly. For example, Witness A was later considered to be a victim of modern slavery. The existence of a 
phone on her person seems to have been given too much weight in that case. The existence of a phone in 
her possession should not have indicated that the relationship was not one based on exploitation, given the 
variety of control methods used by slavers. Even if these were honest mistakes, such errors could have been 
avoided through implementation of proper training. Either way there is an indication that the existing training 
needs clarification, something evidenced by the second statement. Nusrat Uddin, a solicitor quoted by 
Hestia, highlights the need to provide appropriate guidance to authorities under the IASC’s remit to ensure 
that they recognise slavery victims; 

 n434 page 8468
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 Hestia Underground Lives - Police response to victims of modern slavery (Hestia 2019, Maya House), 470
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 “There is a clear need for a shift in mentality such that victims of trafficking are viewed as victims of 
crime. Instead authorities continue to question their credibility and believe they are simply immigration 
offenders.”  472

 The attitude in the second testimony is something that categorical training, something that merely 
looks at the crime and the context around the crime, may not be able to fix.  Based on the reports from 
Hestia and the ATMG, the IASC may need to issue training that can change the mindset of those involved, 
something that is altogether more difficult. Individual officers will inevitably filter the lessons of their training in 
different ways. The critical lack of sensitivity and an apparent lack of awareness of the crime being reported 
reflect poorly on the training provided. The witness in the second testimony stated that her manhandling in 
the station gave her such a distrust of the police she refused to help them with their enquiries, potentially 
damaging the ability to investigate the full extent of the crime had a wider context existed. This is also 
problematic in light of the Anti-Trafficking Monitoring Group (ATMG) explaining that the policy means 
trafficking victims are treated as immigrants first and then as victims, meaning they can be deported or 
detained before being handled correctly, which in turn increases the risk of social vulnerability and thus 
further exploitation.  In other words without stronger guidance from the IASC about the recognition of 473

victims as victims rather than criminals, there is a risk that victims of slavery may be re-exploited. This is 
something that the IASC actually agrees with in a later response on the topic of victim identification saying 
they had reached similar results; 

 “…police are not identifying victims early enough or proactively considering whether this defence 
may apply. Consequently, the protection for victims is not yet adequate and this needs to change. Unless 
victims receive the care they require at first point of contact with the criminal justice system, we’ve got no 
hope of victims supporting a case through court.”  474

 Enforcing the rules around caring for victims or incorporating them more deeply into the training that 
officers undertake may be more important for ensuring an effective implementation of the obligations that 
convey anti-slavery norms, but this will require overcoming entrenched resistance as well as a lack of 
assistance from the government. 
 Local Authorities, having a duty to report on suspected slavery cases, are also key being one of the 
trending groups for reporting slavery offences. This can be evidenced in the guidance for issuing the Slavery 
and Trafficking Prevention/Risk orders (see Chapter 5 section 5.3.1) under the MSA where it is mentioned 
that applicants should consider passing the orders on to relevant authorities, for example head teachers at 
schools if the order prevented working with children.  It is unclear if this is the strongest approach given the 475

issues discussed around working with children regarding the MSA’s Child Trafficking Advocates (see Chapter 
5 section 5.4.3), but it does give power to those better suited to understand that individual's needs. This, 
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alongside the statistical evidence, signifies that Local Authorities are key in the IASC’s slavery training. 
Taking both factors together it might be construed that the training that has been put in place to identify such 
offences is already helping to permeate anti-slavery norms at multiple levels of society, but considering 
referral agency totals in NRM reports for the last quarter of 2018 and the first quarter of 2019, referrals from 
Local Authorities are well represented and seem to be consistent: - 416 in the 2018  and 490 in 2019,  in 476 477

both cases coming in third behind government agencies and the police, but still stronger than third parties. It 
is important therefore that local authorities are receiving the right training to be able to identify and handle 
cases of slavery as they arise. 
 Manchester City Council has published their own MSA statement which outlines how they intend to 
cooperate with their responsibilities under the Act and IASC. The council appears to take training seriously, 
focussing training on how to detect possible slavery.  Meanwhile, the council for Wiltshire has not issued a 478

direct statement but have partnered with the county police force to spread awareness of slavery and what it 
can look like.  On a wider level they are part of the Anti-Slavery Partnership, a collaborative of several 479

county councils as well as NGOs, including Unseen (a modern slavery investigation and safehousing group), 
to share training and intelligence about occurrences of slavery. Their achievements, whilst generic in 
terminology, similarly belie an attempt improve awareness of the issue with one of them clearly listed as 
“Increased awareness of trafficking and slavery through a communications strategy”.  One issue with the 480

Wiltshire approach in working with the Partnership is that it is primarily police focussed. Such an approach is 
understandable, however given that a council manages multiple fields including handling the full normative 
issues of slavery such as victim care, whereas the police are more likely to handle the actual criminal side of 
slavery. This does not mean that the training is pointless - there are other fields where the council can be the 
first responders to a slavery incident, such as children’s services, local labour groups and complaints to the 
authority that suggest wider issues. Both the police and the Partnership can be seen involved in six arrests 
for slavery offences in November 2018.  It is difficult to determine what other courses of action Wiltshire 481

Local Authority has taken to fully act on the training however, given that a statement like Manchester City 
Council’s does not appear to be available on their website (modern slavery statements, in accordance with 
s.54 MSA, are not mandatory below a certain turnover threshold, see chapter 8). This also raises the issue of 
austerity and Conservative policies since local councils and policing need resources to function properly. 
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This may seem to be in conflict with the earlier point above concerning the efficient use of investigative 
resources considering the actual application of policing in regards to slavery. However, the Anti Trafficking 
Monitoring Group (ATMG) note; 

 “Austerity and the on-going cuts to public services continue to undermine the UK’s ability to deter the 
crime of trafficking through an effective criminal justice system or prevention work, as does inconsistent 
training around slavery and lack of coordination around referral pathways.”  482

  
 It may however be the case that there is a need for the training given to adapt to the area in which it 
is to be implemented. In London, which has a diverse variety of boroughs with different social classes and 
economic values, the Chelsea and Kensington Borough was part of a pilot anti-trafficking scheme in 2014, 
which seems to have had positive results, collaborating with the charity Rahab (a safehousing and support 
group for slavery victims) to make several arrests and recover a high value of criminal assets.  The 483

borough incorporates their anti-slavery response as part of their Violence against Women and Girls Strategic 
Partnership, similar to Wiltshire County Council. This partnership also incorporates the London boroughs of 
Hammersmith and Westminster. The Borough continued their work with Rahab, resulting in further victims 
being accommodated and assisted in the 2018-9 period.  There are obvious benefits to continuing a useful 484

working relationship and it would seem that it has paid off, although some concern might be voiced over the 
low number of individuals being brought in. The Micaela’s Home Front, the borough's dedicated NGO group 
supported by Rahab, is just one part of many ways that the borough has responded. Modern slavery is not 
directly mentioned in all of these areas, but indirect benefits exist. The areas covered by the Angelou 
Partnership, an NGO funded by the three boroughs to support and shelter victims of slavery, operates 
alongside domestic abuse and forced marriage victims.  When evaluating the wider issues around modern 485

slavery there appears to be a robust package, covering several areas such as forced marriage that are 
slavery-like practices. As a result of the training provided, Rahab have been able to help the partnership 
meet the obligations provided by the IASC and contribute to the wider anti-slavery framework; 

 “In the period April 2017- March 2018, Rahab encountered 409 individuals… 99 provided enough 
information to be assessed and of these, 24 had experienced modern slavery and 14 had indicators of 
MSE… Both Rahab and Tamar [a similar NGO] have continued the welfare visits to vulnerable women with 
SCO7 Modern Slavery & Kidnap Unit.”  486
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 However, some of the survivor quotes in the back of the borough report do not exactly speak 
positively of the police and their handling of the various cases presented through Rahab and the Local 
Authority (although it should be borne in mind two reports appear to be referencing domestic violence 
cases).  Concerning IASC guidance, Kensington and Chelsea LBC appear to be for the most part 487

attempting to implement the guidance. Their report indicates positive (if somewhat vague) growth over the 
years as well as identification of action points for the future. They are cooperating with other boroughs of 
London and the Metropolitan Police within London to try and implement identification and provide support. 
Given guidance issued by the IASC is designed to help organisations recognise their Article 4 ECHR positive 
obligations, the attempt here to implement the IASC’s advice appears to be a good attempt to meet said 
obligations as guided. 
 Given the socio-economic nature of the borough, the risks around slavery may be more mitigated or 
are taking on different forms (abuse of domestic workers for instance) that limiting the number of cases that 
may arise. The Morecambe Bay disaster shows how the ability to detect exploitation, and the forms it can 
take, vary from location to location. When considering a report from the charity Kalayaan about how local 
authority support can be lacking due to a lack of resources provided to councils, resulting in some victims 
being forced to leave care,  the ability to actually respond as appropriate is a dynamic issue and not every 488

authority is able to bring the same level of response. The ability to cooperate with forces relevant to the local 
authority is also a point of contention. For example, Manchester police are currently under review and 
alteration,  meaning that even though they were listed as one of the forces being sought to help with in 489

their statement  the ability to actually utilise that police force against slavery has been temporarily reduced. 490

Police and Local Authorities are not one and the same even where they are close, and the relationship 
between these two bodies can have an impact on effective policies. The IASC perhaps needs to take greater 
consideration of the spread of resources across the UK so as to ensure an effective response is maintained 
nationwide, rather than risk several areas with multiple substandard policies. 
 Overall however, when comparing the responses between Manchester City Council, Wiltshire 
County Council and Kensington and Chelsea LBC to the training provided to them, it appears that the way 
the IASC has engaged with both government and third party bodies in regards to council-level 
implementation is something that varies. The IASC wisely has taken a relatively hands off approach 
regarding how their training and guidance is ultimately implemented given the need to respect localised 
geographical governance gaps. These are two urban environments of varying types and one relatively rural 
environment. These will lend themselves more to different types of modern slavery, and it is important to 
understand the training they deem as necessary will vary depending on context. When considering the 
relevance of Local Authorities as first responders to slavery as well as looking at the overall prevalence of 
identification and support policies in council guidance there exist significant attempts at implementing the 
guidance that the IASC provides. 
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6.6: The IASC and issues with the government 
 There is one last interesting problem concerning the relationship between the IASC and the 
government, the first of which is the role of the SoS around the powers of the Commissioner. Section 40 
MSA states that the SoS controls the appointment and finances of the IASC. Section 42 holds that the 
strategic plan of the Commissioner must first be approved by the SoS, and s.41 states that they can direct 
the Commissioner to look at a specific area or body, within reason given that s.44 prohibits specific 
interventions. This last point is not entirely negative though when re-examining s.42(14)(c), which allows the 
SoS to remove material that might harm a criminal investigation. The controls here are to ensure that there is 
no miscarriage of justice stemming from the IASC’s reports.  
It would seem that the SoS has considerable power over the office of the IASC. This could be seen as 
problematic for an office labelled as ‘Independent’. The interim report on the Commissioner highlighted that 
they would prefer someone other than the Home Secretary to control the office for the sake of 
independence.  However, they suggested instead appointing another sponsoring minister on behalf of the 491

Prime Minister.  The problem with the constitutional status of the ISAC’s office is that it may become 492

subject to the whims of politics. Davies notes the Director of Labour Market Enforcement, a position created 
by the Immigration Act 2016, similar to the IASC but focussed on labour market compliance, also publishes 
strategic plans subject to ministerial approval, meaning the director has to navigate political issues  that 493

arguably have no place in influencing human rights policy.  
 Whilst the prospect of Parliamentary oversight seems reasonable it is worth remembering that 
certain political parties can have varying opinions on the UK’s role concerning human rights or immigration. 
Tommy Sheppard MP (SNP) provides some insight into this with his questioning of the former Conservative 
Prime Minister Theresa May’s party’s commitment to the Human Rights Act 1998; 

 “…the Government are led by someone who could hardly be described as absolute in her 
commitment to the current human rights legislative framework in this country. When the Prime Minister was 
Home Secretary, she sought to undermine the [HRA] by suggesting that it was in some way soft on terrorists. 
It is also worth noting that when she stood to be leader of the Conservative party, she ruled out repealing the 
HRA, not as a matter of principle, but because there was, in her words, no majority in Parliament for doing 
so. One wonders what her position might be were the majority in Parliament to change.”  494

 This is not helped by the prospects of many victims of international slavery given that trafficking 
could look similar to illegal migration, so a blunt force approach when creating migration policies has the 
potential to affect human rights protections, with potentially dangerous results. The “hostile environment” 
policy may promote slavery by discouraging self-reporting or escaping (see Chapter 6 section 6.6). A wider 
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policy framework that seems to work against the interests of victims of slavery does not help the help the 
IASC reach their objectives. If such an approach continues, the IASC will continue to have their position 
undermined by this shift in policy. 

 Even elements in immigration law that should be working to support the IASC’s position appear 
detrimental. Sections 14 and 18 of the 2016 Immigration Act create new orders for specific intervention, 
similar to Slavery and Trafficking Risk/Prevention Orders (see Chapter 5 section 5.3.1) but supported by a 
new criminal offence of employing illegal workers under s.35. This is problematic as this approach 
criminalises victims of slavery rather than considering them as victims, directing the state enforcement power 
at the wrong individuals, something contrary to anti-slavery norms. This is not helped by a report from Focus 
on Labour Exploitation (an NGO examining slavery-related issues and policy) indicating a serious lack of 
training in regards to the training immigration officers receive regarding slavery; 

 “Frontline immigration enforcement officers admitted that they would benefit from better training, 
which LEAG believes to be essential in order to identify cases of exploitation that do not fit the stereotypical 
profile.”  495

 This suggests a developing imbalance in how the training of border authorities is being implemented, 
potentially diminishing the influence of the IASC. Tuck and Bentham feel that there is the possibility for 
positive development but note that these are still in the earliest days of the UK’s human rights reporting 
criteria.   Indeed, there is a risk that the IASC continues to be sidelined, with Dame Thornton expressing 496

concern over developing immigration reforms; 

 “…there is a risk that measures taken to address a potentially small number of abuses will have a 
considerable impact on many victims of modern slavery… grave danger of viewing victims of modern slavery 
through an immigration lens and ignoring the trauma and exploitation they have suffered as victims…”  497

 Without appropriate balance between the Commissioner and the government, there is little hope for 
the IASC’s powers to be implemented effectively. Hyland expressed his feelings regarding the independence 
of the IASC and the effectiveness of the enabling legislation in his resignation letter; 

 “At times independence has felt somewhat discretionary from the Home Office, rather than legally 
bestowed. I hope that any future incumbent can be assured the independence I am sure you intended as the 
author of the legislation.”  498
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With a lack of political independence and the apparent jurisdictional conflict from a new office, it is 
questionable whether the IASC will survive a crisis not of their own making. 

6.7: Conclusions 
 The office of the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner is an interesting one, but it appears to be 
more of a signal honour than anything as substantial as the original drafters of the MSA might have intended. 
The power to create guidelines and provide training is useful greater powers for the Commissioner are 
required to make the role truly independent and to hold organisations and the government effectively to 
account. While a dedicated office could spread anti-slavery norms throughout society by giving clear 
guidance on issues without the need for judicial clarification, its impact is currently curtailed by the political 
influence of the government. This is not a matter of distance from the norms of preventing slavery at the top 
of the inverse pyramid, as the purpose of an effective anti-slavery framework is to translate those norms 
through the whole structure. The Commissioner could almost be regarded as a quango within the own 
government, receiving finances and responsibility, but no respect for independent assessments of 
compliance with slavery norms. What in theory would be a brilliant tool for the purposes of translating norms 
from the top of the inverse pyramid into functionality at the bottom is hampered in the ability to do so by a 
lack of support, failure to expand and counter-intuitive political behaviour represented by the hostile 
environment policy as discussed in Chapter 5. 
 The IASC is currently useful as an office for issuing guidance on implementing slavery norms and 
reporting on the trends in the UK as a whole. As a part of the MSA, it could be argued that while the IASC 
has clear effective potential to facilitate more effective integration of norms on a national and local level, the 
varying support that the office and said policies receive is preventing this potential from being realised. As 
mentioned in chapter 1, if the narrow bottom of the inverse pyramid is removed from legislative consideration 
then it prevents the norms at the top from reaching all the way down and being implemented at the national 
level, thus compromising the UK’s anti-slavery framework. 
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7: Section 45 - Criminal Defence for Victims of Slavery 

7.1: Introduction 
 Care for victims of slavery is a developing norm in the anti-slavery framework, particularly at regional 
level (see Chapter 4). With the risks of reprisal from criminal organisations and psychological harm, failure to 
account for these problems can essentially result in further harm being inflicted on victims. However, there 
are circumstances where victims of slavery are compelled, either through coercion or desperation, to commit 
a crime whilst enslaved. Given the need to balance criminal prosecution with a desire to avoid further harm 
to slavery victims, this chapter will examine how the MSA has been structured to allow for a defence to 
prosecution for the offence where there are valid reasons to do so. 
 Section 45 MSA provides a criminal defence, allowing victims of slavery to be found not guilty where; 

 “…the person does that act because the person is compelled to do it… and a reasonable person in 
the same situation as the person and having the person's relevant characteristics would have no realistic 
alternative to doing that act.”  499

 However, there are several legal mechanisms that need to be balanced regarding how this provision 
is applied, and there can be difficulties in doing so in such a way as to provide justice for victims of slavery as 
well as victims of other crimes. Principally this chapter shall cover the topic of murder in relation to s.45 MSA 
as it represents a heavy cultural norm in favour of pursuing prosecution where an unlawful killing occurs. 
Significant weight is attached to the need to properly investigate and handle instances of murder where they 
occur. As a consequence, under Schedule 4, paragraph 4 MSA, the defence to prosecution for crimes 
committed whilst enslaved does not extend to murder. This chapter will consider whether the weight in favour 
of prosecution of murder is detrimental to a more holistically and effective operation of s.45 to protect victims 
of slavery as well as punishing offences. It will present arguments for reformation of the defence, proposed 
by several academic writers. It should also be noted in this chapter that the primary use of the term “victim” 
will be in relation to victims of slavery unless denoted otherwise.  
 Making sure the needs of prosecution are reasonably balanced with care for victims is essential to 
making s.45 an effective and normatively appropriate defence whilst still allowing for necessary prosecutions. 
Arguably, while it is important that instances of serious crimes are investigated and punished there is too 
much focus on this approach to the detriment of victim care norms in modern slavery, and this chapter will 
suggest that there is a need to rebalance some of the concerns in this regard. The ultimate intent here is to 
highlight the underlying issues with the operation of s.45 and evaluate if it can be reconciled with the wider 
norms within both criminal law and slavery. Balance is required, but the issue seems to be that presently 
more favour is given to criminal norms than slavery norms. 
 Prima facie, punishing trafficking victims on top of their trauma suffered as slaves could hardly be 
called good practice for anti-slavery frameworks. However, applying this principle is more complicated. This 
chapter shall look at the principles around s45 alongside the non-prosecution principle, which acknowledges 
a criminal action has occurred, but does not pursue the defendant. This lies within the judgment of the Crown 
Prosecution Service (CPS), and the discussion will give some attention to the case law and policy in this 
area. This thesis has discussed how there are a wide variety of factors that need to be considered in regards 
to what makes up an anti-slavery framework. The norms around slavery should be reflected at every level, in 
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all of the decisions made. How prosecution is advanced, therefore, needs to be considered carefully as there 
is a need to balance the issues around criminality with those related to care of victims. 

7.2: Wider considerations 
 Section 45 MSA exists as a balancing mechanism to provide a defence for victims that commit a 
crime whilst they are enslaved. The Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human 
Beings, (ECAT see Chapter 4 section 4.1.2), guides member states to create a framework for protecting 
victims and guaranteeing investigations into slavery offences.  Section 45 is borne out of this obligation. 500

Article 26 ECAT requires that member states; 

 “…in accordance with the basic principles of [their] legal system, provide for the possibility of not 
imposing penalties on victims for their involvement in unlawful activities, to the extent that they have been 
compelled to do so.” 
  
 Considering the requirement to support victims, a key aspect of anti-slavery norms, effective 
integration into the UK’s framework will essentially require a balanced approach. A simple approach is to 
represent the victim’s needs during the prosecution decision-making and, where necessary, trial processes. 
This requires consideration of how easy the s.45 MSA defence is to access for the defendant, balancing 
availability with the necessary reasons for closing that defence off. Effective prosecution does not mean 
immunity, as shown in R v GS where the defendant was originally identified as a trafficking victim whilst 
smuggling cocaine in 2007. He was not determined to have been enslaved until 2015. However, even taking 
this duration into account, the appellant’s conviction for drug smuggling was found to be safe. Since cocaine 
is a class A drug, there was a strong policy cause to prosecute. The Court of Appeal believed that the original 
trial had been conducted appropriately, and the defendant was unable to discharge their culpability.    501

Although Article 26 ECAT requires trafficking victims to be treated ethically, it does not grant blanket immunity 
from prosecution, or a defence to all offences committed whilst enslaved. The reasons why the drafters of 
the MSA felt there was a need to exclude crimes like murder from the scope of s.45 defence in Schedule 4 
MSA due to normative constraints requires further evaluation. It is important to bear in mind what policy 
reasons might be construed as reasonably outweighing the protection of section 45. Schedule 4 MSA 
references a number of crimes where s.45 cannot be used in defence, including murder. Simply because a 
crime is severe does not mean it should automatically be excluded from access to a defence, especially 
given that slavery involves a very real and severe loss of control. Arguably, people accused of crimes such 
as murder should be able to use this defence for the purposes of realising this form of victim care, and 
ensuring that the norms around slavery are being effectively represented in the UK’s framework. Such 
crimes have a strong normative compulsion for society for there to be punishment, including issues such as 
kidnapping, piracy or nuclear terrorism.  Schedule 4 and s.45(4) highlight contrasting objectives in the 502

creation of the Act overall. With this in mind this thesis now turns to the first issues affecting the offence of 
murder. 
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7.3: Murder and unlawful killing 
 A case involving six individuals, five of whom were identified as slaves, R v Joseph is used by Lord 
Thomas CJ to establish how the UK meets the objective established by Article 26 ECAT within the common 
law; 

 “The obligation under article 26… is given effect in England and Wales through (1) the common law 
defences of duress and necessity or (2) guidance for prosecutors on the exercise of the discretion to 
prosecute… or (3) the power of the court to stay a prosecution for abuse of process.”  503

 Duress is a complicated topic, and it does not provide a clear-cut defence for victims of slavery. In R 
v Howe, three of the four individuals pled duress, essentially that the culprit was compelled to act due to fear 
of death or serious harm,  in defence to murder. Whilst the jury was permitted to consider the defence for 504

one of the defendants who had only aided and abetted, the judge directed them to not consider duress for 
the two defendants directly charged with murder. This was appealed, but it was held that the judge had taken 
the correct action, directing that the test was whether the gravity of the situation would compel a reasonable 
man to act the same way.  Reference was made to R v Graham, concerning the murder of the 505

perpetrator’s wife due to the alleged fear of his homosexual lover’s reprisal. The case explains there is a 
public policy to take a narrow approach to the defence of duress, using an objective test based on the 
reasonableness of the situation; 

 “(1) Was the defendant… impelled to act as he did because, as a result of what he reasonably 
believed [his lover] had said or done, he had good cause to fear that if he did not so act [he] would kill 
him…? (2) If so, have the prosecution made the jury sure that a sober person of reasonable firmness, 
sharing the characteristics of the defendant, would not have responded to whatever he reasonably believed 
[the lover] said or did by taking part in the killing?”  506

 It is reasonable that the avenue of duress should remain somewhat narrow given the potential for the 
abuse of defences, something the judge in Graham made sure to consider. On the other hand, the unusual 
nature of modern slavery as a scenario can be problematic. Such scenarios often have the erosion of will at 
their core due to the dominating and exploitative nature of slave relationships, whether that be via shows of 
force or via generalised abuse and mistreatment, and it can exist over long periods of time. This means it 
can be difficult to translate reasonable firmness from the Graham test to a modern slavery scenario in such a 
fashion as to fairly account for the enslaved person’s mindset. In most circumstances, bar deceit, a victim will 
likely be being coerced into performing actions with threats of violence.  

7.4: Reasonable actions and the norms of murder 
 The divide is therefore in the second part of the Graham test - would a reasonable man, also 
enslaved, be willing to kill their captor or be ordered to kill at the behest of their captor? These issues are 
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considered by Wake, outlining two example scenarios based on a report created by the US State 
Department. In the first, concerning a girl named Sanyu, the victim joins in the assault on another slave out 
of fear of, and implied orders from, her captor. This results in the other slave dying, but it is unclear who 
struck the fatal blow; 

 “To be convicted of murder, Sanyu must have intentionally assisted or encouraged [her captor] to 
act, with the requisite intent for murder. Sanyu’s foresight may provide convincing evidence she intended to 
assist or encourage [her captor] in the intentional killing…”  507

 Whilst there is no encouragement in this scenario, problems can be seen emerging already when 
observing the mere fact that Sanyu is at risk of life imprisonment, being exposed to the same punishment as 
a similar killer who had not been subject to her enslavement. Given the intent of Article 26 was to prevent the 
undue punishment of victims of slavery, this seems to be contrary to the legislative intentions behind ECAT. 
Whilst the scenario provided reads in such a fashion that conviction on the terms outlined seems unlikely, it 
could still be considered a drain on effectiveness to treat Sanyu or any real-life slave in a similar situation in 
this manner. Doing so would not actually combat the causes or effects of slavery and would be a cruel, 
potentially more cruel, response to circumstances and thus also contradict the norms around the appropriate 
treatment of victims. It would also lack a deterrent effect in the commission of the crime of murder. This said, 
the simple fact that a crime is serious enough to warrant a trial does not necessarily mean that it will result in 
a conviction. Having a trial based on the scenario provided would hopefully bring forward the evidence to 
acquit Sanyu, which would be left to the judgment of the jury on the facts, so rebalancing and reforming s.45 
and the norms it represents - those of both slavery and murder - is essential to ensuring that it is effective in 
regards to both norms by actually allowing for a more balanced trial. Even so it could be regarded as 
problematic to put a victim of slavery on trial as not only will this have an inhumane psychological effect on 
the victim, but the defences available to her are curtailed under the MSA.  
 Wake’s second scenario concerns Holly, who was ordered to slash the face of someone she had 
been pimped out to after her captor perceived her as continuing to let people underpay. Her captor made it 
clear she would be the alternative if the customer was not killed. Holly then stabbed the victim, knowing it 
would cause serious injury and this resulted in a fatality. Again, this would seemingly be easy to defend given 
the apparent duress but due to the murder charge, the s.45 MSA defence would not be available to Holly 
despite her exploitation. Wake perceives this as resulting from the stringent legal norms surrounding a crime 
like murder, something that is understandable but it is suggested it is problematic; 

 “"[l]iability goes from zero to the maximum, all depending on the victim’s physiological powers of 
recovery. This should not be the result".  The mandatory life sentence and stigmatising effect of the murder 508

conviction should elevate this type of case beyond others in terms of reform.”  509

 Dr Nicola Wake “Human trafficking and modern day slavery: when victims kill” 2017 Crim. L.R. 9 658, 661507
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 It should be noted that a good part of this quote pertains to the eggshell skull rule established in R v 
Blaue,  whereby the victim must be taken as found. In that case, the defendant was found guilty of 510

manslaughter (but not murder) after stabbing a Jehovah’s Witness despite arguing that his victim refusing a 
transfusion constituted an intervening act. In this case it could be seen that there are two conflicting 
circumstances of the rule - the client is found either dead or not dead, impacting whether the case will be 
considered murder. This immediate consideration mostly overrides the fact that Holly must be taken as she 
herself is found, as a victim of slavery. Otherwise the question posed here is one of balance. On one side, 
the normative weight attached by society and the law to homicide means there is an expectation for a 
prosecution to occur (as discussed regarding Opuz in chapter 4) so as to appropriately respond to the 
incident, both in regards to positive rights obligations and in the public interest. At the same time though it 
could be seen as unfair or unusual that a defence that operates openly for most victims of slavery does not 
cover certain offences. This is the key issue with how s.45 has been written at present, that balance has 
been given more to the norms of murder and prosecution than to those of protecting slaves from further 
harm. A rebalance is needed in this case to ensure that it is recognised there is a public interest here too, in 
preventing victims from suffering unduly. 
 This can be seen even in the prosecution guidelines issued by the CPS.  These guidelines 511

acknowledge the restriction in s.45 for crimes listed in Schedule 4. So what is the appropriate response? 
One option suggested in Joseph is for the CPS to use their powers and discretion in order to evaluate 
whether the murder prosecution should be brought forward on public interest concerns, based on the 
principle outlined in R v L. This case concerned four appeals against convictions committed by defendants 
who were identified as trafficking victims. The court held that with such cases, it was essential to give full 
credence to the victim’s circumstances as these could have a significant impact on the actual level of 
culpability; 

 “In some cases the facts will show that he was under levels of compulsion which mean that in reality 
culpability was extinguished. If so, when such cases are prosecuted, an abuse of process submission is 
likely to succeed. In other cases, more likely in the case of a defendant who is no longer a child, culpability 
may be diminished but nevertheless be significant. For these individuals prosecution may well be 
appropriate, with due allowance to be made in the sentencing decision for their diminished culpability. In yet 
other cases, the fact that the defendant was a victim of trafficking will provide no more than a colourable 
excuse for criminality which is unconnected to and does not arise from their victimisation.”  512

 This quote is key in regards to creating effective prosecution responses, and is arguably a stronger 
reflection of the issues that need to be considered than s.45 itself. While there is obvious public interest in 
investigating cases fully (as the mere existence of the norms around murder suggest) the context of the case 
needs to be considered fully at all stages of the inquiry rather than having simple blanket bans on access to 
defences or support. The judgment in R v L shows there are multiple potential factors for consideration in 
slavery-related crimes, and in order to ensure that victims are effectively treated in line with the wider norms 
these factors need to be considered fully so as to ensure they are integrated at all levels, including being in 
the minds of judges and the CPS when making these decisions. Returning to Wake’s examples, if it can be 

 R v Blaue (Robert Konrad) [1975] 1 W.L.R. 1411510
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shown there was enough loss of control or lack of foresight to indicate there would be fatal results, it may be 
regarded as appropriate for the CPS to exercise its discretion to refuse to prosecute the offending victim. 
This could be regarded as effective given that it prevents the victim from suffering undue trauma from being 
brought to trial. The issue, however, is the operation of Schedule 4 MSA in regards to murder. The norms 
around the crime, and the vindication of the murder victim seem to have been given more strength than the 
norms of protecting victims of slavery in this area of the MSA. This also prevents the CPS from fully 
exercising their discretion, given the severity attached to the issue. Reform here may be required so as to 
both allow victims their necessary protection and to ensure unlawful deaths are investigated correctly. 
 Wake also notes  the direction given in Attorney General’s Reference, a collective appeal of 513

several unified cases covering the use of staying proceedings (essentially halting a trial either temporarily or 
indefinitely) on the basis that a fair trial is impossible; 

 “In general, the test is whether the defendant has established on the balance of probabilities that a 
fair trial has become impossible.”  514

 The rarity and caution by which stays of prosecution are issued presents a conflict. To re-introduce 
Blaue, whilst there is a need to take the victim of a slave’s criminal action as they are found, it must not be 
forgotten that the slave is a victim of criminal action themselves. Furthermore, the slave is a victim of a crime 
predicated on threats and the removal of control. Proper recognition of the severity of this situation is 
important if there is to be an appropriate response to slaves compelled to homicide. In essence there is a 
difficult balancing act to perform - while the norms of murder dictate that a sufficient investigation must be 
performed, the norms of protecting slavery victims may conflict with this by requiring that the victim is not put 
through further trauma by being put on trial for an action they may have had no choice in. Wake’s concern is, 
again, the weight of the norms around unlawful killing; 

 “…it is not "inevitably hypocritical for a juror to concede that most people in the same situation, 
including the juror would have acted as the defendant did, yet still believe the actor deserved to be 
punished” … It is wrong, however, to ignore victim-perpetrator status entirely…”  515 516

 Wake proposes that the court may be of the mindset that prosecution is acceptable, despite 
recognising that the defendant ultimately acted as would be expected of any other person in their 
circumstances. In such a scenario it can be seen how a victim of slavery would still be found guilty of a 
severe crime even if they were placed into a scenario with no positive outcome. Arguably, s.45 and Schedule 
4 MSA, in preventing consideration of murder issues is an overly strong representation of the norms around 
murder, and a more controlled approach may be necessary so as to properly represent those of slavery (i.e 
by allowing consideration of cases where victims of slavery end up murdering).  For the defence to be 
considered however, there must first be action from the CPS to be bringing a case against the victim. 
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7.5: The Crown Prosecution Service, public interest and compulsion 
 In cases where there is a prosecution in spite of issues around the slavery victim’s culpability, s.45 is 
incapable of preventing prosecution, simply providing a method by which victims can be found not guilty in 
less serious types of crime. This still requires the slave to be put on trial which, as discussed in regards to 
special measures under the MSA, still carries issues in regards to the ethics of making the victim recount a 
traumatic experience, and carries the actual risk of criminal punishment. However, there is an alternative. A 
decision to not prosecute on the part of the CPS is rare, occurring in only 10% of all cases across 2019,  517

but there are circumstances where that may be the course taken, emphasising the extinguishing of 
culpability in light of public interest. The more serious an offence, the harder it is to extinguish culpability to 
the public.   518

 The CPS list two cases regarding their evaluation of the circumstances of a case, noting that there is 
still a requirement for the slavery-based relationship to take power of choice away from the victim to justify 
not prosecuting a particularly serious offence. The first of these circumstances refers to Joseph but taking 
the phrase “dominant force” mentioned both in that case and the guidelines show the original references are 
to R v L, concerning multiple appeals from individuals suspected to be victims of trafficking after criminal 
proceedings were in progress. The judge in L cites the need to seriously consider the situation of the victim 
when it comes to determining if prosecution should be pursued, noting a need for extreme caution if 
suspicions arose as that culpability could be diminished if there was genuinely no choice but to comply.  In 519

Joseph, culpability was not extinguished in some of the cases being considered on appeal and as such the 
Court held that it was permissible for these trials to have gone ahead. This was due to the involvement of the 
victims with drug trafficking which, due to the wider social issues that the crime is related to, carries a greater 
public interest burden, as would also be the case in a murder prosecution. 
 R v GS was an appeal where the claimant was originally caught smuggling in 2007, but was not 
identified as a victim of exploitation until 2015. This was important to the appeal as new guidance had been 
issued in 2013 in accordance with Article 26 ECAT. The Court felt this new guidance regarding the law was 
such a significant alteration as to conclude the law had changed. However, to obtain the exceptional leave to 
appeal the appellant sought, she would need to show an abuse of process, and the change in guidance 
alone would not necessarily meet this standard given that the process as understood in 2007 was not flawed 
then.  Even taking this change into account the appellant’s original conviction was safe due to the general 520

policy around the severity of trafficking class A drugs. In the Court of Appeal’s judgment, the judge and jury in 
the original case correctly determined the appellant to be culpable; 

 “…it cannot be said that the applicant was under such a level of compulsion that her criminality… 
was reduced to or below a point where it was not in the public interest for her to be prosecuted… we are 
unable to conclude that it would be an abuse for the applicant to be prosecuted.”  521
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 Article 26 ECAT does not provide blanket immunity to prosecution, but there is an option at the 
national level for the CPS to exercise its discretion not advance prosecution based on the public interest. The 
CPS must determine if the crime is of such severity that they are compelled to prosecute regardless of victim 
status, taking into account issues such as public interest, victim status and the severity of the actual crime. It 
is clear however a balancing exercise still needs to be performed - GS’s victim claimed that she was made to 
traffic the drugs under threats against her family, but while this was assessed by the court it was held there 
was a greater normative weight on the drugs trafficking issue.  
In regards to the cases above, the CPS is presented with a few issues. On the one hand public interest is 
high in homicide cases, even in mercy killing scenarios,  and in Wake’s examples with Sanyu and Holly 522

there may be enough evidence to prosecute both cases. Sanyu could be viewed as intending to cause harm 
via blunt force trauma, while Holly’s actions could be interpreted as intent to cause grievous bodily harm 
which is equivalent to murder in English law.   523

 However, the initial problem returns. Whilst a reasonable person accounting for the trauma of slavery 
might judge that the kicking could not have foreseeably resulted in a fatality, Sanyu is still on trial. This 
carries a starting tariff of 18 years imprisonment  which, whilst an improvement over life, still means that a 524

victim of slavery is being punished for actions they did not entirely have control over. Given defences such as 
diminished responsibility or loss of control  do not seem to have an appropriate application here (albeit with 525

some consideration for diminished responsibility due to potential impact of abuse on the victim), the norms 
regarding the investigation of murder may instead take priority over those of protecting victims, which 
damages the power of the obligations that should be upheld regarding Sanyu. As to Holly, it has been 
established that there may be no direct defence given the intent to cause grievous bodily harm constitutes 
the constructive mens rea for murder. 
 The issue then becomes one for the CPS to balance, to consider if these are appropriate 
circumstances in which to continue prosecution. The issue is, again, the weight of the norms against murder 
and rebalance is needed in order to ensure that where a case is pursued there is a genuine outweighing of 
anti-slavery norms. The CPS is, ultimately, another enforcement body by which slavery norms are given 
effect in the UK and ensuring they represent those norms is essential to effectively implement the purpose of 
s.45. Redress of the current mechanisms by which that balance is considered, however, need to be 
considered so as to only push ahead where there is evidence outweighing the discretion not to prosecute a 
victim of slavery. 

7.6 Wake’s proposition - an original defence 
 Wake, based on discussion in Joseph suggests one final approach of developing a new common law 
defence for slaves who kill. The Joint Committee on the Modern Slavery Bill proposed including loss of 
control,  the Law Commission suggested expanding duress  and Wake herself suggests an expansion to 526 527
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s.45 to try and create a new partial defence where there is a “reasonable excuse” for performing serious 
illegal acts, such as murder, under serious compulsion.  Wake finds issues with these three methods as 528

well as benefits, summarising her idea in a concluding amalgamation, whereby the prosecution would need 
to uphold burden of proof but then the defendant can, similarly to the defence of duress, use a defence 
showing that they were unable to perform any other action on the balance of probabilities.  The key 529

difference here is that this defence is tied to exploitation; 

 “The act or omission in doing or being a party to the killing must be a direct result of compulsion 
attributable to relevant exploitation. Compulsion may arise from another person or individuated 
circumstances”  530

 Wake also clarifies that the defence would be unavailable if that exploitation had been without a 
reasonable excuse to do so. For example, in L.E v Greece  it was reasonable to enter the arrangement at 
the time as it may not have originally been operating or appeared as exploitative. This is an interesting 
proposition, and it can be presumed that the quotation in the paragraph above goes back to the fundamental 
power dynamics in an exploitative relationship. Likewise, as with the examples of Holly and Sanyu, there are 
circumstances where as a result of a dominant party ordering a slavery victim to do something they may feel 
they have no choice but to comply as a result of that exploitative relationship. Wake is essentially recognising 
that due to the fundamental imbalance between slavery victims and their exploiters, extreme measures may 
need to be taken by the former to divest themselves of, or protect themselves in, the relationship and such 
measures need some recognition by the law. 
 One of the first counter arguments to consider comes from Joseph. In that case the charity 
representing the defendant argued that there was a need to expand common law duress to provide a 
defence for those found to be trafficking victims after the passing of the MSA, strictly keeping the expansion 
relevant to trafficking but providing access to s.45 for those who did not have it before. The court disagreed; 

 “What has changed is a greater understanding of the position of victims and the need in such cases 
to investigate. We see no reason to develop the law of duress in the way suggested.”  531

 A victim of slavery can be convicted and then formally recognised as a victim of slavery later. 
However, the issue folds into the wider problem presented within s.45 MSA as this ultimately means that the 
victim was convicted, punished unreasonably and then acquitted. They still had to go through the trial 
process when, considering the norms around victim care, they arguably should not have been on trial in the 
first place. This is also potentially problematic from a responsive perspective as it means that key evidence 
was overlooked during the initial trial. This could be by mistake or, as interviews with the charity Hestia with 
victims of slavery indicate, a hostile response from the police when reporting,  including potential malice. 532

Either way this does not change the fact that the authorities failed to notice the signs of slavery and was thus 
not as effective as it should have been.  
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The proposition from Wake regarding expansion of s.45 MSA to create a new defence to murder and other 
serious crimes also raises issues. Firstly, expansion is possible, recognising a change in the defendant’s 
circumstances, or how the extremity of those circumstances affects the defendant, as significant factor 
requiring consideration. Secondly the proposition may be borne out of a greater understanding of the 
position of the victims and the need to investigate. Understanding has improved, and with that greater clarity 
as to the extreme circumstances of slavery and the acts victims may find themselves compelled to perform. 
The reasoning in the original hearing of Joseph seems to allow for evolution without acting on that reasoning. 
Joseph, whilst relevant, does not automatically bar the way for Wake’s proposition. From here other issues 
that might be problematic arise, for instance, the public policy considerations favouring prosecution of 
murder offences previously outlined. Wake here seems to have overcome that issue through amalgamation, 
letting a trial still occur but creating a tenable defence. This is still a risky proposition for any victim finding 
themselves on trial as, before (or potentially after) appeal, this still puts them at risk of being incarcerated for 
actions they may have had no real control over. However, it allows the weighty issue of unlawful killing to be 
examined in court whilst still providing a valid, more defined avenue for the victim to defend themselves 
albeit with the risk of rejection of the defence by the jury on the facts. Finally the Graham test seems to be 
satisfied, albeit through moving the goalposts, allowing a wider consideration of the defendant’s 
circumstances and producing a better understanding of the compulsion. 
 However, the last part of Wake’s proposition is concerning. The example of Holly provided by Wake 
shows someone could enter a voluntary arrangement that is warped through exploitation into slavery, a 
common occurrence. In cases like Holly’s, the “reasonable excuse” element will require some strong 
clarification to avoid the jury reaching a conclusion that could be argued as inappropriate as a response to 
slavery. The ultimate issue here is that “voluntary” is a term with a lot of scope for interpretation, and it is 
important to make sure that the definitions being used are narrowed down sufficiently to avoid the proposed 
defence being too narrow. There is a similar issue with the “relevant” part of “relevant exploitation”. In Holly’s 
case it can be seen how the violent assault on a prior customer might be directly relevant to her exploitation, 
and so a connection can be made. However, this becomes tricky with the example of Sanyu where, whilst 
there was a threat from someone in a position of power, the incident described could ultimately have 
occurred outside the context of slavery as well. A new partial defence that seeks to encompass the broad 
issues around slavery will need to have defined boundaries, even if those are wide boundaries. 
 In the current definition Sanyu’s case seems too tangential to benefit from this proposed defence, 
and this is likely not Wake’s intention. It will be important therefore to make it clear how those in Sanyu’s 
position might be able to link such an event back to their exploitation in order to ensure that they benefit from 
access to defence in such a situation. The final issue concerns narrowing the terms by which the jury can 
consider compulsion. It is reasonable to narrow the evidence that can be considered to a degree, but this is 
another area that may lack definition. In Holly’s case there is calculated, albeit provoked, threat against her; 
with Sanyu the situation is perhaps not even intended by the instigating slaver to become murder; whereas 
in GS, there was a a premeditated threat against the victim’s family. This demonstrates a diverse array of 
methods to compulsion which would have to be recognised.  
 The sheer number of points that require clarification to be effective, mean that Wake’s proposed 
defence cannot become optimal without either heavy guidance from the judge or in the legislation. In both 
cases, extreme caution would be needed to prevent unintentional narrowing during the early creation of the 
defence. Only if these matters can be overcome would this defence increase the effective integration of the 
norms around protecting victims as part of the UK’s anti-slavery framework. Whilst the identification of this 
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lacuna and the proposition to fill it is admirable, this ultimately shows the need to exercise care in how that is 
done. 
 The potential scenarios of slavery and trafficking are highly varied. Case law in this thesis have seen 
lawyers, dentists and firemen complaining of exploitation. The trial may therefore be necessary to get the 
facts of what happened and reach a fair conclusion for the victim. But, again, this would still make the slavery 
victim a defendant at risk of pejorative sentencing. At minimum, if Wake’s new defence or something akin to 
it were not implemented, then a slavery victim who commits a crime should be considered for leniency in 
sentencing, regardless of the limitations of s.54 and Schedule 4. There is some evidence this has already 
been addressed in the legal field of domestic abuse. Section 55 Coroners and Justice Act 2009 provides the 
defence of loss of control for murder. However, s.55 limits the validity of the trigger to fear of serious violence 
against them or another person.  Whilst this has the ability to help slaves who commit violence against 533

their owners, it does not help discharge the issues presented in Wake’s examples against third parties, 
although it does present something that could potentially be adapted for future use. There are signs from 
legislation around domestic abuse of a re-evaluative approach. Lomas v Parle considers whether the 
sentence imposed for breaching non-molestation orders was too lenient, the court finding this to be the case; 

 “The two breaches in respect of which he was sentenced were both individually extremely sinister in 
their presentation and implication. We are of the opinion that a sentence of less than ten month's 
imprisonment would have been unduly lenient.”  534

 This re-evaluation could be favourable to victims of slavery, allowing consideration of the severity of 
their situation to be properly evaluated and the emotional consequences given consideration. But as 
considered earlier, this would involve finding the victim guilty or putting them on trial in the first place, which 
again raises the questions of ethical treatment of victims of slavery. Another abuse case, R v Moore, raised 
concerns about the extent to which cases were being handled correctly. Despite the abuser having poured 
petrol over the victim and then threatened her with a blowtorch; 

 “How anyone thinks that is a section 39 [of the Magistrates’ Courts Act,  which governed the ability 535

to remit cases to another magistrate before repeal] is beyond me. If it had been properly charged… my own 
view is that that itself would have come very close to the threshold for dangerous offender sentences but we 
are not in that league for reasons which I do not understand in this case.”  536

 Domestic abuse has several relevant parallels that can be drawn to modern slavery, including issues 
with the law in both fields. Present are both limitations to defences, re-evaluations after the harm has already 
occurred and limitations in the sentencing guidelines that prevent the legal system from effectively handling 
the types of cases they are presented with. However, a defence written in statue cannot fully overcome the 
issues that are presented here, even with permission for judges to take more liberal interpretations. 
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7.7: Conclusions 
 In chapter 5 mention was made of how by adopting the hostile environment policy the UK had 
compromised the inverse pyramid framework by preventing the norms of slavery from reaching throughout 
the entire structure. A similar issue can be seen in relation to s.45 which  was created to provide slavery 
victims with a defence to criminal action, yet Schedule 4 denies access for serious offences. The obligation 
to prosecute the serious crime of murder is contrasted with the lack of consideration for the scenario that 
lead to the unlawful killing. The supposed understanding of the status of modern slavery victims mentioned in 
Joseph as a justification for not advancing the defence has instead prevented future development despite 
understanding of the impact of the circumstances of slavery. In the course of this chapter it seems that there 
is only one actual argument in favour of continuing the current trend and that is the normative weight 
attached to murder. In the prospective scenarios proposed by Wake, both of the victims have a variety of 
defences that are frustrated in some fashion. It could be considered a failure to meet the standard of Article 
26 ECAT on the protection of victims of slavery, and thus represents a failure to make this part of the 
framework effective. 
 Section 45 covers a number of issues, reflecting on two sets of legal norms at the same time. There 
is a need to balance the norms of investigating and prosecuting serious crimes such as murder with those of 
protecting and caring for victims of slavery. In this particular case, it seems that the normative weight 
attached by society to certain crimes is the main factor in reducing the ability of s.45 to reach and empower 
the victims who need it. A radical approach may not be needed to give victims access to some form of 
defence, but reform is needed to ensure that victims of slavery are also receiving the protection they 
deserve. Effectiveness in regards to slavery means reflecting norms around care as well as prosecution, and 
where those norms are not being given full effect there is a need to justify that balance. Like with other areas 
of the UK’s anti-slavery framework there is a recalcitrance to implement the factors from the top of the 
inverse pyramid down to the bottom and to give norms full effect at the national level, meaning that the 
framework as a whole is compromised by a failure to reach “all the way down” in respect to victim rights. 
Section 45 is, as a result, something of a reflection of the MSA and the UK’s framework as a whole - while 
there are strong ideas in the development, the actual execution or rather, the implementation of international 
slavery norms, perhaps requires further development in order to ensure it accurately reflects both the norms 
and the issues that victims of slavery face.  
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8: Section 54 

8.1.1: Introduction 
 The final significant advancement introduced by the MSA can be found in s.54, which concerns 
major international companies and the risk of using slave labour in their supply chains; 

 “A commercial organisation… must prepare a slavery and human trafficking statement for each 
financial year of the organisation …if it supplies foods or services, and has a turnover of no less than an 
amount prescribed by regulations made by the secretary of state.”  537

 Section 54 applies to companies that that operate in the UK in some capacity, regardless of where in 
the world they were actually formed,  and the threshold set by the Secretary of State is currently £36 538

million turnover or higher.  The principal tool is the requirement that companies of a certain size publish 539

reports as to their actions in preventing slavery in their supply chains. The contents of these reports have the 
potential to be quite comprehensive, allowing several optional elements to be included such as; 

 “…[the organisation’s] business and its supply chains; its policies in relation to slavery and human 
trafficking… its effectiveness in ensuring that slavery and human trafficking is not taking place in its business 
or supply chains, measured against such performance indicators as it considers appropriate…”  540

 In this chapter, consideration shall be given to exactly how comprehensive the reporting 
requirements should be in order to give full effect to the norms that the MSA represents. Examination shall 
also be briefly given as to the nature of “doing nothing”, reporting nothing and whether or not such behaviour 
is reconcilable with an effective slavery response. It should be noted this is not strictly an obligation under 
international law, instead being an advancement of UK and other domestic laws. However, there is some 
room to argue that this is still a reflection of international standards of effectiveness given the importance 
placed on taking positive steps to combat slavery, particularly at the regional level of the inverse pyramid. 
 The introduction of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) principles means s.54 functions in a 
decentralised fashion, relying on companies to act, rather than on government intervention. This accounts for 
the varying needs of corporations alongside shifting of responsibility from the government to independent 
actors. This decentralisation is arguably necessary given the varying needs and functions of corporations 
with an obligation to report, so creating a dynamic response to the needs of corporations and the dynamic 
nature of slavery practices. This chapter will consider several elements the first of which will be the California 
Transparency in Supply Chains Act 2010, a precursor to the MSA in this field, for comparison and 
consideration on how the MSA has advanced from this original legislation. From there the chapter will move 
to more direct examination of s.54 regarding how reports are made and considering the details that can be 
provided or omitted. 
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 In this chapter, examination of Ayres and Braithwaite’s inverse pyramid will be focused on the larger 
two base sections of the inverse pyramid, being self-regulation both enforced and unenforced. These are 
flexible, capable of being tailored to the company, and creating two levels of enforcements arising from the 
state and public interest.  The various parts of the inverse pyramid interact with each other, with the 541

enforceability of regulation at the bottom being looser than that toward the top, which the thesis has inverted 
to call attention to how anti-slavery regulation starts normative and theoretical before descending to more 
actualised, encoded responses. In implementing s.54 reports, it will be demonstrated that companies are 
responding to national level, state-led compulsion on the content of reports, but the looser, general norms 
against slavery in responding to public opinion about the use of slavery in their supply chains. This creates a 
self-regulatory environment that had not previously existed in relation to slavery.  
 The ultimate objective of this chapter is to examine whether the reporting system that s.54 creates is 
actually effective for the purposes of suppressing slavery in supply chains. The more issues that are found 
with the system, such as a lack of encouragement to take steps, the more the use of this method by the MSA 
may be considered flawed. The discussion is focused on the actions of legitimate corporations. While s.54 
may not suppress illegal forms of industry, such as trafficking of slave labour, it is apparent from how s.54 
was structured and within the wider MSA, that other sections or legislation within the legal framework were 
intended to handle illegal industries. 

8.1.2: Regulatory systems 
 Section 54 highlights Multi-National Corporations (MNCs) must take some caution and responsibility 
(albeit not outright liability) for subsidiary or associate actions using exploited labour, given that the main 
company ultimately profits from it. Ireland argues that CSR policies accrue reputational benefits to 
companies  which are essentially an increased form of self-regulation for the purposes of a corporation 542

giving benefits to society. Nissen provides some insight onto how the European Commission, the executive 
branch of the European Union, has reflected on CSR; 

 “CSR is understood as "the responsibility of enterprises for their impacts on society’. More 
specifically, the Commission indicated that "a smart mix of voluntary policy measures and, where necessary, 
complementary regulation' would be required to implement CSR, including "business and human rights' 
measures”  543

 An increased demand for accountability and a greater desire to invest ethically has thus made public 
reporting valuable. Humanistic and pragmatic consequences such as legal damages or loss of value can 
result from a poor report on an MNC’s actions, whereas companies stand to benefit alongside wider society 
where reporting compels them to take action. The reporting measures lain out in s.54 can therefore result in 
compulsion toward CSR-related change. Presenting a poor public image can damage most companies, and 
so there is a desire to regulate internally to be seen in a positive light. However, some external compulsion is 
necessary to control what information is published. Section 54 is one of these enforced self-regulation 
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requirements, with both greater punishments above (including the imposition of duties via court ) and 544

rewards below (improved public perception). It should be noted that smaller companies, not meeting the 
threshold, can still voluntarily issue a report.  
As to the contents of the report, these can include the steps taken to ensure that all parts of the supply chain 
are clear of slavery in detail or a statement that no steps were taken.  In regards to the latter point, it has 545

been rather difficult to find reports to this effect as presumably most corporations either do not consider the 
reputational damage viable or are not big enough for mandatory reporting. The MSA seems to permit a fairly 
liberal response as to how slavery statements are issued. A company may state that they have taken no 
actions at all in their report. There is a loose definition of “any part of its own business” that has the potential 
to give rise to s.54 operation outside of UK territory. Examining s.54’s terminology as part of the UK’s anti-
slavery framework is important not only to determine if it is effective in preventing slavery but also to consider 
possibly unforeseen legal impacts that could interfere with effective operation. 

8.1.3: California Transparency in Supply Chains Act 2010 
 Prior to the MSA, the closest piece of related UK legislation can be found in the Companies Act 
2006, which includes a specific obligation when making strategic reports to include relevant information 
about human rights issues as relevant to the company in question.  However, after the need to reform the 546

Coroners and Justice Act to better protect against slavery (see Chapter 5) the focal point seems to have 
shifted from the Companies Act to the MSA. The California Transparency in Supply Chains Act 2010,  was 547

an important precursor to s.54, evidenced in Parliamentary discussion of the MSA’s draft Bill; 

 “The effectiveness of the Government’s proposals will also depend on what the statutory guidelines 
say about the information that should be disclosed. The Government have said that their proposals will have 
similarities to the California Transparency in Supply Chains Act, but we do not yet know how specific the 
Government will be in respect of the disclosure requirements”  548

 As such it is important to consider the various differences present in the Californian Act. One key 
difference example is the difference in markets between California and the UK. This can be seen when 
considering the threshold for reporting in the Californian Act, $100 million annual gross.  At the current 549

economic conversion rates, $100m comes to approximately £76m ($1.31 per £1 ), a significant difference. 550

It would appear that the UK’s threshold is easier to reach in terms of the point at which mandatory reporting 
is required. It could be said that due to the lower threshold, the MSA would increase the amount of reporting 
potentially resulting in a general improvement in the overall quality of reports available given both the need to 
reduce slavery and increase overall anti-slavery strength in the UK. However, the UK hosts several major 
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MNCs in its own right, being considered a major financial capital. Even ignoring this there is the matter of 
s.54(12) MSA, which states that reports must be made by; 

 “…a body corporate (wherever incorporated) which carries on a business, or part of a business, in 
any part of the United Kingdom…” 

 It is the “part of a business” phrase that is important. Essentially companies not registered in the UK 
are still subject to s.54 if part of that company operates in the UK. As an example, electronic entertainment 
company Activision Blizzard are headquartered in Santa Monica, California, but they are obliged to put out a 
statement; 

 “Although not all Activision Blizzard group companies… are subject to the [MSA], we take a 
collective, global approach to our human rights obligations, and the measures listed below for the Company 
are applicable to the ABK UK businesses.”  551

 Activision Blizzard seem to be operating on the assumption that they do have an obligation due to 
where their business takes place and are thus taking the necessary steps to try an fulfil their obligations.  
 Practice under the Californian Act illustrates the limits of the reporting mechanism. In the case of 
Barber  it was alleged the Nestlé corporation had used Thai fish collected by slaves. In that case, the 552

action was dismissed because Nestlé had complied with the most basic level of reporting under the 
Californian Act. Okoye explains that this could present a problem for properly enabling anti-slavery norms as 
simply publishing a statement is enough to comply.  Barber is important for several reasons. Simply 553

meeting the reporting requirements is all that was necessary to be compliant. Whilst this may be acceptable 
for smaller companies, an MNC like Nestlé presents a serious problem for the purposes of combatting 
slavery if they are refusing to take steps to prevent it in their supply chains. This damages the effectiveness 
the Californian Act for the purposes of combatting slavery. In order to develop beyond this issue s.54 needed 
to be able to compel a greater reaction from MNCs by ensuring that the reporting mechanisms present in 
s.54 are not just minimum requirements. This will be a key metric for judging the effectiveness of s.54, 
developing beyond the Californian precursor legislation into something more effective and responsive.  
 It will also be important for Barber to be considered in light of where reporting standards lie. Similar 
to the monetary reporting threshold above, if the UK is taking a stricter approach than California such an 
approach may not be automatically stronger when considering how the harsh functioning of the criminal 
elements of the MSA, as well as the political issues around the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner’s 
office. The Secretary of State’s personal evaluation of s.54’s response to non-compliance and how the 
differences between varying types of MNCs are evaluated is therefore important for the purposes of checking 
that the response in place is properly effective rather than either overly lax or strict. 
 Some of the foundations for s.54 are clearly present in the Californian Act. In drafting the MSA, Lord 
Alton calls to improve on the Californian Act, particularly concerning a lack of reporting requirements, and a 
centralised reporting database: 
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 “In a letter to the Minister, the Californian organisation ‘Not For Sale’ said that the failure in California 
to create a centralised repository has made it “difficult to know which companies need to comply with the law, 
and which do not”. In another letter, the ‘Californian Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking’ says that the 
failure to make a provision of this sort has weakened the effectiveness of their legislation. Let us not make 
the same mistake.”  554

 In order to understand whether section 54 is a greater development on the Californian Act, closer 
examination needs to be given to the modern slavery reports produced by major companies. This will allow 
greater understanding of how this mechanism is used to try and improve the UK’s anti-slavery framework 
and allow evaluation of its effectiveness. 

8.2: Publication of reports 
 Once the contents of a report have been determined, there are requirements as to their publication. 
Section 54(8) MSA states that if an organisation does not have a website the ability to request a copy within 
the month must be in place, whilst probably the more common approach, under s.54(7), is publication on the 
company’s website, accessible via a link from that site’s home or landing page. To borrow a relatively close 
example, scrolling to the bottom of the front page for the University of Manchester  gives you a clear link 555

that will take you to a page that archives yearly copies of the University’s statements.  It should be pointed 556

out that the legislation only requires that the link is placed “in a prominent place on that website's 
homepage”.  This means that the actual appearance of said link can vary, usually in accordance with the 557

site aesthetics - the University uses a simple grey text of average size, Lloyds Banking Group has a 
dedicated text box with an image.  Apple meanwhile use a similar style to the University of Manchester, but 558

the link is written as “supplier responsibility” instead.  559

 Whilst this is a technically accurate description of the intent behind s.54, this does serve to obfuscate 
the location of the statement somewhat, which can be a problem with potentially multiple organisations. This 
is one potential flaw of s.54 in that there is some leeway to allow for a potentially hidden approach, meeting 
the technical requirements but not being fully in line with the spirit of the law. This can be problematic for 
individuals trying to evaluate a company’s position as a result, dampening s.54’s effect. Even so, the 
reporting principles have resulted in new actions being taken by companies required to report under them, 
which increases full-inverse pyramid integration of anti-slavery norms by bringing them down to a sub-
governmental level, compelling interaction and integration from these companies.  

8.2.1: Strategies adopted in developing reports 
 Whilst the proof provided by MNCs should be taken cautiously, parts of their reports do highlight a 
commitment to examining issues of slavery where they occur. The flexibility of the reporting mechanism 
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essentially allows the reporting company to define the contents of the report. Section 54 uses “may” as the 
contingent term to a lot of the subsections regarding the nature of what is to be included in the reports, in 
particular s.54(5) which lists the type of content that can, but does not have to be, included. Abuse of this 
flexibility may create substandard reports, and thus damage the actual usefulness of the reporting system, 
but it also allows companies to respond to the issues in their particular industry. The unusual challenges 
presented in getting an appropriate report compiled have prompted companies to develop new research 
tools for the purpose of ensuring accurate reports, which in turn can lead to greater benefits. 
 Apple, for example, outline how they have been attempting to tackle debt bondage through 
recruitment fees, including identifying geographic factors relevant to slavery and putting in protective policies 
in those regions.  This indicates an awareness by companies of more complex slavery issues like debt 560

bondage and an attempt to overcome the Ireland-style relative distance governance gap by instituting 
geography-specific solutions. Apple here examines both the symptoms of slavery and gives consideration to 
the cause. These programmes help to correct governance gaps by allowing the companies the leeway to try 
and handle relevant governance gaps, sub-devolving responsibility to try and effectively implement norms. 
Again, caution must be taken not to take these statements too much at face value. To give them optimistic 
consideration however would imply that companies more attentive to the CSR values that underline s.54 are 
taking comprehensive steps to handle issues causing slavery in their supply chains rather than just reporting 
evidence of slavery, a more effective approach to handling the problem by tackling the source. The 
University of Manchester presents a similar idea which can be used to illustrate how companies can help to 
integrate anti-slavery norms in reporting on their supply chain. The University reached out to their suppliers 
through an online survey in order to build a wider picture, publishing the results in publicly available 
reports.  Furthermore; 561

 “Each and every supplier is encouraged to share with us details of the impacts arising from their 
business activities, including slavery within their supply chains. This provides an opportunity for them to tell 
us how they are addressing these issues.”  562

 Companies taking a more in-depth approach to s.54 may be willing to develop new tools for taking 
account of slavery in their supply chains. Whilst is it critical that these tools are used to account for slavery 
and not promotional pieces for the company, the development of new methods for the purpose of finding out 
more information about the contents of an MNC’s supply chains and tackling problematic areas regarding 
slavery is still a useful step. Not only do such efforts help the company developing the tools to present a 
report that appears to be more valid in regards to the contents, but doing so may help other companies or 
even governing bodies understand better the types of tool they need to report on slavery in their supply 
chains. The Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner seems to have agreed, putting out a call for a central 
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modern slavery report database  that, as of 2021, has been opened for perusal to enable a greater sharing 563

of reports and practices. Hopefully such a move will have a threefold effect of countering supply chain 
slavery, developing new tools to provide insight into how slavery can arise and presenting a positive public 
image for the company. There is also some useful flexibility here given that the examples considered are 
radically different in their form. 

8.2.2. Impacts of reporting 
 Reporting measures can compel action. The negative reporting that companies can receive from an 
incident (even those unrelated to slavery) can result in damage to their market share and profits. Given this 
is undesirable, many companies already feel compelled to come into line with CSR principles so as to garner 
positive press whilst avoiding negatives, for example, the criticism fashion retailer BooHoo received in 
response to a report in 2020 concerning several slavery violations in their supply chain.  Reporting under 564

s.54 adds to this pressure given that reports (either under the MSA obligation or through third parties) have 
the potential to cause serious reputational and subsequent economic harm to non-compliant companies. 
Wen explains this principle in light of CSR concepts; 

 “By opening their affairs and placing them under market and public scrutiny, it is more difficult for a 
commercial organization to deny its own tor overlook its own idleness, thereby obliquely facilitating 
enhancement of human rights protection at the institutional level.”  565

 Chijoke-Oforji also highlights a positive aspect of how reporting can help a company, suggesting 
“race to the top” where companies become more competitive in order to comply with CSR principles and 
improve their public image.  Due to the risk of court action from the Secretary of State for non-compliance, 566

responses where one claims they will simply try to do better without actually implementing a response have 
the potential to result in retribution.  
 When weighed with Chijoke-Oforji’s comments, the market is indirectly used as the control 
mechanism for regulating industries rather than direct government control, using economic instruments and 
the public as the tools of regulation instead of through direct legislation. Whilst it is debatable how much 
tighter regulation would create better compliance among more recalcitrant companies, it does reflect the 
unenforceable elements of s.54, and comparative lack of depth in definition of obligations compared to, for 
example, Part I MSA covering criminal offences. However, Choudhury argues that the positive outcomes 
seem to be occurring, with “significant progress” being made.  Whilst it is important that signs of effort are 567

being clearly recorded in MNCs’ annual reports, it would not be fair to that company to punish them for a 
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genuine mistake compared to consistent violation of s.54 principles. Differentiating between willful non-
compliance and a failure of monitoring can often be difficult. In such a case, a universal baseline would 
arguably be unhelpful as an inflexible measure would create a black-and-white divide between compliance 
and non-compliance. There is an argument that the pressure to avoid being found implicit in slavery in the 
public eye is enough of a threat for a company to comply. However, arguably a stronger measure would be to 
actually ensure that that there are clearer mandatory guidelines defining the scope of reporting. 
 It is voluntary to issue a statement for companies below the turnover threshold, yet as considered 
previously, a good statement can be a positive message as much as it indicates that company is taking steps 
to counter slavery. Several companies under the threshold are listed on the modern slavery statement 
registry and have issued reports.  This approach allows smaller companies to gain the public benefits of 568

issuing statements and, in companies more at risk of slavery, such as clothing suppliers, the reporting 
process helps increase vigilance whilst gathering the information. This helps increase overall anti-slavery 
effectiveness by reinforcing supply chains regardless of size. However, several of the companies that report 
under the threshold have not answered some of the questions, making it difficult to determine the actual 
normative effectiveness of the reporting process. While this is potentially a cost-cutting measure, it raises the 
issue of what the actual data should contain and serves to muddy attempts to collect this data together. 
 There are credible benefits to reporting. Chijoke-Oforji’s concept of a race to the top seems to 
indicate that through positive economic instruments it is possible to indirectly used the market as an 
enforcement tool, rewarding compliance with a stronger share. Section 54 is a form of indirect action which, 
whilst unorthodox, does seem to be reflective of the concerns relevant to MNC and encourages elimination 
of slavery by the state by helping so that the norms at the top of the inverse pyramid hierarchy can be acted 
upon by organisations that, while big are perhaps the closest to combatting the issue of slavery as supply 
chains are increasingly global. The translation from norm to legislation here is somewhat loose, but in a way 
that allows for an appropriate response to be developed, thus allowing for more flexible and broader 
application. 

8.2.3: Issues with reporting 
 There are several issues with the reporting process. The Home Office informed seventeen thousand 
businesses to be more open in their reporting standards. To be precise, companies that needed to issue a 
statement but had not done so needed to file a report or risk further reprisals.  This original demand was 569

borne out of a concern for the fact that it was estimated only 60 percent of businesses over the threshold 
were actually complying with the reporting requirements by fully reporting on all the appropriate information 
listed under s.54. In November 2018, the Business and Human Rights Resource Center (an NGO examining 
human rights issues in international businesses, henceforth the BHRRC) published a report where, after 
measuring reporting compliance over wide fields including due diligence and training, most major MNCs 
ended up scoring poorly in regards to the usefulness of reporting.  The BHRRC’s scoring system is relied 570

upon by the government, having been invited to assist with the consultation on improving s.54 after the 
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publication of the Independent Review in May 2019.  The BHRRC indicated that little change had been 571

made since the initial demand for more openness was issued; 

 “While [the MSA] has contributed to greater awareness of modern slavery in companies’ supply 
chains, a number of companies are approaching their obligations as a mere tick-box exercise, and it is 
estimated around 40 per cent of eligible companies are not complying with the legislation at all.”  572

 Given the context of the report it would seem that this means the BHRRC believes some companies 
are either failing to report outright, or are not meeting the minimum requirements needed to give all the 
necessary information. Caution does need to be taken. The lack of detail within s.54 may have resulted in 
some of these reports being flawed by confusion rather than through malice. 40 percent is a significant 
minority and suggests that s.54 is not operating to the full effect that it should. When considering what could 
allow both confused and deliberate non-compliance, one point to consider is the relatively open-ended 
terminology of s.54 which lacks compulsion to meet the intended requirements. The reporting requirements 
at s.54(5) are optional in nature with the only obligation being that a report exists rather than specifying what 
must be in it, allowing for companies to report on only what they feel is necessary and thus draw attention 
away from problematic areas. Wen explains; 

 “…businesses’ incentive and performance in tackling modern slavery is unlikely to be significantly 
altered by a statutory requirement to disclose when they still have control of the content and extent of 
disclosure, rendering the symbolic significance of this legislative mode far in excess of its practical impact.’  573

 For example, under s.54(6)(a): 

 “A slavery and human trafficking statement… must be approved by the board of directors (or 
equivalent management body) and signed by a director (or equivalent)…” 

 As mentioned, the reporting mechanism is intended to have two benefits. The first is the prevention 
of slavery, in line with the rest of the MSA, whilst the second is that a good report can act as a positive 
advertisement for the company. However, s.54(6) is one of the more open parts of the Act given that while a 
report must be issued, the contents of that report are entirely up to the discretion of the company. When 
combining s.54(5) with s.54(6) above a problem emerges whereby the people who ultimately decide what 
goes into a modern slavery report are the same people who have a vested interest in presenting themselves 
as well as possible. While a blatantly untrue report would likely be quickly exposed, s.54(5-6) allows for the 
directors of an MNC to be more economical with the truth, which has the potential to create a report that 
does not fully illuminate the issues that need to be confronted to counter slavery. This drains effectiveness by 
allowing exploitation to continue whilst potentially preventing proper investigation from UK authorities based 
on the report.  
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 Whilst ss.54(9) and (10) allow the Secretary of State to impose requirements under s.54(5) on the 
content be included in the report, the lack of coercive language in these sections through the use of “may” 
belies a lack of apparent enforcement. The Independent Review of the implementation of s.54 recommends 
arguably the simplest course of action, changing the language in s.54(5) to make those sections 
compulsory.  The Report also suggests guidance be issued so as to create minimum standards for the 574

information in each section, although at the time of writing these suggestions have not been implemented. 
Prima facie this does seem like a reasonable response. By taking the power to determine the content of the 
report away from those with an interest in seeing it reflect them best, s.54(6) loses power in favour of s.54(5) 
becoming a source of outside pressure for MNCs. This would in theory compel these companies to create 
statements that better reflect reality, in turn strengthening s.54’s effectiveness through compelling action 
based on the contents of said reports.  
 Such a process however still carries potential problems. As mentioned above the context for 
reporting by the University of Manchester are not the same for Lloyds Bank. Not every field under s.54(5) 
can be properly reported on by one company because they may not need to cover all the requirements in 
depth, or perhaps choose not to, as Wen argues. This guidance would need to be implemented in a fashion 
so as to avoid any undue stigma being attached to issuing an explanation for why a specific heading or issue 
is not applicable to their business. Whilst s.54 would be functioning correctly if a company that should be 
issuing such information is punished for such a statement, harming a company with a valid excuse damages 
effectiveness by harming an innocent. There is also the matter of how stringent these reporting guidelines 
should be. It is important that these guidelines are extensive enough that they can be informative whilst also 
being practical to fulfil. This is a complex ruleset to implement. As such there may not be a simple solution to 
completely preventing the abuse of s.54(6), although a harder law approach may be needed rather than the 
current model. 
 This is not to say that outside compulsion does not exist around s.54. The principal body for ensuring 
that a report is compliant is the Secretary of State, who is capable of bringing injunctions against a company  
under s.54(11), although it is unclear if this option has been leveraged. This could be seen in the threats of 
further action from October 2018 mentioned above, where the Secretary of State mandated the publication 
of reports from companies that had not complied. There are some issues here, one of which is that this 
power should perhaps be under the office of the Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner (IASC) as a 
dedicated authority, although it could be argued that the Secretary’s more expansive office has more power 
to leverage in regards to bringing cases.  Even so this still serves to weaken the IASC further (see Chapter 
6). Furthermore this does not discharge the issue of passivity that seems to be present, suggesting an 
apparent lack of willingness to intervene by the Secretary of State.  The penalty would be to be “named 575

and shamed”, rather than to take any action, with the motivation that indirect market forces would be the 
ultimate punishing force. This may be ideal given that this is essentially enforced self-regulation, where the 
MNCs named will need to correct their behaviour in order to reclaim their market share. Indeed, a lack of 
state intervention may be seen as a positive given the rarity of such intervention in the inverse pyramid 
model as the capstone. There would be direct action from the government to compel CSR compliance, 
resulting in overall improvements to the framework without having to take legal action against a large number 
of non-compliant companies. But without the weight from the top, there is less strength in the lower, self-
regulatory layers. Without perceived threat of punishment, s.54 may be weakened. Backirci and Ritchie also 
note that a non-compliant company, in conjunction with s.54(6), may lose opportunities for government 
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contracts.  It is therefore obviously in the interests of many relevant MNCs to ensure that they have a 576

statement that makes them useful to the government.  
 The Independent Review report also highlights one more point which is both a problem and a 
solution; 

 “There is no public body in charge of monitoring compliance with section 54, as government 
intended the public, investors and NGOs to take that role. We have heard that monitoring would carry more 
weight if it was conducted by a public organisation […] We recommend that the Independent Anti-Slavery 
Commissioner should monitor compliance and report annually.”  577

 The IASC was created with the purpose of issuing guidance (see Chapter 6 section 6.3) relating to 
slavery and indeed s.41 MSA allows for them to issue guidance on best practice. They occupy a position 
“around” the regulatory inverse pyramid, punishing deviancy and rewarding compliance, but the IASC 
currently has no formal role in relation to monitoring compliance with s.54. The power has instead been 
assigned to the Secretary of State. This reduces the integration of international norms in that not only has the 
IASC’s position been potentially compromised as a result of contrary political intent, but the powers to 
intervene regarding noncompliant MNCs has been given to a non-independent body. The matter should 
arguably rest with the IASC since the Commissioner’s office is a specialised body dedicated to handling 
slavery and ideally is better suited to handle s.54 requirements than the broader apparatus under the 
Secretary of State. It would therefore be more useful to assign resources to the IASC.  
The Independent Review also advises a more heavy-handed approach. This includes recommendations 
such as amending the Companies Act to include references to s.54 as well as granting greater powers to the 
IASC. Some of these recommendations are rather strong, outright suggesting disqualification of the 
company’s board members for failure to report.  Caution does need to be taken on how extreme these 578

measures go. Such actions outright “pierce the veil” around corporate personalities to target individuals.  
Whilst such a measure may be useful to the IASC or Home Office for the purposes of punishing or 
preventing unacceptable statements, such a power should arguably be kept in reserve.  
 The final concern is the problem of relying on indirect market forces. This was arguably one of the 
key ideas behind the functioning of the Californian Act, and one point that should have been improved upon. 
In 2018 the BHRRC, through a sub-organisation known as the Modern Slavery Index, in evaluating 
companies trading on the FTSE 100 Index regarding their statements. Focusing on factors such as due 
diligence, risk assessment and their own interpretation of sufficiently integrated norms, the thresholds a 
company uses in regards to measuring their own responses to slavery, the BHRRC noted that the final 
results appeared to average around 31%  overall. For example, in the BHRRC’s initial 2016 evaluation of 579

the response to s.54 by the outsourcing company Capita, it was noted as having no statement in regards to 
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effective responses.  In 2017, in guidance compiled in collaboration with another NGO, the CORE coalition, 580

and published on the Home Office’s guidance for businesses page,  Capita was again an example of poor 581

practice when it came to effective responses given the procedures it appeared to be lacking; 

 “Capita’s statement refers to contractor obligations to uphold human rights and labour standards, yet 
it does not provide evidence of an effective intelligence gathering process to allow the company to implement 
safeguards or foresee risks, or examples of its response to modern slavery risks.”  582

 There are two potential reasons for this, one being not enough time had been given for Capita to 
overhaul their business. However, there is possible alternative which is that Capita felt they did not need to 
change. The problem with modern slavery statements is that they lack publicity which, especially in regards 
to companies that do not received a lot of publicity in general, can prevent the public from fully receiving the 
information necessary for reputational damage to occur. Strategic reports under the Companies Act can 
contain other reports such as environmental or employee equality reports.  The wide number of reports 583

available can draw attention away from modern slavery statements as a result. It is also possible that the 
company may be in such a position that what they provide is relatively unique or perceived as superior, 
preventing major losses in market share as customers are still willing to work with them. The fundamental 
issue here however, is that the free market is not reliable as an enforcement tool promoting norms. The 
overly hands-off approach taken by the UK regarding s.54 has resulted in a lack of effectiveness in regards 
to implementing appropriate policies and legislation to regulate this area.  
Unfortunately correcting such an issue may not be simple. The only way to ensure that s.54 is working 
correctly is by reaching the widest audience possible. Even with greater education the free market alone 
unreliable as a tool. Increased oversight from the IASC is needed to ensure s.54 is effective. This is not 
helped by a lack of support in regards to specialist bodies such as the IASC, as Tuck and Bentham have 
concluded, there are several areas where the government appears to be neglecting to support the IASC and 
the guidance it can issue against companies not conforming to s.54. Looking at evidence provided by an 
NGO named FLEX, they explain; 

 “(i) FLEX points to the fact that the Government has not committed to automatically banning any 
company which does not comply with section 54 from winning public contracts; (ii) the organisation suggests 
that sanctions for non-compliance "appear to have been kicked into the long-grass"; and (iii) FLEX highlights 
the fact that the Government has not committed to removing the clause that allows companies to report that 
they have taken no steps.”  584

 Modern Slavery Index FTSE 100 at the starting line (Business & Human Rights Resource Center, 2-8 580

Scrutton Street 2016) / <https://www.business-humanrights.org/sites/default/files/documents/
FTSE%20100%20Modern%20Slavery%20Act.pdf> [Accessed 30/04/20], page 11

 Home Office “Slavery and Human Trafficking in supply chains: Guidance for businesses” <https://581

www.gov.uk/government/publications/transparency-in-supply-chains-a-practical-guide> [Accessed 30/04/20]

 CORE Coalition Modern Slavery Reporting - Weak and notable practice (CORE coalition, The Foundry 582

2017) / <https://corporate-responsibility.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Core_ExamplesFINAL.pdf> 
[Accessed 30/04/20], page 6
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 Tuck and Bentham examine the government rejection of a consultation calling for the better 
development of practices around slavery statements, highlighting that the government consultations and 
reforms, although beneficial, seem to lack ambition.  585

 To conclude, s.54 has a variety of issues that need to be overcome due to potential within the Act not 
being fully utilised. Increasing the IASC’s powers, decreased company board meddling and a move from 
relying overly on indirect market forces via economic instruments as regulators are needed in order to make 
modern slavery reports more effective. While such a hands off approach does reduce logistical issues for the 
UK government and is perhaps a necessary reflection on the flexibility that needs to be taken given the 
diverse nature of MNCs, without a more concrete approach it may be difficult to guarantee that the normative 
values of the anti-slavery framework fully reach down to this level, which in turn damages the effectiveness 
of the UK’s framework by causing more potential lacunas for slavery to occur. 

8.2.4: Conclusions on reporting and s.54 
 The reporting mechanisms created by the MSA are a novel advancement and a greater compulsion 
has been placed on the MNCs themselves to take responsibility and invest in altering and improving their 
supply chains so as to both correct slavery whilst alleviating the government of some of the effort. However, 
the BHRRC notes that; 

 “Three years on, most companies still publish generic statements committing to fight modern slavery, 
without explaining how. Sadly, only a handful of leading companies have demonstrated a genuine effort in 
their reporting to identify and mitigate risks”  586

 If s54 is to be made more effective, a tighter mechanism of state control is needed given that the 
current loose, market-reliant system lacks incentive to comply. However, an overly tight system risks 
punishing companies that cannot comply or make mistakes, which would damage the effectiveness of s.54. 
Corporations are somewhat paradoxical in relation to the inverse pyramid theory, essentially being private 
parties with potentially international reach and thus existing at both the narrow end of the inverse pyramid 
while also having an impact on the higher parts. This is not to say that theory should be discounted though, 
as their ultimate legal persona rests toward the bottom when considering the UK’s legislative powers in that 
corporations within the scope of the national legislature. The issue is in respecting a diverse set of 
businesses that can be in and of themselves broad. But with the legal persona of the company, acting as a 
potential “anchor” point for legislation it would make sense to potentially construct the legislation in a 
narrower (or, perhaps, tighter) way so as to recognise the responsibilities of a corporation toward combating 
slavery. The current system lacks a strong “point” to the inverse pyramids, weakening the integrity of both 
structures in the whole. 
 Section 54, much like other parts of the MSA that have been discussed, has a strong amount of 
potential that has not been fully implemented. Currently it is overly broad in definition, something that the 
Independent Review suggests curtailing. Again, in spite of what has been written above, consideration has 
been given as to why such breadth is not automatically a bad thing, such as the need to adjust reporting 
requirements for the type of company being considered. Furthermore when considered against the original 
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Californian Act the MSA’s broader language allows for the overcoming of the more limited approach present 
there. Ultimately, however, Wen’s perspective is accurate; 

 “The cognitive openness of reflexive law in its current conceptual frame, added to its over-optimistic 
faith in the processes of deliberation in prompting social consensus, thereby largely replicates the weakness 
of private governance in assuming coherence between fragmented social forces, generating similar 
pragmatic risks of power asymmetries between multi-stakeholder groups and implementation 
inconsistencies.”  587

 Although there are signs that further developments are being made to make s54 have more “teeth” 
in regards to companies that fail to meet their reporting standards,  there are still many issues with the 588

effectiveness of this section that need to be overcome. 
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Chapter 9: Summation and Conclusions 
  
9.1: Summation 
 This thesis has examined the anti-slavery framework in the UK, by considering the slavery 
framework as an integrated inverse pyramid, with broader aspects of slavery such as common concepts and 
norms at the top, being refined through the layers in order to provide substance and implementation at the 
narrow bottom. Each chapter has examined a level of the inverse pyramid, starting at the broad definition of 
slavery and the international norms created by the UN, considering the influential mid-level regional tier of 
the Council of Europe and the ECHR along with ECAT, and then the implementation at the national level 
through the MSA. At this point, the inverse pyramid is capable of going further down into narrower topics, 
which this thesis sought to explore in chapters 6 through 8 in order to consider how the Modern Slavery Act 
translates norms further down the hierarchy into national policies and whether this has been effective to 
incorporate anti-slavery norms into the UK framework. This allowed an exploration into bothof  how the MSA 
realises these norms, as well as some of the issues faced in regards to creating and implementing these 
legal mechanisms. 
 At this point, there does appear to be an apparent trend. At the international level there are more 
generally agreed points on how to handle the topic. However, it is apparent that the main issue with making 
both the norms and the legislation at this broad tier of the inverse pyramid effective was the response further 
down the structure and the risk of governance gaps without effective implementation. The issues presented 
by cultural difference and other factors in regards to the creation of governance gaps, and how further down 
the hierarchy a failure to implement an effective response could lead to a general reduction in the overall 
effectiveness of the entire anti-slavery hierarchy, were considered in relation to the Trafficking Protocol and 
CEDAW. It was particularly apparent that the issue was mostly at the national level, with the international and 
regional levels of the hierarchy focusing on providing direction. The regional level of the ECHR and ECAT 
has been far more influential on modern UK law relating to slavery, requiring both the development of new 
offences and effective responses to evidence of slavery to meet positive obligations under Article 4 ECHR. 
The development of positive obligations on states reflects the fact that states rarely engage in slavery or 
slavery-like practices in the modern world, but they are obligated to intervene when private parties engage in 
such exploitation.   
Once on the national level, however, it became apparent that there were issues present in the anti-slavery 
hierarchy in the UK. Particular notice has been given to the failure to develop the MSA and the structures 
underneath it and the impact of the policy incoherence between modern slavery and management of 
immigration policies through the hostile environment for migrants. It is apparent that the most difficult aspect 
of integrating international norms appears to lie with the ability and responsiveness of the national 
legislatures, be that due to resource obstacles or political or cultural resistance. Once the narrowest part of 
the inverse pyramid is removed the entire structure becomes compromised. The model is dependent on 
interactivity between the elements of the inverse pyramid as a whole. Resistance from the UK legislature, 
therefore, can be seen as damaging to creating an effective legislative response to slavery by failing to 
appropriately implement the MSA fully, from victim care and prosecution of the relevant the offences under 
the MSA to limiting the role of the IASC.  

9.3.1: Legislation 
 At the higher levels, treaties that impact on the UK are reflections of the concept of slavery. This 
thesis has shown this is a concept that evolves over time, so the UK response regarding those norms must 
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also shift. It is therefore somewhat concerning that key legislation such as the MSA is not as strongly 
integrated as it should be.  
While international treaties have been able to adapt and shift to the changes in slavery since the original 
1926 Convention drafted by the League of Nations, they still rely on national legislatures to actually 
implement the necessary responses. We can see a normative shift has occurred towards a more 
relationship-based model of slavery throughout the framework based on exploitation of the victim. This is 
also reflected in the operations of the ECHR and Article 4, allowing for necessary exceptions and a margin of 
appreciation, but providing for specific direction on compliance with the norms and enforcement through the 
ECtHR and evolution of the obligations imposed on states through the living instrument doctrine.   
The UK did have some existing legislative framework prior to the MSA but had nothing centralised and 
clarified, which was ultimately the purpose of the MSA. However, when considering if the UK has moved to 
integrate the norms at the top of the inverse pyramid more effectively post-MSA it could be said that the MSA 
does not appear to be making any further developments. It should be noted this is not simply a critique of the 
contents of the MSA. While experiments like the Child Trafficking Advocates did not succeed, they were still 
valid attempts to implement effective responses to slavery. On the other, there are also clearly successful 
elements within the MSA that serve to implement the positive obligations that had not been upheld 
previously, in particular, the MSA now recognises an expanded interpretation of slavery and provides a 
unified framework for prosecuting offenders. The incumbent government have adopted several policies that 
run adversely to the intent and function of the MSA, as well as contradicting some of the norms upheld by 
anti-slavery treaties at the international normative level. This includes the anti-migrant hostile environment 
policy that discourages vulnerable migrants without residence status in the UK from reporting on their own 
exploitation, and thus indirectly encourages instances of trafficking and slavery. However, support is also 
lacking for the implementation of key aspects of the MSA beyond the criminal law, particularly in relation to 
the role of the IASC and the implementation of s.54 MSA. 
 The MSA may be considered “robust”, being constructed well enough at the time. It is also argued 
that it is capable of surviving gradual legal shifts and changes over time. The application of the MSA at the 
national level benefits from both the dynamic jurisprudence of the ECHR, and the expanded relationship-
based definitions enshrined in the Act. However, the purpose of advancing the UK’s legislative framework via 
the MSA was to provide and clarify protection that was required to meet the country’s positive obligations 
under Article 4 ECHR, essentially positive norms that needed to be met. When examining the MSA in the 
modern light and considering it in the current political climate concerns have been identified as to its actual 
functionality.  
International treaties such as the ECHR and the UN treaty collections may suffer from occasional issues 
regarding their breadth, both in regards to their text and the imposition of positive obligations, but the 
governance gaps arising from this tend to be more beneficial in that they allow for member states to leverage 
that gap to create an appropriate response. In essence there is a governance gap from the broad 
international level that is recognised and accepted, allowing for states to implement the measures they need 
as appropriate for their national environment, with trust that this gap will not be abused. The gaps arising 
from the UK’s legislative framework, seem to run the other way, adopting a hostile and overly narrow scope 
that does not effectively implement the norms from international legislation. These gaps instead serve to 
widen the divide between the UK and the international norms that a robust anti-slavery framework require, 
weakening the structure as a whole through legislation that has been made weak through lack of interest or 
contrary politics. 
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9.3.2: Policy responses 
 The policy approaches taken to slavery vary at each level. Arguably the most recently developed but 
important one discussed by this thesis is the concept of victim care, the idea that victims of slavery are 
uniquely harmed individuals that require further care and attention in order to ensure that their fundamental 
rights are restored by the state. The policies enacted at the international level are reflective of this obligation 
which is a positive obligation under both CEDAW and ECAT. Both of these treaties impose obligations on 
member states with respect to victim care, as well as minimum standards in regards to investigation and 
criminalisation of slavery. These have been linked to the enforcement of Article 4 ECHR in the key case of 
Rantsev v Cyprus and Russia which obligates states in the Council of Europe to investigate evidence of 
slavery and trafficking to protect victims of these offences. It is still possible for cases to occur with such 
obligations in place but it means that states are acting to combat slavery and slavery-like practices occurring 
on their territory. Again, however, this is entirely reliant on the member states to actually implement these 
obligations for the purposes of effective operation and where that does not occur cases will arise in order to 
try and bring noncompliant states back into line.  
 Considering how the UK has reflected on the need to implement actual investigation of slavery, and 
victim care, there appears to be a similarly mixed story which indicates some failure to fully incoporate 
international anti-slavery norms. There have been successes with the National Referral Mechanism placed 
on a statutory footing by the MSA for reporting and investigating crimes as well as the creation of the 
Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner for the purposes of guiding companies, councils and other bodies in 
the UK on compliance with slavery obligations. Even more hands-off approaches could be considered 
successes of policy given that, whilst the company reporting mechanism under section 54 certainly lacks 
some power, it is flexible and allows for adaptation to specialised companies. It also is novel in recognising 
wider issues of private corporate responsibility for slavery, and global networks that are not state controlled 
but have an impact on compliance with the slavery framework. It reflects on the issues companies face at the 
national level and allows for a reasonable governance gap, similar to the interaction between international 
treaties and national legislation.  
However, again, some areas implemented at the national level do not seem to reach far enough or are 
damaged by political attitudes that run contrary to the norms against slavery. The major weaknesses still lie 
in the attempts to provide for victim care and support in reporting, and in preventative measures. The context 
of internal trafficking, particularly of children, and the exploitation of migrant workers without residence status 
are particular problems. There is also evidence that the NRM is not always working effectively to identify 
those who have been exploited in the UK before they are prosecuted or removed from the jurisdiction.  
 The policies taken in regards to modern slavery in the UK are key reflections on how the country not 
only combats slavery but also how it tries to meet the obligations that are universally considered essential. 
The issue with the UK, as with other nations, is working out the details and ensuring effective 
implementation. While part of this comes through how the legislation enabling those responses is written, 
ultimately the instruments that a state uses in order to criminalise slavery and care for their victims needs to 
be evaluated in regards to how they also reflect on slavery norms. With the UK, it would seem that there was 
perhaps too much focus placed on the novelties within the MSA rather than the actual effectiveness of those 
devices. After this passed, the more predominant attitude appears to be neutral or, in the case of the hostile 
environment policy, adverse to the intent of international anti-slavery norms. Ultimately though, when 
considering how some of the UK’s enforcement tools have developed over time and considering the cases 
the country has faced regarding their care for victims, there seem to be several issues regarding policies that 
represent slavery norms in the UK’s framework. 
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9.3.3: Jurisprudence 
 Judicial action at the international level is certainly not perfect. The ECHR is notorious for the delay 
that occurs between a case actually being brought to the court and when that case is actually heard, even 
after several attempts have been made to reform it. Due its position at a broader tier of the inverse pyramid, 
international tribunals are required to be flexible in their judgments to make allowance for the national 
legislatures under their authority. That being said, treaty level legislation tends to be at its most effective 
when acting as a point of guidance for judges. Treaties such as the ECHR guide judges in member states in 
a way that allows them to try and effectively implement the principles their judgments on national law. This 
allows for effective integration at the national level via a gradually constructed framework of cases and 
referrals. This is not a fast process, nor entirely clear, for example, the ECHR’s exceptions to Article 4, can 
raise issues in regards the limits of the Article’, as was seen in cases such as Van Der Mussele v Belgium. 
For the most part however, this is the level where we can see effective guidance. Several treaties, including 
the ECHR, have simple, direct text regarding slavery and trafficking norms and this has meant more 
casework has been required in order to provide the necessary clarity for these treaties to function 
appropriately. This process though has also allowed for a reasonable amount of dynamism in regards to both 
cases and the evolution of slavery, particularly of Article 4 ECHR which remains functional in regards to 
modern slavery as a result of adaptation through devices such as the living instrument doctrine. Essentially 
while jurisprudence at this level tends to move slower it is more closely tied to the fundamental norms of 
slavery. 
 The ECHR is perhaps the key instrument in UK modern slavery law, being implemented both 
through the Human Rights Act 1998 and the MSA. As a result, judges in the UK benefit from access to the 
ECHR’s principles and wider jurisprudence. However, national judges are still constrained by the national 
legislative framework. Section 45 MSA restricts judges in regards to the direction they can take regarding 
trial and sentencing of victims of slavery who have perpetrated a serious crime whilst enslaved. While this 
also raises issues concerning wider norms around concepts such as murder, the simple fact is that here 
there is a deliberately created governance gap in the UK framework that prevents the effective utilisation of 
norms by the judiciary. Rather than allowing for appropriate balance to be given to both the norms of 
investigating crimes and the norms of protecting victims of slavery, the former seems to have taken priority, 
with detriment to the effective integration of the rights of slavery victims to protection. Section 45 as well as 
other parts of the UK’s particular framework have indicated there are serious flaws in victim care and 
handling. While the prosecution of the criminal element in slavery is important, the norms of the issue require 
that balance also be given toward victim care.  
 The EHCR is least likely to suffer governance gaps as a result of being dependent on judicial 
examination at the regional level of the pyramid. However, there is only so far that the judiciary is capable of 
reaching. Indeed, given the need to avoid judicial lawmaking it seems that while it is easier to integrate anti-
slavery norms effectively at the national level. The judiciary does not operate in a vacuum, and while there is 
indeed good potential for improved effective integration via decision-making they are limited by national 
policy and legislation. In such a way, while this aspect arguably has the greatest potential for effective 
integration it is still limited by external factors. 

9.3.4: Normative reflection 
 Even though it has evolved as a concept, slavery has always fundamentally been about reducing 
someone from a person to an object. This was the case with the 1926 Convention created by the League of 
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Nations and adapted by the United Nations. This fundamental principle still shines through even with the 
modern understanding of slavery, with commoditisation of people as a service demonstrating that the 
relationship-based model of slavery is still fundamentally degrading to the human experience. The question 
that needs to be asked then is how the UK’s anti-slavery framework actually implements these upper-inverse 
pyramid norms, in what ways the overall framework handles victims appropriately. This is something that is 
genuinely difficult for international legislation as while that is closer and more representative of slavery norms 
such legislation is, as mentioned, dependent on member states at the lower end of the inverse pyramid to 
actually implement their principles. Although there appears to be a hierarchy, the inverse pyramid is actually 
an integrated structure which depends on all stages working together appropriately to achieve an effective 
framework overall. Normative governance gaps are arguably some of the most important given they 
represent areas where the norms of anti-slavery doctrine are not reaching through to reality. Implementing 
positive victim care policies, legislation that recognises contextual issues and training the judiciary to handle 
trial appropriately where a victim comes to court is essential for a state to recognise and advance their duties 
in regards to modern slavery norms. 
 There is a clear indication that the UK has not successfully integrated norms when considered 
through a norm-related lens. It could further be argued that lawmakers in the UK do not care. While there 
have been successes following the passage of the MSA, there is one ultimate issue that needs to be 
considered. If the climate in the UK is so contrary to fully implementing measures that impact on modern 
slavery, there cannot be effective integration of anti-slavery principles until those issues are appropriately 
recognised and either contained or curtailed. While the hostile environment anti-migrant policy is focused on 
migrants and inherently harms normative implementation of anti-slavery norms, on a wider level the entire 
anti-slavery framework of the UK is currently contending with a political climate that is more interested in 
implementing policies contrary to modern slavery principles than it is those that are in favour of them. So 
long as this mindset remains in place, or if no major positive reforms are made to existing anti-slavery 
legislation or policies in the UK, there can be no hope to have an integrated framework that recognises 
victims of slavery come from multiple places and from multiple areas of risk. While victims are being 
excluded in some manner from anti-slavery rights, be that by being deported before they can give evidence 
or being regarded with suspicion when they try to self-report as was seen in Chapter 6, then the UK’s 
framework will not be treating them as people. In this way, the UK’s legislative and responsive integration is 
sorely lacking, compromising the ability to properly represent anti-slavery norms and causing a reduction in 
the ability to effectively counter slavery globally. 
 At the most fundamental level, modern slavery frameworks have been about trying to restore the lost 
humanity that is taken when a victim of slavery is exploited. Although simple neglect is something usually 
corrected when it is brought to attention through trial, if a framework is not implementing those norms 
properly, or worse is actively implementing procedures contrary to those norms, then integration cannot be 
said to be effective. This appears to be the case with the UK’s anti-slavery framework. In order to correct 
this, a serious re-evaluation of the entire framework in the UK is needed and a more positive approach 
needs to be taken to buttress existing policies and jurisprudence. With normative values regarding modern 
slavery shifting towards a relationship-based model as opposed to the historical model of a more property-
based form of slavery, it is important to ensure that the framework as a whole can reflect on this, looking into 
the context around cases of modern slavery and creating an effective response by building on that 
information, rather than relying on a rigid legal structure to allow for ease of reference. Modern slavery is an 
evolving, dynamic issue, and in turn it needs an appropriately dynamic response. 
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9.4: Conclusions 
 As slavery has changed over the centuries it is important that the models we use to respond to 
slavery today can meet those changes. The “industry” of slavery has changed over time. Not only is it 
recognised as obviously illegal and immoral, but that original model has shifted from a property-based 
orientation to something relationship based. A greater in-depth understanding of the need to care for victims 
has emerged with the development of greater protective anti-slavery positive obligations at the international 
level and a more developed international response, building on what came before to expand on the existing 
inverse pyramidal hierarchy into something more recognisable today. International treaties function to put 
text to anti-slavery norms in broad terms before becoming more refined and more mechanical the narrower 
the inverse pyramid gets, reaching final applicability at the national level. 
 The UK has successfully integrated many of the key issues around modern slavery into the national 
anti-slavery framework via the MSA, and it remains part of a framework that is in constant development, 
These developments will expand anti-slavery norms, not in the sense of making them broader, but making 
them more easy to integrate at the national level. But when the issues in both this chapter and the rest of the 
thesis are considered, the UK has rested too heavily on the Modern Slavery Act as it was created in 2015. 
Over time, a political environment that is not conducive to protecting or implementing slavery norms has 
arisen and what was once novel with implementation now needs some renewal in order to accurately 
represent the legal norms of the fight against slavery. While international parts of the framework do have 
their own flaws given their breadth, there has been clear progress in handling the issues at this level. It is the 
reluctance to integrate in a way that responds appropriately at the national level that indicates the problems 
the UK’s anti-slavery framework, running adversely to the needs of the victims, and thus contravening one of 
the key international norms. The current processes for implementing anti-slavery norms in the UK have 
become neglected, and what positive elements do exist are in need of some reform or renovation in order to 
continue to be effective. 
 A framework with strong potential to effectively represent slavery rights and combat the slave trade 
exists in the UK today. It only requires some attention and reform in order to fully transpose the norms upheld 
at the international level, and in doing so the UK has the potential to remain at the forefront of combatting 
slavery. Only by moving away from treating all victims with hostility and recognising the flaws that exist with 
the current system can the framework hope to be improved through reform, vigilance and victim care. 
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